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ABSTRACT

Data Leverage: A Framework for Empowering the Public to Mitigate Harms of Artificial

Intelligence

Nicholas Vincent

Many computing technologies are primarily useful because of the existence of some set

of data created by people, intentionally in some cases and unintentionally in others. For

instance, technologies like search engines, recommender systems, classifiers, and language

models are all dependent on digital records of things people have said, done, typed, clicked

and experienced. In practice, the creation of this useful data involves the participation

by, or surveillance of, members of the public. One way to view this relationship is to

say that computing technologies are reliant on data labor, and that people who perform

data labor have a potential source of leverage – which we might call data leverage –

over the operators of computing technologies, i.e. technology companies and other large

organizations. Identifying new ways to empower the public is important in light of growing

concerns that advances in computing – especially around artificial intelligence, machine

learning, and statistics – will contribute to inequality in power and wealth in addition to

creating negative impacts along other dimensions. In this thesis, we describe work that
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has sought to understand and support data leverage along several fronts: by measuring

the value of data to existing systems and platforms, by estimating the potential impact of

data leverage actions, and by developing frameworks and tools that support data leverage.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Artificial intelligence (AI) technologies have seen rapid development in recent years,

with a flurry of financial investment in AI activities and the development of impressive

new AI capabilities [436]. However, there is mounting evidence that AI technologies can

cause a great deal of societal harm along many dimensions [3, 11, 301]. One of these

concerns is the potential for AI technologies to cause a significant increase in economic

inequality [332, 212, 258]. In conjunction with other documented harms of AI systems,

e.g., the potential to reflect and reinforce historical biases [11, 301], there is serious concern

that AI and data-dependent systems will do more harm than good in many contexts.

Concretely, even AI technologies that create economic growth could leave many people

worse off. As the computing research community races to advance AI technologies in

pursuit of large-scale benefits, there is a critical need to develop techniques to ensure the

AI systems are governed more democratically, the winnings of AI systems are shared more

broadly, and negative impacts across a variety of dimensions are mitigated.

The research in this thesis is rooted in the hypothesis that, by changing how AI systems

are designed and governed, AI can mitigate inequalities in wealth and power rather than

exacerbate them. The goal of such systems would be to work towards a computing

paradigm that distributes its economic winnings and non-monetary utility much more

broadly. The research community can help build this new paradigm by studying and

scaffolding the relationships between the data-generating public and the AI technologies
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they fuel with their data contributions. For instance, search engines rely on click data from

users and content written by volunteers such as blogs and Wikipedia articles [408, 404].

Recommender systems rely on explicit user feedback (e.g., “star ratings”) and behavioral

data (e.g., browsing history) that reveal user preferences. The entire body of research on

supervised learning relies on crowd workers, volunteers, and sometimes unwitting users

(e.g., reCAPTCHA participants) to label images and text. Without this data generated by

the public, data-driven technologies (i.e., those that use machine learning and statistical

models) could not exist. The critical role of all these kinds of data suggests a yet untapped

source of power for the broad public.

The work described here aims to address power and information asymmetries between

data-contributing users and AI-operating technology companies. The operators of AI

technologies are cognizant of the essential nature of human-generated data, but users

have limited understanding of this data’s essential role in making these technologies work

(though this is changing [242]). By building systems to measure and make people aware

of the value of their data, we believe it is possible to reduce this problematic knowledge

imbalance. In doing so, we aim to help people use the leverage inherent in their essential

role as data generators to develop symbiotic relationships between data generators –

the public – and the operators of AI systems. These relationships would involve data

contributors pushing back when data is used in a way they view as undesirable, supporting

causes they deem desirable (e.g., providing preference data to a new start-up) or even

receiving financial incentives for data contributions via a data market [63] or a data

dividend [111]. Such relationships could – and should – be mutually beneficial, leading to

reduced economic inequality and better-performing AI technologies.
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Our research efforts to address this information asymmetry have centered around a

two step process: (1) measuring the value of data – in terms of potential impact – to

make people aware of this value and (2) identifying avenues to translate this potential

impact into actualized leverage. If the value of data is not made salient and discussed

prominently, it is very unlikely that any kind of dialogue or negotiations will ever begin.

Thus, measuring and making people aware of data’s value can be seen as a prerequisite

for changing the relationship between data contributors and data users. However, as

information asymmetry around data contributions is reduced, it will also be critical to

identify how actual leverage can be achieved. A key theme in our results on this front is

to show the importance of collective action. Data records have much more value when

they are aggregated and reflect something about groups of people, so gaining leverage

through data will require coordination.

1.1. Overview of Chapters

This thesis is organized around the two step process described above: first, we dis-

cuss efforts to measure the value of datasets created by the public, and then discuss

efforts to support high-impact collective action based around data. Our work in the

first category has focused specifically on investigating the relationships between data

contributions – especially contributions to the peer production platform Wikipedia (i.e.,

voluntarily-provided “data labor”) – and for-profit platforms and systems like Reddit,

StackOverflow, Google, Bing, and DuckDuckGo. Our work in the second category has

involved developing a framework for thinking about different kinds of data-related collec-

tive action. This framework, which we call “data leverage” provides an actionable path
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towards empowering the public to engage in collective action. We have worked to make

this framework more concrete by using simulations to estimate the potential impact of

different kinds of data-related collective action.

Both of these categories are highly interdisciplinary, primarily sitting at the inter-

section of human-computer interaction and machine learning. In Chapter 2, we discuss

the specific subfields that informed our work. We explain how data leverage is primar-

ily rooted in human-computer interaction (HCI) but draws heavily on machine learning

scholarship. On the HCI side, we provide a broad summary of how data leverage relates

to ongoing efforts within HCI to address the negative impacts of computing, and espe-

cially highlight the potential of data leverage to address this major challenge. On the

ML side, this section highlights some of the broad connections between ML research and

data leverage, and discusses the role of “data valuation research” in particular. We also

discuss connections to AI governance and differing views on the political economy of data.

Finally, Chapter 2 concludes by introducing some definitions that are relevant throughout

the following chapters.

The role that human-generated data has played in fueling computing advances, espe-

cially in machine learning, has been at times undervalued. This has led to a status quo

wherein most members of the public – each of whom plays a critical role in the success of

data-dependent technologies – are not given information about the value of their contri-

butions. Chapters 3, 4 and 5 describe our work measuring the value of the public’s data

contributions. These projects pay particular attention to data contributions to Wikipedia,

building on prior work suggesting Wikipedia is an undervalued dependency underlying

powerful computing technologies, and take advantage of Wikipedia’s unique transparency.
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Chapter 3 looks at the relationship between Wikipedia content and other online commu-

nities (we look specifically at Reddit and Stack Overflow, but discuss the likelihood that

similar relationships exist for many other communities and platforms). For this study, we

considered both a simple upper-bound counterfactual and used propensity score methods

to estimate the effect of posting Wikipedia links on engagement. We estimated the in-

creased engagement may contribute to firm revenue on the order of magnitude of $100k

per year. This work provided a specific measurement of how value flows from volunteer-

produced data to for-profit companies. Further, for research on online communities, our

results suggest there is much to be gained by studying online communities with a broad

lens that includes the relationships between communities. Chapters 4 and 5 describe sev-

eral projects that investigated the role of user-generated content, and Wikipedia content

specifically, in populating search engine results. This work looked at a variety search en-

gines and search contexts to see how often volunteer-generated data labor was responsible

for the content appearing in prominent parts of search engine results. Overall, our results

suggest that Wikipedia is an absolutely critical source for search engines to address user

needs.

In Chapters 6, 7, and 8, we describe work focused specifically on imagining and sup-

porting collective action around data. Chapter 6 describes simulation work aimed at

understanding the potential impact of data strikes. Chapter 7 expands on the work of

the previous chapter, and further describes how we might compare the relative impact

of collective action aimed at withholding data to bring down a system against collective

action aimed at contributing data to boost up an alternative system. Together, these

results validate that data leverage can be very effective, but importantly also show how
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simulation can be an important way to check when certain kinds of collective action may

actually be less impactful and not worth the requisite costs. Chapter 8 describes the

overall framework of data leverage. Looking across a variety of different research areas,

including ML, HCI, and economics, we identified three distinct data levers available to

a group of people acting collectively: withholding data as part of a data strike, manipu-

lating data as part of a data poisoning attack (a concept that’s been well studied in the

ML community, albeit primarily as anti-social, not pro-social), and redirecting/donating

data as part of a conscious data contribution campaign. This work also highlighted the

complementary nature of data strikes and data contribution: even if a group is too small

to effectively data strike, data contribution can be very effective, oftentimes exhibiting a

kind of “80/20 rule” wherein 20% of users can boost a system up to 80% of best-case per-

formance. In conjunction with recent empirical work that shows that many deep learning

systems show power law data scaling [169], it appears that data contribution can be a

highly impactful source of leverage as well.

Data leverage could be used to change organizational policy along a number of di-

mensions, but in contexts where data-dependent systems are very profitable, a natural

application of data leverage may be to push firms or states to increase the share of eco-

nomic winnings that flow back to upstream data contributors. Chapter 9 provides an

analysis of a “data dividends”, a high-stakes policy discussion that is related to data

value estimation and data-related collective action. The basic idea behind a data divi-

dend is that one way of recognizing the value that the public provides to AI systems is

to give people money. A data dividend is one potential outcome from collective action,

e.g. the public could withhold data until the state or a firm shares some of the profits
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from AI. The data dividend concept raises many questions, especially around how data

contributions should be valued. To understand the design space of data dividends, we

conducted a series of simulations aimed at understanding how different design choices

affect how the payments disbursed as part of a “meritocratic” data dividends (i.e., a divi-

dend where more “valuable” or “impactful” data contributions are given larger payments)

vary in terms of their equality and distributions.

The remainder of the thesis primarily describes future work. Chapter 10 describes

ripe ground for connecting growing research on data value estimation, primarily taking

place in the ML research community, with a collective action perspective on data. In this

chapter, we provide a review of how different data value definitions (e.g., a “leave one

out” definition of impact vs. a “Shapley value” definition) relate to data leverage.

Finally, in Chapter 11, we describe some of our planned next steps. A high priority

direction for extending the data leverage research agenda is to build tools that visualize

or otherwise communicate the impact of different data-affecting actions to users. Such

tools would very directly attack the information asymmetry around data’s value and

impact, aiming to provide as much information as possible to data contributors about

their contribution’s downstream impact. This will require incorporating ideas and findings

from the work described in all the preceding chapters of the thesis. These tools also

have applications for a broader class of governance questions in online settings. In this

concluding Chapter, we also discuss the implications of adopting large models, e.g. large

language models, for data leverage initiatives.
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1.2. Stylistic Notes

First, throughout this document, we will use the plural first person pronouns to refer to

collaborative efforts underlying the various papers described herein (e.g., “our work”, “we

argue”). Indeed, each of the individual projects described here was highly collaborative.

Second, many of the chapters describe work that was already published elsewhere.

In each of these chapters, we note the original publication venue in a footnote. While

we have made some updates to these chapters to better communicate a cohesive research

narrative, we have left the Discussion section of each chapter mostly untouched to capture

our thinking throughout this work’s lifecycle.
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CHAPTER 2

Related Work

2.1. Chapter Overview

In this Chapter, we first discuss where the work in this thesis sits relative to existing

research areas. In each of the subsequent chapters, we discuss specific related work, so in

order to avoid excessive redundancy, this Chapter is focused on situating data leverage

research at a high level.

The study of data leverage sits at the intersection of human-computer interaction

(HCI) and machine learning (ML). Ultimately, the primary phenomenon of interest in

most of the studies described here are about interactions that lead to data records, i.e.

humans interacting with computers. For instance, our studies discussed in Chapters 3, 4,

and 5 focus heavily on Wikipedia and other online communities that have long been of

interest to HCI scholars. The impact of these data records can amplified be techniques

and ideas taken from machine learning research. Our studies discussed in Chapters 6 and

7 involve using evaluation techniques from the ML community.

With this in mind, much of the data leverage research described here can primarily

be seen as falling under the nascent disciplinary boundaries of human-centered machine

learning (a growing community, see e.g. [131]) and responsible artificial intelligence (see

e.g. [14]). In fact, data leverage provides a very practical definition of “responsible AI”: a
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world in which data leverage actions are cheap and common will lead to AI systems that

are “responsible” to the broad public in a very immediate sense.

While primarily situated in HCI scholarship and secondarily in machine learning, this

line of work has also been heavily influenced by a scholarly initiative in economics to take

seriously the idea of treating “data as labor” [13, 309]. The core idea, as explained by

Arrieta Ibarra et al. [13], is that data has been typically treated as a kind of capital that

is produced in a manner akin to exhaust from a vehicle, but should instead be seen as

work continually supplied by “data laborers”. This insight motivated our earlier work

preceding “data leverage”, and is also crucial to the argument underlying data leverage.

Just as labor exerts leverage against capital, data labor may also exert leverage against

data-dependent capital.

2.2. Human-computer interaction

Human-computer interaction (HCI) scholarship has been a central force in paving the

way for studying human factors of data-dependent technologies. As such, our work relies

on, and contributes to, scholarship in HCI.

2.2.1. Computer supported cooperative work and social computing

Within HCI, scholarship centered around Computer supported cooperative work (CSCW)

is especially relevant to discussing data leverage. CSCW is a rather broad field, with

early work focused on “groupware” like Lotus Notes used in organizations [147]. This

early work certainly involves labor and data, but is our primary focus. Later work has

focused increasingly on large online platforms, e.g. social media like Twitter and “modern
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forums” like Reddit. These online platforms are important sites of data labor and have

been responsible for much of the “early data labor” fueling data-dependent computing

systems (e.g., Wikipedia fueling search and natural language processing).

To study data labor almost invariably involves studying social computing platforms.

While it is certainly possible to find examples of data labor that are not facilitated through

platforms (e.g., machine learning labels generated entirely in a lab setting), a dominant

portion of data-dependent computing is specifically dependent on data from the online

platforms popular in social computing.

Efforts to better understand and support social computing platforms and online com-

munities have, intentionally or not, also helped to document the role of users in generating

data that has been crucial to the success of several research areas (e.g., studying the pro-

duction of Wikipedia [122], documenting user contributions to Reddit [27]). Much of our

early data leverage work was inspired specifically by calls for understanding the relation-

ship between Wikipedia and Google [385, 265].

Another impactful concept originating in CSCW scholarship has been that of non-use

[340]. This line of work has argued for designing for people who cannot use, or refuse to

use certain technologies or features. Data leverage is very reliant on taking “non-users”

seriously. Under a worldview that ignores non-use, it would be very easy to assume that

“users” should or would have no choice but to consider generating data exhaust.

Importantly, the CSCW community has also taken the lead in discussing the role

of power dynamics in core issues in computing. [51, 82]. For instance, scholars in this

field have sought to shift discussions of “human-centered design” towards advocacy and

activism [342].
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2.2.2. Computer supported cooperative work and social computing

2.3. Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence

Our work draws on scholarship in machine learning. While the general ideas around

data leverage apply broadly to any system that is “data dependent”, i.e. relies on some de-

gree of upstream human-generated data, many highly impactful data-dependent technolo-

gies are specifically machine learning technologies. Furthermore, ideas from the machine

learning community are critical for conceptualizing data dependent systems.

Our prior work (outlined above) has shown the potential value of simulating various

configurations of so-called “data leverage”. For instance, we can predict the drop in per-

formance of a recommender model in the scenario that 30% of all users withhold their

data (for a popular recommender task, we see performance drop of 50% of the way to-

wards an unpersonalized baseline, see Chapter 6). We can also imagine investigating more

specific scenarios, such as, “what if users who are top ten percentile contributors withhold

half of their data contributions”? The knowledge creation practices familiar in machine

learning scholarship are well suited to explore these counterfactuals and give plausible

estimates of impact. Indeed, some recent work has begun to explicitly call such explo-

rations “data counterfactuals”[182]. Put simply, for a particular imagined configuration

of data leverage, it is possible to run and analyze a corresponding simulation.

2.3.1. Data Valuation

Driven in part by developments in data economics (i.e. emerging ideas such as data

markets [63] and data dividends, as discussed in Chapter 9), there have been many recent

advances in data valuation techniques [206, 126, 191]. Data valuation techniques involve
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estimating the value of units and groups of data (i.e. “datums”, or as we will call them,

observations) in terms of their impact on a loss calculation or other metric.

Work has sought to price individual “observations” of data. Several effective tech-

niques for valuing observations have been proposed, including influence functions [206]

and various forms of Shapley values [126, 191] (a concept from game theory that can be

applied to data by imagining the creation of a dataset as a cooperative game). These have

also been extended to groups of observations, which is particularly relevant to questions

of data leverage.

Critically, many of the data valuation approaches that have been the subject of re-

search advances can be interpreted very concretely in terms of counterfactual data sce-

narios.

After describing the conceptual development of “data leverage” in Chapter 8 and the

preceding chapters, and showing the very direct connections between data valuation and

data dividends in Chapter 9, we provide a more in-depth discussion of the connections

between data leverage and research on data value estimation in Chapter 10.

2.4. Other Relevant Subfields

2.4.1. AI Governance and Alignment

There is growing interest in coalescing a research community around the topic of “AI

Alignment” [117]. Key questions in this area persist around what value systems AI systems

should align with, i.e., utilitarian, Kantian, or other value systems. Alignment can be seen

as an aspect of AI governance [75]. These topics are ultimately concerned with questions

about how humans can control the behaviors of AI systems. The idea of using data
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as source of leverage for collective action provides a potential answer to some of these

questions. As noted, we might imagine a model of responsible AI in which data-related

collective action is a key lever for regulating the behaviors of AI systems; when they go

off the rails, members of the public engage in data leverage actions in a reactive manner.

2.4.2. Related Ideas in Political Economy

Our work contributes to a broad conversation about how data-related systems should be

governed, and about how issues related to digital capitalism should be addressed more

broadly. There has since been ongoing scholarly discussion about different ways to frame

and study data’s role in modern capitalism.

As noted above, our work has been heavily influenced by the “data as labor” perspec-

tive. Several competing ideas have emerged in response to this idea. In comparing several

data metaphors, Viljoen considers data as labor to be a propertarian approach, and con-

trasts this with dignitarian approaches to data [403]. Sadowski analyzes data’s role in the

modern political economy as a distinct kind of capital that is similar to economic capital

in terms of cycles of capital accumulation, and argues for scholars to focus on the process

of data extraction, as opposed to over-emphasizing issues of privacy and security [334].

This work argues for regulating the data economy via capital controls, i.e., limits on data

possession and building towards public infrastructure models of data management.

Here, I provide a brief statement on how I frame my work in light of ongoing debates

and disputes around the political economy of data and AI: A goal of my work is to pro-

duce empirical results that can be useful from a variety of political economy perspectives

regarding data, the “data-driven economy”, and AI. In other words, regardless of which of
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the above (or other) perspectives ends up being more predictive in the long run or which

perspective ends up becoming more dominant in scholarly and public discourses, I am

hopeful that our empirical results and design work will be able to meaningfully contribute

to mitigating the negative impacts of AI.
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CHAPTER 3

Wikipedia’s Value to Other Online Communities

3.1. Introduction

Over the past decade, Wikipedia has been a subject of tremendous interest in the

computing literature1. Researchers have used Wikipedia to understand online collabora-

tion dynamics (e.g. [201, 248, 440, 439]), to evaluate volunteer recruitment and retention

strategies (e.g. [152, 153, 441, 442]), and even to train many state-of-the-art artificial

intelligence systems [110, 118, 175, 177, 267, 433]. Indeed, Wikipedia has likely become

one of the most important datasets and research environments in modern computing

[59, 175, 267, 273].

However, a major limitation of the vast majority of the Wikipedia literature is that it

considers Wikipedia in isolation, outside the context of its broader online ecosystem. The

importance of this limitation was made quite salient in recent research that suggested that

Wikipedia’s relationships with other websites are tremendously significant [134, 265, 277,

421]. For instance, this work has shown that Wikipedia’s relationships with other websites

are important factors in the peer production process and, consequently, have impacts on

key variables of interest such as content quality, reader demand, and contribution patterns

[265, 421].

1This chapter was originally published as [406].
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Perhaps more importantly, however, this recent research has additionally suggested

that the reverse is also true: Wikipedia content appears to play a substantially more

important role in the Internet ecosystem than anticipated, with other websites having

critical dependencies on Wikipedia content. In particular, McMahon et al. [265] showed

that the click-through rates of Google SERPs (search engine results pages) drop dra-

matically when Wikipedia links are removed, suggesting that Google is quite reliant on

Wikipedia to satisfy user information needs. Among other implications, this means that

the Wikipedia peer production processes studied in the social computing literature likely

have a substantial – and largely unstudied – impact on other websites. McMahon et al.’s

results also raised important questions related to the revenue being generated by for-profit

institutions using volunteer-created Wikipedia content, especially in light of Wikipedia’s

limited donation income.

Recognizing the importance of understandingWikipedia’s relationships with its broader

online ecosystem, the Wikimedia Foundation (the operator of Wikipedia) has called for

more research on these relationships as a central part of its “New Research Agenda” for

Wikipedia [385]. The goal of the research presented in this chapter is to help address

this call. More specifically, we seek to extend McMahon et al.’s work on Wikipedia’s re-

lationship with Google into a different and important area of the online ecosystem: other

large-scale online communities.

In line with guidance in the social computing community to increase robustness

through the use of multi-community analyses [333, 395], we examine Wikipedia’s relation-

ship with two distinct large-scale online communities: Stack Overflow (SO) and Reddit.
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Users post links to Wikipedia on both SO and Reddit, facilitating an important, and

potentially bidirectional, relationship with Wikipedia.

Following the high-level structure of McMahon et al [265], this chapter asks two over-

arching research questions about Wikipedia’s relationship with SO and Reddit:

RQ1: What value is Wikipedia providing to other large-scale online communities like

Stack Overflow and Reddit? (i.e. Does Wikipedia content increase community engagement

and/or company revenue?)

RQ2: What value do these large-scale online communities provide to Wikipedia?

(i.e. Are they contributing page views? Editors?)

We additionally take an important step beyond McMahon et al. and investigate how

the quality of Wikipedia articles affects the relationships examined in RQ1 and RQ2. In

other words, we look at the association between the quality of articles on Wikipedia and

the value that Wikipedia provides to external entities, and vice versa.

We address our RQs using a combined framework of associative and causal analy-

ses that allows us to estimate Wikipedia’s relationships with SO and Reddit under a

range of conditions. For instance, at the upper bound of this range, our associative

analyses allow us to ask, “How much value would be lost from SO and Reddit if posts

containing Wikipedia links never appeared?” Similarly, to estimate a lower bound on the

value Wikipedia could be providing to SO and Reddit, we use causal analysis to exam-

ine the counterfactual scenario, “What if the posts containing Wikipedia links remained

unchanged content-wise, but instead had a link to a site other than Wikipedia?”

The results of our analyses indicate that Wikipedia creates a large amount of value

for SO and Reddit, even in our lower-bound estimates. More specifically, we observe
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that posts containing Wikipedia links on both sites are exceptionally valuable posts, with

engagement metrics like user-voted scores much higher than posts that do not contain

Wikipedia links (often by a factor of at least 2x, and sometimes as much as 4x-5x). This

results in an estimated increase in revenue on the order of $100K/year for both sites.

However, we find little evidence that posts with Wikipedia links provide direct value

to the Wikipedia community. We were able to replicate work that showed that Wikipedia

posts on the popular Reddit community “TIL” (“Today I Learned”) were responsible for

a large spike in viewership. However, our results suggest that this large effect does not

generalize beyond the “TIL” community or beyond Reddit. Moreover, we see negligible

increases in Wikipedia edits and editor signup despite the large volume of links posted on

both sites. Through a smaller-scale qualitative analysis, we find evidence that suggests

that the “paradox of re-use” [385] may be playing a role here: Wikipedia’s permissive

content licenses make it easy for Reddit and SO users to directly include the Wikipedia

content in their posts, which could be mitigating the benefits of Wikipedia links in terms

of traffic to Wikipedia and new Wikipedia edits/editors.

As we discuss below, these results have important implications for a number of con-

stituencies. For companies that rely on Wikipedia content, our findings highlight the value

(including both engagement and revenue) created by Wikipedia’s free and volunteer-

created content. For Wikipedia and its editors, RQ1’s results further demonstrate the

critical role the Wikipedia community plays in the broader online ecosystem outside

of Wikipedia. However, our RQ2 results present more challenging implications for the

Wikipedia community: these results highlight the need for further research on solutions

to the paradox of re-use.
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3.2. Background

Prior to presenting related work, we first provide high-level context about Reddit, SO

and how Wikipedia content appears on these sites. For both Reddit and SO, there is

a class of posts that is highly-dependent (if not entirely reliant) on Wikipedia content

(i.e. the posts could not exist without Wikipedia). Additionally, users can “upvote” and

“downvote” content on Reddit and SO, which gives it a “score” (# of upvotes – # of

downvotes).

3.2.1. Reddit and Wikipedia

Reddit is a large-scale online community that allows users to share links to external content

(e.g. news articles, images, videos), post original text content (e.g. questions, opinions),

and discuss this content through comments. As of July 2017, Reddit was the ninth-

most-visited website globally [9], had 300M monthly visitors, and had a $1.8B valuation

[414].

On Reddit, links to Wikipedia often appear in the well-known “TIL” (Today I Learned)

“subreddit”, among others. The term “subreddit” refers to the sub-communities that

together make up Reddit. Many posts in “TIL” are composed of only a Wikipedia link

and a short summary or quote from the article. An example TIL post is shown in Fig.

3.1.
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3.2.2. Stack Overflow and Wikipedia

SO is a Q&A community for programmers and was the 56th-most-visited website in the

world [9]. Stack Exchange, the company that owns SO, raised $40M of venture capital

funding in 2015, bringing it to a total of $70M raised [145].

On SO, Wikipedia supports answers in the form of links and quoted text. Answers

often use technical terms or acronyms and include a Wikipedia link in lieu of defining

these terms. An example post that uses a Wikipedia link and quote to support an answer

is shown in Fig. 3.2.

3.3. Related Work

3.3.1. Wikipedia and Its Internet Ecosystem

This research project was directly motivated by two recent developments related to

Wikipedia and its broader Internet ecosystem. First, the Wikimedia Foundation called on

Wikipedia researchers to focus on these relationships as part of a “New Research Agenda”

for Wikipedia [385]. Second, recent work further substantiated this call with new evidence

Figure 3.1. Example reddit post, with a Wikipedia link.
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Figure 3.2. Example StackOverflow answer, with a Wikipedia link.

showing how critical these relationships can be, both for Wikipedia and for the Web more

generally [265].

With respect to the former, Dario Taraborelli – the Head of Research at Wikime-

dia – urged the large community of Wikipedia researchers to refocus their efforts on

several new opportunities and challenges facing Wikipedia. One of those challenges is

better understanding how Wikipedia (and Wikidata) content is used by external enti-

ties, the importance of this content to those entities, and the effect on Wikipedia (and

Wikidata) of this external use. One concern of Taraborelli’s is that the increasing re-use

of Wikipedia content outside of Wikipedia will reduce traffic to Wikipedia. This would

weaken Wikipedia’s editor base over the long term, thus diminishing the re-use value

of Wikipedia content. Taraborelli called this phenomenon the “paradox of re-use”. We

return to this concern below.

Recent work by McMahon et al. [265] provided clear evidence to substantiate Tara-

borelli’s argument about the importance of understanding Wikipedia’s relationships with

its broader ecosystem. McMahon et al. found that click-through rates on Google SERPs

drop dramatically when Wikipedia links are removed, and that Google is the mediator

for the majority of observed Wikipedia traffic.

In addition to the direct implications for Google and Wikipedia, McMahon et al.’s

study raised new questions for both the social computing community and the broader
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computing literature. For social computing, the amount of traffic to Wikipedia mediated

by Google means that any changes to Google’s presentation of Wikipedia content may

have enormous effects on key variables of interest for those studying Wikipedia’s peer

production process, e.g., new editor recruitment and retention [57, 152, 153, 441]. For the

broader computing literature (especially information retrieval), McMahon et al. found that

the effect size of the presence of Wikipedia content was much larger than many algorithmic

search improvements. More generally, this finding demonstrated how important social

computing phenomena like peer production can be for addressing core problems in other

areas of computing like addressing user information needs in web search.

In this chapter, we seek to expand on McMahon et al.’s work beyond search engines

by considering Wikipedia’s relationship with other large-scale online communities. We

believed large-scale online communities would be an optimal domain to help follow-up

McMahon et al.’s work for two reasons: (1) we anecdotally observed that this relationship

may be particularly salient and (2) several research papers have provided early evidence

that our anecdotal observations may generalize [134, 277]. We also expand McMahon et

al.’s lens to consider the quality of the associated Wikipedia content, i.e. does higher

quality content create more value for external websites? This question provides further

insight into how Wikipedia’s internal quality metrics (and therefore investment of com-

munity effort) map to external value.

The early evidence that motivated us to examine large-scale online communities pri-

marily came from two papers: Moyer et al. [277] and Gómez et al. [134]. Moyer et

al. examined the causal effect of Reddit posts on Wikipedia page views and found that
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sharing Wikipedia content on Reddit’s TIL community increased page views to the cor-

responding Wikipedia articles. Below, we replicate this result, but find that it does not

generalize to other subreddits. While studying the role of links on SO with regards to

innovation diffusion in the software engineering space, Gómez et al. [134] found an in-

triguing peripheral result: Wikipedia links were the second most common external link

on SO. While we also observed that Wikipedia links are very common on SO, we found

little direct evidence that SO is contributing substantial value to Wikipedia.

3.3.2. UGC and the Physical World

Through our research, we also seek estimate the economic impact of Wikipedia content

on external entities. This lens on our results was motivated by very recent findings from

Hinnosaar et al. [173], which showed that improvements to Wikipedia article content

about places in Spain directly increased tourism revenue in those places [173]. Analogous

results have also been identified with types of user-generated content (UGC) other than

Wikipedia (e.g. [53, 252]).

3.3.3. Factors Influencing Content Value

A key methodological challenge in our causal analyses below is identifying potential con-

founding factors for the substantial increases in value we see associated with Wikipedia-

linked content on Reddit and SO. For example, users who post Wikipedia links may

also write longer posts, and longer posts may be more popular. To search for potential

confounds, we turned to the burgeoning literature on Reddit, SO, and other large-scale
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online communities. We present the literature used to guide model decisions here, and

summarize in greater detail how these factors were operationalized in the Methods section.

3.3.3.1. Specific factors influencing value on Reddit. From platform-specific work

on Reddit, we identified three major factors that can influence user votes (score), a value

metric that we use in this chapter. Previous work identified content type [234] and title

characteristics [172] as predictive of score on Reddit. Additionally, Gilbert showed that

content posted multiple times (i.e. a particular image) that received a high score on later

postings was often “missed” on early postings [128], implying that popularity is highly

contextual, and not necessarily purely dependent on content itself.

3.3.3.2. Specific factors influencing value on SO. We also identified three factors

that influence content value on SO. Anderson et al. found that contextual information,

such as user reputation and time of arrival, were predictive of the long-term value of SO

pages as measured by page views [12]. Ponzanelli et al. [306] showed that adding read-

ability metrics to simple textual metrics (e.g. percent uppercase, number of characters)

improved low-quality post detection. Finally, Calefato et al. [46] identified promptness,

presence of a hyperlink, presence of a code snippet, and answer sentiment as key predictors

of an answer’s likelihood to be selected as the best answer by the questioner.

Research on other question and answer (Q&A) sites also helped to inform our model

design. On Math Overflow, a math-focused version of SO, both online reputation (points)

and offline reputation (number of publications) were found to influence content popularity

[386]. Harper et al. studied a variety of sites including Yahoo! Answers and identified

that the number of hyperlinks in an answer was an indicator of answer quality [159]. We
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emphasize this potential confound in our analysis to understand the value that Wikipedia

links add beyond the value added by the presence of links overall.

3.4. Methods

In this section, we first present the two aspects of our methodology that cut across our

investigations of both research questions: (1) data collection and (2) handling of current

events. We then describe our methodology specific to Study One (RQ1) and Study Two

(RQ2).

3.4.1. Datasets

We downloaded database tables corresponding to every Reddit post in 2016 from pushshift.io

as hosted on Google BigQuery (metadata, i.e. the latest score, last updated July 2017

[139]). We also leveraged the Reddit API to obtain user information [317]. We used Big-

Query to download full database tables for all SO questions, users, and answers, starting

July 31, 2008 and ending June 11, 2017 [139].

Following statistical best practice [319], we separated the analysis into two phases:

an initial phase for developing the methods and a testing phase for generating results.

As we describe below, many of our analyses required using multiple rate-limited APIs

(e.g. for calculating features for our causal analyses), so we employed random sampling to

minimize API endpoint load and to make query times tractable. For each platform and

phase, we used a random sample composed of ˜1M posts from the entire dataset (1.10%

of all Reddit posts and 4.46% of all SO posts) and, in the testing phase, an additional
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˜40K posts from the subset of Wikipedia-linking posts (to ensure that we had adequate

Wikipedia links to pages of each class of article quality).

3.4.2. Defining “Value”

The concept of “value” is central to both of our research questions, i.e. the value that

Wikipedia is providing large-scale online communities and the value that these commu-

nities are contributing to Wikipedia. In this chapter, we seek to increase robustness and

detect potentially interesting nuances by operationalizing the notion of value through

multiple metrics rather than using just one (e.g. page views).

Specifically, we measure post value in RQ1 through four metrics. The first three

metrics are user engagement statistics: (1) Score, equal to upvotes minus downvotes,

(2) Comments, the number of comments a post receives, (3) Page Views, the number of

views a post receives. To contextualize these metrics, we also calculate (4) Revenue, or

the financial gain generated by Wikipedia posts. Revenue is calculated directly from the

engagement statistics using publicly-available financial information (described in detail in

Study 1 – Results). In the case of Reddit (which does not release page view data), it is

important to note that score controls post visibility and correlates with page views [382].

With respect to RQ2, we assess the value that Wikipedia receives from external com-

munities as contributions to the editing community and increased readership. Specifically,

we measure this value with four metrics that capture changes in edits, editors, and view-

ership in a given week: (1) Edit Count is the number of times an article was edited, (2)

Editors Gained is the number of new editors who edited an article, (3) Editors Retained

is the number of new editors who made another edit in the future (we measured at one
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month and six months later, following past research on editor retention [57, 276]), and

(4) Article Page Views is the number of views that each Wikipedia article received. To

capture the effect of Reddit and SO on Wikipedia, we calculated the metrics for the week

before and the week after each post containing a Wikipedia link.

3.4.3. Influence of Current Events

One potential confound of all our measurements is the impact of current events on our

value metrics. For instance, if Reddit users happened to post Wikipedia links related to

current events, then any subsequent increase in Wikipedia page views might be largely

driven by current events and not by the Reddit post. We predicted, however, that very

few posts with Wikipedia links on either platform are related to current events because

SO is strictly for programming discussion and the Reddit TIL community does not allow

current events posts.

To formally verify this assumption, we performed a qualitative coding exercise. Fol-

lowing standard practices [278], we used a small (10 posts per site) calibration procedure

with two researchers, achieved a 90% agreement, and then one researcher classified an

additional 100 posts per site. In this qualitative analysis, we identified that only 5% of

Wikipedia-linked Reddit posts were related to current events, and noWikipedia-influenced

Stack Overflow posts were related to current events. This gave us confidence that our

results were largely not driven by current events.
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Estimate Counterfactual Calculation
UB All content containing (1) WP

links or (2) higher quality WP
links was never generated

Mean values

MG (1) WP links or (2) higher quality
WP links were removed from all
content (posts remain)

Propensity score
stratified multivari-
ate regressions

(1) Non-WP links or (2) low qual-
ity WP links were removed from
all content (posts remain)

Propensity score
stratified multivari-
ate regressions

LB (1) WP links or (2) higher qual-
ity WP links were replaced with
other external links

MG minus above
estimate

Table 3.1. Summary of analyses used to obtain upper-bound (UB), middle-
ground (MG), and lower-bound (LB) estimates of the effect of Wikipedia
(WP) links. In the Counterfactual column, (1) refers to Presence of WP
and (2) to Quality of WP.

3.5. Study One

Our first study targets RQ1, or “What value is Wikipedia providing to other large-scale

online communities like Stack Overflow and Reddit?” Here, we present the methodology

specific to this question and then present our results.

3.5.1. Controls and Treatments

In Study 1, our goal is to estimate the value that Wikipedia provides to SO and Reddit.

We study value through two separate analyses. The various estimates are summarized

in Table 3.1. First, we estimate the effects that the presence of Wikipedia links has on

value. We then estimate the effects that Wikipedia article quality has on value. For each

analysis, following standard practice, we label the change in value in the treatment group
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– the group associated with Wikipedia content – the “treatment effect”. We defined three

groups:

Has Wikipedia Link : posts with at least one valid link to Wikipedia (as described

below, this amounts to 0.13% of all Reddit posts and 1.28% of all SO posts).

Has Other Link : posts with at least one external link, but no links to Wikipedia

(49.1% of all Reddit posts and 31.2% of all SO posts).

No External Link: posts with no external links at all (50.8% of all Reddit posts and

67.5% of all SO posts).

To estimate the effects of Wikipedia article quality on value to Reddit and SO (the

second half of RQ1), we further subdivide the Has Wikipedia Link group into high-quality

and low-quality groups. While there are many definitions of quality on Wikipedia [418],

we rely on revision-specific predictions of quality along English Wikipedia’s internal as-

sessment scale2 as produced by Wikimedia’s ORES API [151]. Following Johnson et

al. [194], we use the “C”-class assessment as a minimum assessment for a high-quality

article because “C”-class articles are the first that are “useful to a casual reader” [92].

Specifically, we define our high-quality and low-quality groups as follows:

C-class or Better : All posts with any links to C-class or higher articles are in this

group (79% of all Wikipedia-linked Reddit posts and 77% of all Wikipedia-linked SO

posts).

Below C-class : All posts in which all Wikipedia links are to articles below C-class are

in this group.

2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:WikiProject_Wikipedia/Assessment

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:WikiProject_Wikipedia/Assessment
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3.5.2. Simulating a World without Wikipedia (Counterfactuals)

We cannot know how SO and Reddit would function in a world without Wikipedia.

Therefore, we draw upon well-established causal inference methods (e.g. [183, 326]) that

estimate the loss in value that would occur to these communities if posts with Wikipedia

links were replaced with a range of alternatives (i.e. counterfactuals). In other words, we

consider how SO and Reddit would be affected if they were not “treated” by Wikipedia

content under a series of different assumptions. This approach provides a reasonable

upper-bound, middle-ground, and lower-bound estimate of the value contributed by the

Wikipedia community to SO and Reddit. In our consideration of the effect of Wikipedia

article quality, we take a similar approach and estimate the loss in value if links to high-

quality Wikipedia articles were replaced with a range of alternatives. We emphasize

that causal analyses, the statistical methods we employ, can estimate causal effects with

confounding effects reduced, but not eliminated (as in a randomized controlled trial)

[183, 326].

Our upper-bound estimate of the value created by Wikipedia on SO and Reddit

assumes that without Wikipedia, all posts containing a Wikipedia link would not exist

(i.e. would not have been generated). For our analysis of quality, we make an analogous

assumption: we calculate the value that would be lost if all posts containing high-quality

articles did not exist. This upper bound is simply equivalent to the value of all “treated”

posts.

The middle-ground estimate corresponds to the value that would be lost if the links

to treated articles were completely replaced with an identical post with no links. In other
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words, this scenario assumes that the links to Wikipedia were removed, but the post still

exists.

A lower-bound for value contributed by Wikipedia can be obtained by estimating

the value that would be lost if the links to Wikipedia article were replaced with links

to alternative external domains. In other words, the lower-bound scenario assumes that

the exact same post (with alternative links) could be written without Wikipedia, and so

the added value is solely from Wikipedia’s reputation or other factors associated with

Wikipedia (in comparison to other websites). In the quality analysis, the lower bound is

the estimate of value that would be lost if links to high-quality articles were replaced with

links to low-quality articles (without other changes).

3.5.3. Causal Analysis

While the upper-bound estimate is relatively easy to calculate using descriptive statistics,

our middle-ground and lower-bound estimates require the estimation of formal counter-

factuals, which calls for causal analysis techniques.

One of the first steps in casual analysis is to consider other potential causal factors,

i.e. other reasons that Wikipedia-treated posts may have increased in value besides the

Wikipedia treatment. To address this challenge, we turned to the literature on factors

associated with content value, discussed above in Related Work and summarized in Ta-

ble 3.2. This review broadly shows that value may come from four sources other than

Wikipedia itself: user characteristics (e.g. users with high reputation), stylistic and struc-

tural characteristics (e.g. long posts, posts with code snippets, posts with punctuation),
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Research
Project

Factors Addressed in Our Study

Leavitt and
Clark [234]

Content Type

Lakkaraju et
al. [172]

Text length, sentence type, sentiment

Gilbert [128] Day of week, month, hour, poster rep-
utation

Anderson et
al. [12]

Answer length, poster reputation, re-
sponse time

Ponzenelli et
al. [306]

Post length, percent uppercase, per-
cent spaces, percent punctuation, post
starts capitalized, Coleman-Liau index
(readability)

Tausczik and
Pennebaker
[386]

User reputation

Calefato et al.
[46]

User reputation, response time, pres-
ence of hyperlink, presence of code
snippet, sentiment

Harper et al.
[159]

Answer length, number of hyperlinks

Table 3.2. Summary of related work that identified factors that may affect
post value in large-scale online communities.

post timing (e.g. posting on a certain day of the week), and the presence of any external

link.

We operationalize these potential alternative causal factors through the calculation

of features that capture them. Some of these features are numerical (e.g. post length)

and others are dummy variables (e.g. whether the post includes code snippets). While

most of these features were very straightforward to calculate (e.g. title length), readability

and sentiment were more complex. With respect to readability, we use the Coleman-Liau

index [61], which was used by Ponzanelli et al. [306]. For sentiment, we used the TextBlob

library [251], which leverages sentiment analysis models (trained on customer review text)
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from the well-performing [322] library “Pattern” [368] to estimate objectivity and polarity.

Additionally, we log-transform reputation and response time as they are otherwise highly-

skewed variables. Further details about these implementations are available in our source

code, which we have made publicly accessible for download3.

In terms of our statistical approach to causal analyses, we performed four propensity-

score-stratified regressions4. This method, originally described by Rosenbaum and Rubin

[326] has been used in the context of HCI for many purposes and is an approach advo-

cated for in the HCI community (e.g. [78, 89, 288, 108]). We controlled for the potential

alternative causal factors – user, style, structure, and timing – and then estimate the

effect of including a Wikipedia link, a non-Wikipedia link, a high-quality Wikipedia link,

and a low-quality Wikipedia link.

By finding the difference between corresponding estimates (Has Wiki Link vs Has

Other Link and C-class or Better vs Below C-class), we produce a robust estimate of the

value that Wikipedia uniquely provides, and the value that high-quality articles uniquely

provide. This estimate is minimally affected by bias from hidden variables or incorrect

model assumptions because this bias should affect the corresponding regressions equally.

For instance, if there was a hidden variable at play (perhaps users have a general unwill-

ingness to visit external domains), that would affect posts with Wikipedia links and posts

with external links equally and be removed by taking the difference.

The propensity score of a given post is an estimated probability that the post was

“treated” based on all available covariates. In our case, the covariates are the computed

3https://github.com/nickmvincent/ugc-val-est
4To check robustness, we also performed propensity score matching [16] and propensity score stratification
with covariate overlap adjustment [72] and confirmed that these methods led to the same conclusions.
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features summarized in Table 3.2 (except for the number of hyperlinks, which relates

directly to whether there is a Wikipedia link). The actual propensity score for each post

is calculated by logistic regression and represents how likely a given post is to include a

Wikipedia link (or a good Wikipedia link) based only on its features. Posts that have

features that are commonly found in Wikipedia-linked posts will therefore have high

propensity scores.

Using the open-source causalinference [426] library, we stratify [16] our datasets by

propensity score (subdivide into many subsets) in order to emulate a randomized blocked

trial using observational data. Each stratum contains posts with a small range of propen-

sity scores, so posts have similar features with each stratum, which reduces the standard-

ized bias (described by Rosenbaum and Rubin [327]). To determine the number of strata

and propensity scores for each stratum, we use a bin-selection algorithm described by

Imbens and Rubin [183] and implemented in [426].

We performed a multivariate linear regression separately for each stratum, extracted

the treatment coefficient, and then computed a weighted average of the treatment coeffi-

cients based on the number of treated items in each stratum. In other words, a coefficient

from a stratum with more Wikipedia links than another stratum will be given greater

weight in determining the estimated effect. The weighted average is the Average Treat-

ment Effect on the Treated (ATT), which is the main result we present. This value

represents how much value would be lost if all the treatment posts were replaced with

control posts with nearly the same covariates.

The analysis of SO page views requires special handling because page views correspond

to one question page, which could have many associated SO answers. This means we must
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take care to avoid overestimating page view effects. When computing mean page views

for the upper-bound estimate, we only count each question once. In our causal analysis

(i.e. middle-ground and lower-bound estimate), we make a conservative assumption that

all page views are attributed to the top-scoring answer for a question, which means that

only top answers are included in this analysis.

3.5.4. Study 1 – Results

In this section, we first present high-level descriptive statistics about the relationships

between Wikipedia and SO and Reddit (e.g. # of Wikipedia-linked posts). We then

present the results from our core analyses for RQ1.

3.5.4.1. Descriptive Results. Overall, we were surprised to find that Wikipedia links

represent only 0.13% of posted content on Reddit. However, further examining this result,

we found that Wikipedia links are substantially over-represented in high-value locations.

For instance, Wikipedia is the third most-linked site (after YouTube and Imgur) on the

ten most-popular subreddits. This relatively low-quantity/high-quality dynamic is one

we see frequently in our formal analyses below.

On SO, Wikipedia links appear in 1.28% of posts, but this makes them the fourth-

most-common type of external link (after github.com, msdn.microsoft.com, and the pop-

ular “code playground” jsfiddle.net). Notably, github and jsfiddle are used to share code,

and msdn is Microsoft’s code documentation library, meaning that Wikipedia is the most

important conceptual reference for programming on SO.

3.5.4.2. Effects of Wikipedia-linked content on Post Value. The results from our

full analysis to address RQ1 are presented in Table 3.3. Below, we unpack the main
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trends in Table 3.3, as well as discuss the implications of these results with respect to

Wikipedia’s aggregate impact on SO and Reddit.

Effects on Reddit posts: Table 3.3 shows that Wikipedia-linked posts on Reddit

are exceptionally valuable. To a post’s score, Wikipedia adds between 108 points (ATT,

delta in Table 3.3) and 151 points (Mean Values: Has WP Link, with a middle-ground

estimate of 141 points (ATT: Has WP Link vs No External Link). Relative to the average

post’s score of 30 points, this is a 4x-5x increase. Aggregating these findings across all

120K Wikipedia-linked posts from 2016, this means that Wikipedia is responsible for an

increase in user-voted score of between 13.1M and 18.4M points in 2016 (up to 0.7% of

all points on the site).

Additionally, Table 3.3 also shows that Wikipedia adds 11-19 comments per post.

This means Wikipedia-linked posts generate twice as much discussion as average posts.

In total, this amounted to between 1.3M and 2.3M comments in 2016.

Effects on Stack Overflow posts: For SO, Table 3.3 displays a similar trend to what

we saw with Reddit. For instance, Wikipedia-linked content on SO adds 2.9-6.5 points

per post, with a middle ground of about 3.4 points. This means that Wikipedia-linked

answers are roughly twice as valuable as other answers and, across the 280K Wikipedia-

linked answers on SO, increased total score between 0.8M and 1.7M points. This score

increase is accompanied by a page view increase of 954-3473 per question, with a middle

ground of 1337. Estimating based on the 12K questions with Wikipedia-linked answers

in our page view analysis, Wikipedia may have added 64M to 234M views (which we use

for revenue estimation). However, we see no evidence of an effect on SO comments.
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Mean Values ATT [99% CI]
Variable Has

WP
Link
(UB)

No
WP
Link

∆ Has WP
Link vs No
External
Link (MG)

Has Other
Link vs No
External
Link

∆ (LB) Ratio
(LB-
UB)

3a) Presence of WP

R
Score 151 31 120 141 [119.4-

163.1]*
34 [31.0-
36.4]*

108 [85.6-
130.0]*

4.5-
4.9

Comments 19 8 11 7 [2.4-
11.0]*

-4.0 [-5.2- -
2.7]*

11 [6.2-
15.1]*

2.3-
2.3

SO
Score 6.5 2.5 4.0 3.4 [0.9-

6.0]*
0.5 [0.3-
0.7]*

2.9 [0.4-
5.4]*

2.1-
2.6

Comments 1.7 1.4 0.3 0.0 [-0.04-
0.1]

0.0 [-0.1-
0.0]

0.0 [-0.02-
0.1]

1-1.2

Page
views

8535 5062 3473† 1337 [727-
1947]*

383 [252-
515]*

954 [330-
1578]*

1.2-
1.7

3b) Quality of WP
Variable C-

class
or
Bet-
ter
(UB)

Below
C-
class

∆ C-class or
Better vs
No Exter-
nal Link
(MG)

Below C-
class vs No
External
Link

∆ (LB) Ratio
(LB-
UB)

R
Score 163 107 56 151 [126.5-

175.3]*
90 [63.9-
115.4]*

61 [25.7-
96.7]*

1.5-
1.5

Comments 21 13 8 7 [2.6-
12.2]*

-1 [-5.7-4.0] 8 [1.5-
15.1]*

1.6-
1.6

SO
Score 6.6 6.2 0.4 4.3 [0.3-

8.4]*
2.5 [0.8-
4.2]*

1.9 [-2.5-
6.2]

1-1.1

Comments 1.7 1.7 0.0 0 [-0.1-0.1] 0 [-0.1-0.1] 0 [-0.1-0.1] 1-1
Page
views

8834 7955 880† 1492 [762-
2222]*

1309 [141-
2478]*

183 [-1195-
1560]

1-1.1

Table 3.3. Shows estimated effects of Wikipedia (WP) links on Reddit (R)
and Stack Overflow (SO). Includes upper-bound (UB), middle-ground (MG)
and lower-bound (LB) estimates for both the Presence of WP analysis (3a)
and Quality of WP analysis (3b); * indicates p ¡ 0.01; † indicates upper-
bound estimate for SO page view analysis. “Ratio (LB-UB)” columns shows
how much more valuable a treated post is compared to average - for the LB
and UB estimates.
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Overall, the presented estimates show that even assuming all authors could continue

writing the same posts, except with non-Wikipedia alternative links, Wikipedia still adds

significant value (i.e. through its brand or other factors).

3.5.4.3. Effect of Wikipedia Article Quality. Compared to posts that only have

links to Below C-class Wikipedia articles, we find mixed evidence that links to C-class or

Better articles contribute to value. Relative to Below-C-class articles, C-class or Better

articles add 61-163 points on Reddit (1.5-1.5x increase). Similarly, C-class or Better

articles also add 8-21 comments on Reddit (1.6-1.6x increase). However, we observe no

effect on SO score, comments, or page views.

The above results suggest that article quality for the purposes of the SO community

may mean something different than article quality for the Wikipedia community (and

Reddit). For instance, SO members may not differentiate between the value of short

or stub-like articles and longer, high-quality articles, as long as those articles contain a

specific piece of desired technical information.

3.5.4.4. Back-of-the-Napkin Revenue Estimation. To better understand how the

results of Study 1 translate into real-world revenue for SO and Reddit, we use the following

“back-of-the-napkin” revenue estimations, incorporating as much actual public financial

information as possible and making conservative assumptions (e.g. assuming all SO ads

were sold for the lowest price listed). Both platforms sell ads at a fixed cost per thousand

impressions and therefore revenue scales linearly with page views.

Estimating Reddit’s 2016 ad revenue is relatively simple, as Reddit only makes money

from ads and Reddit Gold (a subscription service). Using Reddit’s $20M revenue projec-

tion [219] and an approximation of $1M revenue from “Reddit Gold”, we presume a total
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ad revenue of $19M. To obtain a rough figure for Stack Overflow’s total revenue from

2008-2016, we use the following equation:

revSO = (views− votes) ∗ ads

views
∗ cost

ad
∗ adblock

The (views− votes) accounts for the fact that high reputation users see reduced ads

[375] (we conservatively assume that every vote was made by a high reputation user, and

therefore the corresponding view should not be included in ad revenue). We also multiply

by an “adblock coefficient” of 0.75 to account for the 25% of desktop users who block

advertisements [195]. We conservatively assumed all ads cost $0.00466 [374], the lowest

price listed in August 2017 and that users see only two impressions per page (users who

scroll down actually see three).

Finally, because Reddit page view data is not available, we estimate page views using

score, based on research showing that the score of a Reddit post correlates with views

[382].

Overall, under these conservative assumptions, we estimate that in 2016, Wikipedia

was responsible for between $114,500 and $124,200 of Reddit’s revenue, and from 2008

to 2017, Wikipedia annually was responsible for between $49,700 and $180,900 of SO’s

annual revenue.

In total, considering only the content analyzed from two communities and the limited

time periods we studied (nine years of SO activity and only one year of Reddit activity),

Wikipedia may have been (conservatively) responsible for about $1.7 million in revenue,

entirely from volunteer work of the community.
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SO Reddit
Before After Increase (99%

CI)
Before After Increase (99%

CI)
Edit count 1.440 1.426 -0.014 [-0.054 –

0.027]
4.584 4.990 0.405 [0.1 – 0.7]*

Editors
gained

0.050 0.047 -0.003 [-0.009 –
0.004]

0.102 0.098 -0.004 [-0.02 –
0.01]

Editors
retained
(1 month
later)

0.011 0.011 0.000 [-0.003 –
0.003]

0.016 0.017 0.002 [-0.004 –
0.007]

Article
page views
(daily)

10472 10697 225 [-243 – 694] 94323 96536 2213 [-2082 –
6508]

Article page views from TIL posts (daily) 47737 54026 6289 [2228 –
10350]*

Table 3.4. Summary of the effects of SO and Reddit on Wikipedia; * p < 0.01.

3.6. Study 2

In this section, we present a study that addresses RQ2, or “What value do Reddit and

SO provide to Wikipedia?” For the before-and-after windows for each post (one week

each), we calculated the Edit Count, Editors Gained, Editors Retained, and Article Page

Views (reported daily by the Wikipedia page view API), as discussed above.

3.6.1. Study 2 Results

Table 3.4 shows the full results of our quantitative before-and-after investigation into

RQ2.

The clearest trend is the near-absence of any significant results for both edit behavior

and page views. With regard to edit behavior, on both platforms, we did not observe a
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significant increase in editors gained or editors retained during the week after a Wikipedia-

linking post appeared. While we did observe an effect for the number of edits from Reddit

posts, this effect is quite small (about 1 edit per 2 posts). If we consider all the Wikipedia-

linking Reddit posts from 2016, this amounts to about 0.002 edits per second. Compared

to Wikipedia’s 10 edits per second [94], this effect is largely negligible. We did observe

one minor significant effect that warrants discussion: Low-quality articles (“Stub” and

“Start”) were edited enough to achieve a statistically significant increase in edits relative

to high-quality articles, even on SO where no other effects were observed. The effect was

only 0.04 edits per post, but the presence of this small effect suggests that lower-quality

articles received proportionally more contribution from Reddit and SO. We discuss the

implications below.

During this analysis, we also analyzed the effect of Reddit posts exclusively from the

TIL community on Wikipedia page views, a replication of work by Moyer et al. that

used 2012 Reddit data [277]. In this specific case, we found the increase in page views

corresponded with previous results. However, when including posts from outside TIL

and when looking at SO, we found that the increase in page views was not statistically

significant, indicating that while this result replicates, it may not generalize (we note that

we used the Wikipedia pageview API, which returns daily statistics, whereas Moyer et

al. used hourly page views). In other words, we saw no evidence that an arbitrary link to

a Wikipedia page on Reddit and SO significantly increases traffic to the Wikipedia page

in the week following.
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3.7. Discussion

3.7.1. Paradox of Re-use

As noted above, a concern that has been raised within the Wikipedia community is the

“paradox of re-use” – i.e. that the quality of Wikipedia’s content and Wikipedia’s editor

base could decline over the long term through the external re-use of Wikipedia content

(and that the re-using parties would then suffer as well) [385]. This concern leads to the

question of whether Wikipedia needs to adapt its permissive licensing to survive, especially

as its content is increasingly appearing on platforms more than a “click away” (e.g. voice

assistants). Given that we observed that Wikipedia-linking posts were receiving a great

deal of attention and engagement on SO and Reddit, we were surprised that so little of

this attention and engagement was returned to Wikipedia in the form of page views, edits,

and editors. We hypothesized that the paradox of re-use may be a factor.

To understand exactly how SO and Reddit use content from Wikipedia, we performed

a small-scale qualitative coding exercise. Using the same approach to qualitative coding

as the current events analysis, we classified whether each post matched the following

definition of direct re-use: “Has text (quoted or summarized) from article.” Two authors

conducted a calibration coding and achieved reasonable inter-rater agreement (Reddit:

Cohen’s kappa = 0.74, 90% agreement; SO: Cohen’s kappa = 0.62; 90% agreement), and

then one author coded 100 posts with Wikipedia links per site.

Our coding analysis revealed that 79% of Reddit posts had quoted or summarized text

from the linked Wikipedia article, whereas this was true of 33% of SO posts. This result

shows that many posts can be characterized by “direct re-use”.
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These early results help to expand our understanding of the nature of the “paradox

of re-use” from McMahon et al. [265]. McMahon et al. found causal evidence for the

paradox of re-use on Google – i.e. Knowledge Card assets in Google search results were

capturing views that would have otherwise gone to Wikipedia. This indicates a “strong”

version of the paradox of re-use, in which Google was capturing traffic that would have

gone to Wikipedia. Our (associative) results suggest that a “weak” form of the paradox

may be occurring in Reddit and SO: the Wikipedia links on Reddit and SO posts might

have generated new traffic for Wikipedia (rather than capturing existing traffic), but the

re-use of content directly in Reddit and SO may be mitigating this effect. However, it is

critical to note that our results merely allow this as a possibility: future work should test

this hypothesis directly, ideally through experimental approaches.

3.7.2. Broadening Peer Production Research

At a high level, the results of Study 1 demonstrate that there are important relationships

between different peer-production communities (with Reddit and SO themselves being

peer production communities). We see that when content creators on Reddit and SO

leverage existing peer-produced content (i.e. Wikipedia) to create new content in their

communities, some of the “value” transfers and the magnitude of that value is reflective

of the re-used content’s quality (in this case, the quality of Wikipedia articles). In other

words, Reddit and SO users can take advantage of the work already performed by the

Wikipedia community to post higher value content in their communities with less effort.

These relationships between peer production communities have important implications

for research. Studies of some important variables such as content quality may want to
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consider external dependencies and implications, e.g. Wikipedia article quality matters

well outside of Wikipedia, adding importance to the body of work that studies Wikipedia

quality and how to improve it [151, 57, 152, 419, 418, 441].

3.7.3. Coverage Biases and External Entities

The work on Wikipedia content biases is another key research area in the Wikipedia

literature that our results suggest should be examined with a broader lens. Wikipedia (and

other UGC communities) have been shown to over-focus on some topics and under-focus

on others, particularly along the lines of gender (e.g. [171, 269, 413]), geography (e.g. [164,

194]), and language (e.g. [165]). Importantly, our results suggest that these biases may

be having ripple effects around the web, including on SO and Reddit. For instance, the

findings from Study 1 indicate that these biases mean that the TIL community on Reddit

is working from a dataset that disadvantages women, certain geographies (e.g. rural areas

[194]), and topics outside of the cultural sphere of most English speakers. Any posts

about these Wikipedia-disadvantaged topics that do appear on TIL are less likely to have

a Wikipedia link (or high-quality link) available, and thus cannot get the benefits of that

link.

There is a potential silver lining regarding coverage biases: while the number of edits

contributed to Wikipedia from Reddit that we observed in Study 2 was quite small in

the context of Wikipedia as a whole, it may be that this effect would be meaningful if

applied to specific under-covered content areas. For instance, if more Wikipedia links

were posted on a subreddit for rural issues, the throughput of edits that is quite small for
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all of Wikipedia could make non-trivial improvements to coverage of some rural topics,

for which a small number of edits is a large relative increase in edits.

One could also imagine the Wikipedia community (e.g. WikiProject leaders) working

with the moderators of subreddits in under-covered areas on intentional “quality improve-

ment projects” [418]. This might involve rallying these subreddits to encourage edits to

relevant Wikipedia articles and to encourage members to become long-term editors. It

would be interesting to compare the results of such an effort to our findings, which would

provide an excellent baseline to determine if the effort was effective.

3.7.4. Implications for Reddit and Stack Overflow

McMahon et al.’s work [265] indicated that financially supporting Wikipedia may be

highly incentivized for search companies, and our work suggests that the same might be

true for Reddit and SO (although to a lesser degree). In other words, our results suggest

that by donating to Wikipedia, entities like SO and Reddit can not only garner goodwill,

but also could feasibly see a return on investment. In general, donations to support

staffing and infrastructure are an understudied aspect of the peer production process,

especially relative to their importance. Our results indicate that one direction of research

in this space that might be fruitful is identifying formal value propositions for external

consumers of peer-produced content.

Our results also suggest that Reddit and SO design interventions could help increase

the mutual value of Wikipedia-SO and Wikipedia-Reddit relationships. For instance,

Reddit and SO could implement a feature that detects when linked peer produced content

is low quality or under-covered and directly encourage users to contribute. By improving
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Wikipedia content, this would in turn add value to the Reddit and SO and could even

be gamified, e.g. giving extra Reddit/SO “karma” when users contribute. Similarly, to

facilitate higher-quality posts on Reddit and SO, topic modeling could also be used to

suggest related Wikipedia articles to improve post quality.

3.7.5. Future Work and limitations

An important direct extension of this work would be to attempt to replicate our causal

analysis on observational data with a randomized experiment. However, experiment-

driven posting behavior could be seen as deviant by the SO and Reddit communities, so

ethical and ecological validity challenges should be carefully considered.

Secondly, while the “back of the napkin” estimations of revenue above provide a minor

contribution to understanding the economic implications of volunteer peer-produced con-

tent, much more work is needed in this area. This chapter, along with prior research [265],

suggests that volunteers’ content creation efforts generate important economic value well

outside the corresponding communities. Understanding this value could provide intrinsic

motivation for volunteers and incentivize donations from beneficiaries. Some economists

even believe that better understanding this value could produce improved national GDP

estimates [40]. However, moving forward in this space will be difficult because many

of the corporate beneficiaries of volunteer-created content do not release the necessary

information for rigorous estimates. As such, new methods that go beyond our “back of

the napkin” approach will likely be necessary, such as using targeted ad buys to estimate

actual revenue, advancing techniques similar to Cabañas et al. [136], and attempting to

measure the value of volunteer-created content to profitable machine learning systems.
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Finally, given that most of our results were not community-specific but rather gen-

eralized across Reddit and SO, similar relationships likely exist between Wikipedia and

other discussion-based communities (e.g. akin to Reddit: Hackernews, Facebook groups;

akin to SO: Quora, Yahoo! Answers). Future work should seek to examine these relation-

ships, as well as those between these communities and peer-produced data repositories

like OpenStreetMap.

3.8. Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented results that identify and quantify relationships between

Wikipedia and the large-scale communities Reddit and Stack Overflow. In general, we

observe a one-way relationship in which Wikipedia-influenced content adds value to the

external communities, but no evidence of substantial contributions in the reverse direction

is observed. This research highlights the value of examining online communities using a

broad lens, as cross-community relationships can have large effects.
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CHAPTER 4

User-Generated Content’s Value to Search Engines

4.1. Introduction

Search engines are immensely popular and enormously valuable intelligent technolo-

gies.1. Over 92% of American adults use web search [312] and Google.com is the most-

visited website in the entire world [9]. Moreover, Google makes over $20 billion per year

from search advertising revenue [392] and Google’s market capitalization is one of the

highest in the world [113].

However, very recent work has suggested that search engines, despite their power

and profitability, may be surprisingly dependent on a resource that is both volunteer-

created and freely available: user-generated content (UGC), and specifically Wikipedia.

In particular, McMahon et al. [265] found that search engine result page (SERP) click-

through rates dropped drastically from 26% to 14% when Wikipedia results were removed

from SERPs. This drop in click-through rate – a critical search engine evaluation metric

– is enough to easily wipe out gains made by even major improvements to search engine

algorithms, for instance the introduction of deep learning [59].

While McMahon et al. showed that Google search users have a strong preference for

Wikipedia pages when they are surfaced, McMahon et al.’s study design did not allow

them to ask an equally important question: How often do search engines surface Wikipedia

1This chapter was originally published as [408].
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links – let alone links to other types of user-generated content – in the first place? In other

words, it is unclear how often users are able to act on their strong Wikipedia preference.

This means the full real-world impact of McMahon et al.’s findings are also unclear.

In this chapter, we perform a rigorous audit of Google’s search engine to understand

the extent to which Google surfaces links to English Wikipedia and other UGC. Specif-

ically, we examined results across six categories of high-value queries selected for popu-

larity, potential for advertising revenue generation, and potential to influence users’ lives.

Using software we developed, we also robustly address potential confounding effects from

geographic personalization, known to be by far the major source of variation in search

results [155, 204, 430].

Our results both complement and strengthen the findings of McMahon et al. We find

that across all six categories of important queries, Google is highly reliant on Wikipedia

to perform its core mission of satisfying user information needs. For some categories of

queries (trending queries and controversial queries), Wikipedia articles appear in over

80% of (first) results pages and appear in the particularly important “top three links”

over 50% of the time. Even for types of important queries for which Wikipedia appears

less often (e.g. some high-revenue queries), Wikipedia still appears in over 20% of results

pages. More generally, Wikipedia was by far the single most prevalent source of links

across all query types. In other words, in our study, Google returned links to English

Wikipedia far more often than it did for any other website in the world.

We do also find, however, that the value of UGC to Google more or less stops with

Wikipedia. While Google frequently surfaces content from platforms that the literature

commonly considers to be UGC (e.g. social media platforms), our findings showed that
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most of this content comes from professional sources (e.g. corporations, journalists) rather

than individual users. For instance, although tweets frequently appeared in SERPs in

our study, these tweets were almost always from corporate accounts or official political

accounts like those of U.S. senators.

Our results have important implications for a number of specific constituencies. Most

notably, our Wikipedia findings raise the stakes of the large social computing and compu-

tational social science literatures on Wikipedia. Our results suggest that the findings in

these literatures – e.g. those about gender biases [171, 413] and geographic [194] content

biases – not only have an impact within the Wikipedia web site, but also affect popular

search engines.

More generally, our Wikipedia findings contribute to a growing discussion [163, 228,

265, 309] about the relationships between end users and intelligent technologies like search

engines. Our results – along with those of McMahon et al. and others – highlight that end

users are not just silent consumers of powerful intelligent technologies. Rather, through

the content that they create, end users play an absolutely critical role in helping these

technologies accomplish their core goals. This critical role is the basis for the nascent-

but-burgeoning debate about the current distribution of financial rewards from intelligent

technologies, a debate to which our results provide valuable early empirical information.

4.2. Related Work

4.2.1. Web Search and User-Generated Content

The work in this chapter was directly inspired by McMahon et al.’s work showing that

Wikipedia is critically important to the success of web search [265]. As is discussed above,
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our research fills in a key piece of the puzzle outlined by McMahon et al. by examining how

often Wikipedia results appear on Google SERPs. In the previous chapter, focusing on

the relationships between Stack Overflow, Reddit, and Wikipedia, we al. found a similar –

though smaller – effect for the amount of value Wikipedia adds to these external sites. It

is important to note that McMahon et al.’s and our research was itself directly motivated

by a call from the Wikimedia Foundation (the operator of Wikipedia) for research into

the relationships between Wikipedia and its broader ecosystem, including search engines

[385].

Researchers from tourism studies and medicine have also investigated the important

role UGC plays in serving domain-specific search queries. In 2010, Xiang and Gretzel

conducted an audit study using tourism-specific queries and found that social media plat-

forms like TripAdvisor and Yelp made up about 11% of all Google results they collected

[429]. Haiyan performed a very similar study using the Baidu search engine and Chinese

tourism queries and found social media comprised almost 50% of results [150]. Lau-

rent and Vickers studied the role of Wikipedia in serving health queries and found that

Wikipedia was common: in their study Wikipedia appeared in 71-85% of top-ten results

across multiple health-related query sets [231]. Interestingly, this statistic is quite a bit

higher than we observe for medical queries, a point to which we return below.

Outside of the academic literature, the search engine optimization (SEO) industry has

leveraged the role of UGC in search ranking algorithms [203, 434]. In fact, SEO firms are

known to manipulate UGC (e.g. editing Wikipedia pages) to attempt to boost the rank

of webpages of their clients [361].
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4.2.2. Search Engine Personalization Auditing

Many of our methodological choices below draw heavily from the findings and best prac-

tices of work that has sought to audit the degree of personalization in web search. It

has been consistently shown in this literature that location is an important driver of

personalization in search results. For instance, examining search personalization with

respect to a multitude of factors such as gender, age, education, and browser choice, Han-

nak et al. found geographic location to be the main source of personalization (outside

logging into a personal account; see below) [155]. Similarly, in a user-focused study of

search personalization, Xing et al. [430] found evidence of substantial personalization due

to location. When doing more focused analyses on the role of geographic location in

search personalization, Kliman-Silver and colleagues [204] found that the magnitude of

geographic personalization varied with query type. This is one reason why we examine

six types of queries in this work rather than focusing on a single type.

In our Methods section below, we discuss in significantly more detail how the person-

alization auditing literature inspired and informed our methods.

4.3. Methods

In this section, we describe the five key aspects of our methodological approach: (1)

our software framework, (2) how we selected queries, (3) how we analyzed SERPs, (4)

how we identified UGC, and (5) how we handled the potential confound of geographic

personalization.
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4.3.1. Software Framework

The high-level methodological challenge faced in this research was to collect Google SERPs

for many queries from a variety of simulated locations. To address this challenge, we built

a software package that modifies and extends the open-source, Selenium-based SerpScrap

[344] library, which automates the desktop version of Chrome web browser. In this chap-

ter, we focus on desktop search and leave to future work extending our analyses to in-

corporate the nuances of mobile search (see Discussion below).2. We note that utilizing

the software will require moderate updates due to the constantly changing structure of

Google SERPs.

Our software iterates through queries (selected as described below) and locations (also

selected as described below) in quick succession but pauses for a full minute between each

query to avoid causing undue load. While this approach is inspired by past work by

Kliman-Silver and colleagues [204], it also differs from this work in one key way: Kliman-

Silver and colleagues took samples for a single query at one time instant, whereas we issue

queries sequentially. We believe our sequential approach, which reduces the resources

required to collect data, is appropriate because a conclusion of Kliman-Silver et al.’s work

was that personalization is consistent over time. Indeed, we were able to verify that

our sequential approach led to similar levels of personalization as Kliman-Silver et al.’s

parallel approach: our results replicate the general levels of personalization found in their

work (our SERPs had an average Jaccard Index of 0.86 and an average edit distance of

1.9, within the range of values observed by Kliman-Silver et al.).

2For software, see: https://github.com/nickmvincent/SerpScrap for data collection code;
https://github.com/nickmvincent/you-geo-see for analysis code and data
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To simulate queries from different locations, we also take inspiration from Kliman-

Silver et al. [204]. Specifically, following their approach, we inject Javascript that overrides

the geolocation.getCurrentPosition() function to return a latitude and longitude of our

choice. We then automatically click the “update location” button and refresh the SERP.

We verified that this approach worked as it did in Kliman-Silver et al. by leveraging

the fact that Google reveals the perceived location of each query at the bottom of each

SERP. For instance, a query from Chicago will have the following text at the bottom of

the resulting SERP: “Chicago, IL. Reported by this computer”.

Our software only captures the first SERP for each query. We focused on the first

SERP as research has shown that users only very rarely look at results pages beyond the

first one [398]. For a similar reason, in our analyses, we provide an additional level of

focus on the top three results on the first SERP. The first spot may receive up to 30% of

all traffic, with the top three spots receiving 60% of all traffic [185].

4.3.2. Selecting Queries

In the search literature – and certainly in the search auditing literature – deciding on a set

of queries for an analysis is well-known to be challenging [155, 204, 265, 295]. Aside from

researchers operating within search companies (and sometimes even for these researchers),

it is impossible to obtain a set of queries that is guaranteed to be representative. As a

result, researchers must use heuristic strategies to generate an imperfect query sample

that still can provide insight for their research questions. A typical approach involves

first choosing a limited set of query types that have significant real-world implications,

e.g. queries related to medical issues, commerce, or politics [103, 156, 204, 231, 295, 429].
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By focusing on a single or small set of query types, researchers can then use creative

approaches to generate viable specific queries within these type(s), e.g. manually adapting

a query dataset from a published paper to a new geographic context [150, 265], using

externally available data to generate potential queries [155, 231], or manually generating

reasonable queries [204, 429].

In our research, we sought to adopt a diversified version of the above approach by

including six separate query types instead of just one or two. More specifically, we focused

on query types with real-world importance along three dimensions: (1) how often a query

is made (popular queries), (2) the revenue Google makes from selling ads on the query

(high-revenue queries), and (3) the degree to which the results of a query could impact

users’ lives (influential queries). In keeping with approaches in the search literature, we

used a combination of external resources such as Google Trends and Google AdWords

and data from existing research [155, 204] to select queries in a systematic way. For each

of the three dimensions above, we developed two separate categories of queries, leading to

six total query categories. Each query category contains between 10-20 queries, a number

selected to be practical with respect to the rate limit we imposed to avoid excessive

querying.

By considering three different dimensions of importance and using two different cate-

gories of queries for each dimension, our intention was to gain a broad and robust view of

the role that UGC plays in Google SERPs, and one that is not unduly contingent on query-

specific idiosyncrasies. Below, we detail our categories and their constituent queries. For

replication and extension purposes, a full list of our queries and their assigned categories

can be found in our software repository linked above.
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Popular Queries: We considered two categories of popular queries: trending queries

and most-popular queries. To develop our trending category of queries we turned to

Google Trends. Google Trends is a public website that Google maintains to share data

about patterns in usage of Google’s search engine. We used Google Trends’ “trending

searches” feature to obtain queries characterized by a large baseline number of searches

and a spike in searches (typically 1,000,000+ searches) [140]. Specifically, our trending

category consists of each daily top trending query from Nov. 28 to Dec. 7, 2017 (10

queries).

With respect to our most-popular category, Google Trends does not directly provide

a list of the most popular queries on Google’s site overall, but it does do so for specific

query topics. In other words, we can know what queries are popular within a topic,

but we do not know the global popularity of the topic. As such, to develop our most-

popular query category, we collected the top three queries by U.S. query volume across a

set of Google Trends-defined query topics which were commercial or political in nature:

Auto Companies, Fast Food Restaurants, Financial Companies, Governmental Bodies,

Politicians, and Retail Companies. We discuss the potential limitations of manually

selecting categories from Google Trends’ offerings in our Limitations section.

High-Revenue Queries: Google sells many of its ads – and generates much of its

revenue [353] – by allowing entities to bid on SERP ad placements on a query-by-query

basis (using a system called Google AdWords). While Google does not provide high-

level data about which are the most expensive queries, the SEO industry has published

informal studies on this topic. According to one such study, insurance-related queries and

loan-related queries are two of the most expensive categories of queries [427] and, as such,
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we selected these two categories to represent high-revenue queries. To populate these

categories with actual queries, we used Google Trends’ “Explore” feature to obtain the

top ten queries for “insurance” and for “loans” (in the U.S., from all of 2017). We used

Google AdWords’ Keyword Planner to verify that the bids for these query categories were

indeed very high; we observed a top cost-per-click of $514 for the most expensive query

in the insurance category and $259 for the most expensive query in the loans category in

December 2017.

Influential Queries: Query popularity and query revenue do not necessarily cor-

relate strongly with the influence of a SERP on people’s lives. Some types of queries

– e.g. queries related to a family member’s serious illness or queries related to inform-

ing one’s political views – can have an out-sized impact [103, 371]. To gain a sense of

UGC’s influence in Google search results for particularly influential queries, we included

two additional categories of queries that have been the subject of prior research in the

search literature because of their influential nature: queries on medical topics and con-

troversial topics. For our medical category, we use a subset of queries from Soldaini et

al.’s study of health searches on the Bing search engine [371]. This set consists of 50

queries sampled from Bing’s top 500 medical queries; we used the first 20 queries. For our

controversial query category, we were unable to re-use queries from Epstein’s experiment

or Kliman-Silver’s audit study [204] because the queries were related to current events

(e.g. topics included the UK Prime Minister Election, Barack Obama’s US presidency).

As such, to systematically generate a diverse list of up-to-date search queries, we used the

top ten topics from procon.org, a non-profit organization that hosts information about

controversial issues.
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4.3.3. Understanding SERPs

Modern Google SERPs consist of substantially more than the traditional “ten blue links”

[52] that formally comprised the canonical search results page. Current SERPs contain

multiple columns of content, and items like carousels (which have multiple links per row),

answer boxes, and more. To understand the prominence of UGC on Google SERPs, it

was important that we account for all this complexity.

As such, in addition to standard “blue links”, our analytical framework also explicitly

considers the following Google SERP element types, which are also visualized in the

diagram in Fig. 4.1:

• NewsCarousel : A row of three cards that each link to a news story.

• TweetCarousel : A row of three cards with one tweet each. Google obtains the

tweets either from Twitter’s search (a SearchTweetCarousel) or a single user (a User-

TweetCarousel).

• MapsBox : A box with Google Maps embedded that includes up to three locations.

We mainly observed LocationsMapsBox elements, which have entries corresponding to

multiple locations of a single entity (i.e. business).

• AnswerBox : A box that includes a link to a website and a snippet of text meant to

answer a question; includes variants such as PeopleAlsoAskAnswerBox elements.

It is important to note that for most of our analyses below, we do not consider

links that occur in the “KnowledgePanel”, another SERP element that, for desktop web

browsers, appears on the right-hand side of SERPs. Although KnowledgePanels include

Wikipedia and social media links, we did not consider them in our core analyses because
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content in KnowledgePanels cannot be easily assigned a rank (as the panel essentially ex-

ists separately from the ranked search results). However, we did perform a small analysis

of how our results might change if we did consider KnowledgePanels, and we discuss that

analysis below. With respect to implementation, to operationalize our above framework

(e.g. to store a link that appears as a blue link in our database as such), our software

parses the CSS (cascading stylesheets) associated with each SERP. Since elements are

represented the same away across SERPs, this is a straightforward task.

Metrics: Given the complexity of SERPs, there are many metrics one could use to

understand the prominence of UGC in SERPs. The primary metric on which we focus is

the incidence rate of each domain and element, an approach that is typical when assessing

Figure 4.1. Example Google SERP elements.
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the prominence of content on SERPs [150, 231, 324, 429]. The incidence rate is the fraction

of SERPs in a given query category on which a domain or element appears. For instance,

if a Wikipedia link appears in 10% of SERPs for a given query category, Wikipedia would

have an incidence rate of 0.10 for that category.

As we discussed above, research has shown that higher-ranking content gets substan-

tially more traffic, so we also calculate the top-three incidence rate of each domain or

element. This is the fraction of SERPs that have a given domain or element in their top

three rows. When necessary to avoid ambiguity between incidence rate types, we refer to

the basic form of incidence rates as full-page incidence rates.

In calculating both incidence rates, we treat SERP elements like carousels as a single

item (hence the NewsCarousel has its own incidence rate), but also count the content of

carousels as items (i.e. the tweets and news articles). For example, if there is a SERP

with a New York Times article embedded in a rank 2 NewsCarousel, then that SERP

will increase the top-three incidence rate for the domain nytimes.com and the element

NewsCarousel.

4.3.4. Classifying Content as UGC

A critical requirement of our analyses is the ability to distinguish between UGC and

non-UGC search results. Because there is no consensus definition of UGC [402], we

operationalized two definitions from the literature: a platform-centric definition and a

content-centric definition.

The platform-centric definition is one that is commonly used in UGC research, often

implicitly (e.g. [48, 192, 230, 166]. Broadly speaking, this definition assumes that any
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content is UGC if it appears on a platform that hosts a large amount of UGC. There are

a few prominent definitions of UGC that explicitly adopt a platform-centric perspective.

For instance, Luca [253] provides a categorized list of popular UGC platforms and Dhar

and Chang [79] define UGC as the “conjunction of blogs and social networking sites”.

To operationalize our platform-specific definition, we cross-referenced the list of do-

mains encountered in our data collection process with those on Luca’s 2015 list. More

specifically, this means that, under the platform-centric definition, we categorized as UGC

any content from the following domains: Wikipedia, Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Insta-

gram, Yelp, LinkedIn, and TripAdvisor. The coding we describe here was applied only to

content from these domains.

In a 2007 report [402], the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development

(OECD) offered a stricter definition of UGC that focused on content rather than platform.

Under the OECD definition, UGC must (1) be published, (2) require some creative effort

(i.e. not be a copy of some existing content), and (3) be created “outside professional

routines and practices.” To determine whether content was UGC under this definition,

we used a qualitative coding approach and assessed whether a search result (e.g. a tweet

in a Twitter carousel) met criteria #2 and #3 (all results implicitly met criteria #1).

Specifically, our codebook instructed coders to view each search result (both the content

on the SERP as well as the content on the linked website, e.g. a Twitter page) from our

list of UGC platforms and identify (1) if the content appeared to be “creative” (i.e. not

a copy of some other content) and (2) if the content appeared to be authored outside of

professional “routines and practices”. Coders used contextual information such as Twitter
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biographies or the presence of user reviews to judge whether the content appeared to be

“professional” or not.

As we describe below in Results (“Types of UGC”), our results highlighted an interest-

ing and meaningful contrast between the platform-centric and content-centric definitions

of UGC. Upon discovering this contrast, we sought to better understand it by classifying

content along two additional criteria that we hypothesized would be insightful based on

what we saw in exploratory analyses. The first axis was related to who appeared to have

authored the content: either an individual, an organization, or a bot. The second axis

was related to the type of actor that authored the content. Using an inductive approach,

we identified four types of individuals (journalist, political figure, celebrity, other) and five

types of organizations (journalistic, political, corporate, non-profit, other).

To assess the reliability of the full coding scheme, we sampled up to 10 items for each

UGC domain from our first dataset (a comparison of urban and rural search results: see

below) and two researchers coded these samples. The researchers achieved substantial

or perfect agreement in every case. For Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, Yelp, and Tri-

pAdvisor the coders achieved perfect agreement. They achieved a Cohen’s Kappa of 0.87

and 0.67 for YouTube and Twitter respectively. Given this level of agreement, only one

researcher coded the remaining samples.

4.3.5. Controlling for Geography

As noted above, based on our review of the search personalization literature, we expected

that the importance of Wikipedia and UGC to Google might vary extensively by query

location. As such, we developed a rigorous infrastructure to issue queries from a variety
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of carefully chosen simulated locations and planned to report our results with ranges

defined by our location-specific results. However, upon running our experiments with

this framework, we found that with respect to the prominence of Wikipedia and UGC in

Google SERPs, there was little geographic variation.

As such, we in fact ran two separate experiments in this research project: (1) an

experiment that rigorously considered potential geographic variation and, upon finding

that this did not exist, (2) an experiment that used a simple population-weighted sample of

geographic queries that could provide reliable single results for metrics of interest instead

of ranges. We describe the methods we used in each of these experiments in turn below.

The results of each experiment are discussed in detail in the sections that follow, as are

the implications of the lack of variation that we observed.

Geographic Variation Experiment: Our geographic variation experiment was

rooted in a spatial sampling approach that was designed to understand the maximum

variation of UGC incidence across geography while at the same time maintaining a rea-

sonable query rate. Our sampling strategy targeted three spectra on which the behavior of

intelligent geographic technologies are known to vary: rural/urban, socioeconomic status

(SES), and political preference (see e.g. [194]).

As our researchers had the most familiarity with Google’s US search results, we re-

stricted our focus to the United States. Choosing a specific study area for these and

similar reasons is a common design choice in “GeoHCI” [168] and computational social

science (as well as many other fields). We discuss possible expansions of this work to

different geographic contexts in Future Work.
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To generate specific geographic coordinates for the strategy outlined above, we used

the following approach:

1. Urban-Rural: Using the urban-rural classifications by the U.S. National Center for

Health Statistics (NCHS) [184], we sampled 10 counties from the most urban and most

rural classes. These NCHS classifications are often leveraged in GeoHCI examining rural-

urban issues [62, 194, 388]. We then used the centroid latitude and longitude provided by

the U.S. Census for each county as a query location.

2. Income: We selected the top and bottom 10 counties in terms of 2015 median

income, according to the 2011-2015 U.S. Census American Community Survey 5-Year

Estimates [397], and executed the county-to-coordinate mapping as described above.

3. Voting: We selected the top and bottom 10 counties in terms of percentage of votes

for Hillary Clinton in the 2016 U.S. Presidential election and again executed the same

county-to-coordinate mapping. This county-level data was published by Townhall [391]

and accessed via [264].

Population-weighted Experiment: As reported below in Results, the rigorous

geographic comparisons described above showed little evidence of geographic variation

in metrics of interest. As such, it was reasonable to use a single set of query locations

to report our results. However, it was non-optimal to select one of our pre-existing

location sets (e.g. most-rural or wealthiest) as representative and report those results for

two reasons: (1) we did observe a (quite) small amount of variation across the spectra

outlined above and (2) doing so may raise other ecological validity concerns.

As such, in our second experiment, we developed a new set of query locations that

avoided both of these issues. To develop this set, we randomly sampled 40 U.S. counties
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Query Cate-
gory

Top Domain Rank of WP
in Incidence
Rate

WP Full-
Page
Incidence
Rate

WP
Top-3
Incidence
Rate

Trending Wikipedia 1 0.81 0.50
Most-Popular Wikipedia 1 0.77 0.28
Loans wellsfargo.com 6 0.25 0
Insurance progressive.com 10 0.29 0.08
Controversial Wikipedia 1 0.90 0.51
Medical webmd.com 5 0.45 0.15

Table 4.1. Prevalence of Wikipedia (WP) in Google SERPs by query cate-
gory. Does not include SERP elements.

using a population-weighted approach. We then used the U.S. Census-provided repre-

sentative coordinate for each of these counties as our query locations. We issued each

query from each of these coordinates and report results averaged across all coordinates.

Experiments were run in January 2018.

4.4. Results

We first report the results of our population-weighted experiment described above. We

then provide additional context with the results of our geographic variation experiment.

4.4.1. Population-Weighted Experiment

Fig. 4.2 summarizes the results from our population-weighted SERP dataset. The figure

shows the full-page and top-three incidence rates for all UGC domains in the dataset, as

well as the top five non-UGC domains and SERP elements to provide context. Table 4.1

zooms in and focuses on the results for Wikipedia specifically.

The strongest signal present here is that Wikipedia is absolutely critical in Google’s

approach to responding to queries. More specifically, Fig. 4.2 and Table 4.1 show that
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Wikipedia is not only the most prominent UGC platform on Google SERPs but also is

in fact the single most prominent website of any kind on Google SERPs. For trending

and controversial queries, Wikipedia appears in over 80% of first SERPs and rivals the

prominence of structural elements like the NewsCarousel. For insurance and loan queries,

the lowest incidence rates for Wikipedia in our study, Wikipedia still appears in over 25%

of SERPs. When considering only the top-three result rows, Wikipedia remains very

prominent, showing up in 50% of top-three results for some categories of queries (trending

Figure 4.2. This figure summarizes key metrics for all UGC domains in
our study and the top 5 non-UGC domains/elements (highlighted in light
grey). Rows are ranked by average full-page incidence rate, shown on the
right, followed by average top three incidence rate and average rank for each
domain. The average incidence rates should be interpreted with a degree
of caution as they are not intended to be representative of overall incidence
rates, just the average across the six query categories we analyzed in this
study.
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and controversial). In aggregate, the average full-page SERP incidence rate for Wikipedia

in our study was 0.58 (58% of SERPs had Wikipedia pages). Twitter’s 0.30 is the next-

highest average full-page rate.

One concrete example of a query in our sample for which Wikipedia is very important

is “minimum wage” from our controversial query category. The SERPs for “minimum

wage” had a link to the Wikipedia article “Minimum wage in the United States” in two

places: a rank 1 AnswerBox, and a blue link at rank 6. On the other hand, an example

of a query for which Wikipedia is less important is the query “life insurance,” where

Wikipedia showed up at rank nine.

Beyond Wikipedia, we additionally see that Twitter is also important to Google’s

ability to respond to queries in many of our categories. For instance, for most-popular

and trending queries, the full-page Twitter incidence rate is above 40% and the top-three

incidence rate for most-popular queries is higher than that of Wikipedia. Interestingly,

however, Twitter almost never appears in controversial and medical SERPs, perhaps a

reflection of a specific design decision at Google.

Types of UGC: Our Twitter results – combined with the non-trivial prevalence of

other UGC platforms for certain types of queries (e.g. Facebook for most-popular and

YouTube for controversial) – seemingly suggest that Google’s dependence on UGC extends

significantly beyond Wikipedia. Indeed, using a platform-centric definition of UGC, this

is the case.

However, the results of our content-centric qualitative coding exercise demonstrate

that the platform-centric perspective is problematic for our research. Of the 345 unique

social media results that appeared in our collected data, 95% failed to meet the OECD’s
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content-centric definition of user-generated content (we note that together, these links

appeared approximately 5,000 times in our dataset, because many results like the Tweet-

Carousel and corporate social media pages were identical across locations). In particular,

73% of the links came from an official corporate account. Another 14% were from an

official political account and 4% were journalistic. This means that while Google surfaces

a substantial amount of content from non-Wikipedia UGC platforms, almost all of this

content is not UGC from a content-centric perspective. Instead, this content resembles

that on typical webpages: it is written by professionals. We return to this point in the

Discussion.

Effect of the Knowledge Panel: While the Knowledge Panel lacks a “rank” in the

desktop version of Google, it is still possible to re-compute the full-page incidence rate of

each domain including the Knowledge Panel. Since Wikipedia is prominent in the Knowl-

edge Panel, this calculation substantially boosts Wikipedia’s average full-page incidence

rate from 58% to 69%. Although we saw some social media links in the Knowledge Panel,

every one of them linked to an organizational account, so these would not influence our

conclusions above.

4.4.2. Geographic Variation Experiment

As noted above, we were interested to find that – although prior work has highlighted the

influence of location-based personalization for some queries – we saw very few meaningful

differences in the importance of UGC across the spectra that we considered (urban vs. ru-

ral, SES, political preference). For the few cases in which we saw meaningful variation,

the effect size was quite small.
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We assessed the variation across the three geographic spectra by comparing full-page

and top-three incidence rates from one end of each spectrum to the other. We performed

these comparisons for every UGC domain (thus assuming a platform-centric definition of

UGC) and across every query category. We tested to see if different types of locations saw

different UGC domains at significantly different rates. To compute the median difference

in incidence rates, we only considered the 115 comparisons in which a domain appeared

at least once (e.g. Yelp pages never appeared for medical queries, so we did not include

geographic comparisons of Yelp incidence rate for medical queries).

For Wikipedia, the median full-page incidence rate difference across all spectra and

query categories was only 0.01, and the maximum was only 0.16 (political spectrum and

most-popular queries); the Wikipedia top-three incidence rate median difference was 0

and the maximum was 0.07. The median across all 115 comparisons was 0.01. Moreover,

of these comparisons, only 15 differences were statistically significant based on Fisher’s

exact test (p < 0.05), i.e. in most cases we fail to reject the null hypothesis that UGC

is equally likely across geographic strata. When considering only links that meet the

content-centric definition of UGC, only 9 differences were significant. In other words,

observable geographic variation in UGC was rare.

4.5. Discussion

4.5.1. Distribution of the “Technological Dividend”

The most significant signal in our results is the critical role that Wikipedia plays in helping

Google accomplish one of its most important goals: satisfying user information needs. For

the English-language queries that we considered, Google is more dependent on Wikipedia
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than any other website in the world. Moreover, for some of Google’s highest-volume

queries (trending and most-popular), Wikipedia appears on a large majority of results

pages.

These results help to inform a highly-consequential discussion about the economics of

computing that is moving from the margins of the literature [13, 163] and into mainstream

debate [218, 257, 307, 309]. This discussion centers on potential asymmetries in the

relationship between users and lucrative intelligent technologies: user-generated data is

immensely important to such technologies, but many argue that users are not receiving a

proportional share of the economic benefits from these technologies. Our results certainly

point to one such potential asymmetry: the Wikipedia community creates tremendous

value for search engines, but search engines only donate a relatively small amount of

money to support the Wikimedia community [298, 349]. This finding raises provocative

questions that can advance this discussion, e.g. are Wikipedia editors some of the most

important and underpaid employees of search companies?

Arrieta Ibarra and colleagues [13], Hecht [162], and others [307, 309] have identified

information imbalances between intelligent technology owners and data creators as a key

mechanism for the current distribution of economic benefits of intelligent technologies.

While the developers of intelligent technologies know many such technologies would strug-

gle substantially without constant “data labor” by their users and others (e.g. Wikipedia

editors), most people have very little understanding of the value of their data-generating

labor. These authors have argued that the research community should therefore work

to level the playing field by measuring and making people aware of the value their data

brings to intelligent technologies [163]. Our results make a contribution towards this goal,
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and also point to the importance of engaging in similar investigations in related domains

(e.g. OpenStreetMap, Wikidata).

The discussion about the distribution of the technological dividend must also consider

the value of the service that intelligent technologies “trade” for data-generating labor.

After all, most Wikipedia editors benefit heavily from their use of Google, and McMahon

et al. showed that Wikipedia itself does as well [265]. As such, our results point to an

additional important area of future research: doing qualitative and quantitative work

to understand whether the Wikipedia community believes anything should change in

Wikipedia’s relationship with intelligent technologies given the increasing informational

equality on this topic.

Additionally, our results also highlight a related line of inquiry centered around a key

question: How can we reduce any discrepancy between the value created by data like

Wikipedia articles and the rewards received by those who created the data. Hecht [163]

and others [13] have suggested that collective action by users – e.g. through boycotts, “data

strikes”, or data unions – can be one possible solution. Indeed, our work in this thesis

has highlighted the potential impact that data strikes, boycotts, or combinations thereof

could have on intelligent technologies. However, other, less confrontational approaches

(which may also be more immediately tractable than widespread data strikes or data

unions) may be possible and are likely desirable. For instance, just making visible the

value of Wikipedia to search engines could encourage search engine companies to more

prominently credit Wikipedia through design changes or to contribute donations of money

or data.
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More generally, Madsbjerg [257] and McMahon et al. [265] have argued that one major

challenge in analyzing the value of user-provided data to profitable intelligent technologies

is that the required datasets for such analyses are almost always private. This chapter

highlights an approach we believe can, at least initially, be quite effective at addressing

this challenge: focusing on Wikipedia and other UGC rather than more difficult-to-access

types of user-generated data such as search logs and personal information that also play

critical roles in intelligent technologies. Our results show that just focusing on more open

types of information is sufficient to at least begin the empirical examination of these

issues.

4.5.2. Wikipedia Matters outside Wikipedia

The social computing and computational social science communities have developed a

large literature on Wikipedia. This literature has examined topics ranging from the con-

tent coverage biases that exist in Wikipedia (e.g. [165, 194, 304, 316] to the collaboration

patterns between editors that lead to the highest-quality content [440, 441].

Our results further bolster the importance of this literature by showing that the liter-

ature’s findings have implications far beyond the boundaries of Wikipedia. For instance,

prior work has shown that the English Wikipedia has more missing articles about women

than about men [316] and similar patterns have been observed with respect to Wikipedia’s

coverage of some geographic areas versus others [194]. Our results highlight that not only

do these biases affect reader experience on Wikipedia, they also affect Google’s abil-

ity to address information needs associated with the disadvantaged topics. That is, if
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Wikipedia has less information about a topic of interest to a certain group, this will also

affect Google’s ability to address information needs related to this topic.

4.5.3. Definitions of User-Generated Content

Our findings related to the platform-centric versus content-centric definitions of UGC

may have important methodological implications for some UGC research. In particular,

we found that the platform-centric definition of UGC was problematic in the context

of our study. Had we relied on this definition exclusively, we would have believed that

everyday Twitter users were powering Google at almost the same rate as Wikipedia edi-

tors. Instead, thanks to our qualitative analysis, we discovered that at the content-level,

the vast majority of tweets surfaced by Google in our study were not UGC but rather

were written by professionals. In other words, these tweets are analogous to short-form

company websites (and, in some cases, news articles).

This result highlights calls [333] for researchers to consider the nature of content on

platforms that host UGC like Twitter before making assumptions about its professional

or amateur nature. While much research currently takes care to do basic filtering for bot-

created content – and there are well-known approaches for doing so in certain platforms

[77] – filtering out organizational and other professional accounts will be more difficult

and is deserving of further research along the lines of McCorriston et al. [263].

4.5.4. Geographic Personalization and UGC

Our geographic comparisons suggest that personalization based on geographic location

may be non-substantial for certain types of search phenomena. This may simplify methods
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for some search auditing research projects, but more work is needed to understand when

controlling for geography is necessary and when it is not. We note that we did see

substantial variation for content other than UGC, e.g. Google Maps SERP elements.

Additionally, given that Wikipedia is not equally comprehensive in all languages [165]

and that platforms like Twitter are not equally popular in all countries [346], geography

likely matters across national and linguistic borders. Future studies should address this

directly.

4.5.5. Limitations

As is typical in the search auditing literature, although we aimed to generate queries

systemically, the immense number of search engine use cases makes it impossible to gen-

erate a truly representative query set for data collection (at least from a position outside

of an institution that operates a large search engine). As such, we emphasize that our

results must be considered in the context of the queries we selected. This means that

while our results likely generalize to many queries that are similar to our query sets,

for instance queries about popular commercial entities or queries about common health

problems, our results may not generalize to all search engine use cases, such as complex,

infrequently-made queries. Furthermore, our most-popular query set is constrained by

Google’s willingness to share query volume data, as well as the manual process of se-

lecting categories from Google Trends. It should also be noted that this query set may

contain some thematic overlap (though no actual query overlap) with other query sets,

e.g. controversial.
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While we controlled for the effect of geography within the US, extending this analysis

to include additional countries as noted above could provide valuable insight into the

importance of Wikipedia and UGC globally. This analysis would require parsing other

prominent search engines (e.g. Naver) and identifying appropriate geographic spectra.

Another direction for future research would to be to expand data collection and anal-

ysis to mobile devices. As mobile devices are used heavily for local search [387], focusing

heavily on local queries would make sense in this case. Given that we saw extensive vari-

ation across query categories, extending our work to consider additional categories would

also be a useful direction of future work.

Search engines, like many intelligent technologies, are constantly changing. Therefore,

longitudinal auditing will be valuable, both to account for revisions to SERPs – i.e. new

specialty boxes and elements – and to account for algorithmic changes. For instance, the

importance of UGC sources may vary as search engines integrate new techniques from

the deep learning (e.g. RankBrain [59] or structured knowledge domains (e.g. Knowledge

Vault [85]). Indeed, the introduction of these technologies may be responsible for the

decrease we observed in Wikipedia full-page incidence rate for medical queries relative

to the work of Laurent and Vickers [231] last decade (although the methods are not

directly comparable). Doing this longitudinal auditing will require careful attention to

edge cases, which means that recurring human validation (and likely updating our software

accordingly) will be critical for future research in this direction.

Using our software will require updates based on changes to SERP structure. Re-

searchers may also want to implement our approach using headless browser-based tech-

niques, which likely require less overhead, or consider the recently released framework by
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Robertson et al. [324] that uses on a Chrome plug-in and crowd workers from Crowd-

Flower and Prolific Academic [311, 400]. Though Robertson et al.’s focus was on using

their framework to study political personalization in web search, Robertson et al.’s data

reveals they were able to replicate our results about the importance of Wikipedia in the

political domain, adding an additional degree of rigor to the findings above.

Finally, UGC like Wikipedia has been used to train intelligent technologies, including

by Google (e.g. for language understanding [170]). This is an entirely separate avenue

by which UGC creates value for the owners of intelligent technologies. A very promising

research direction would be to measure how the inclusion of UGC impacts the performance

of these algorithms, similar to the previous chapter. However, doing the same for search

engines and other private intelligent technologies will require creative approaches as it

will likely require extensive access to proprietary software and data.

4.6. Conclusion

This chapter provides evidence that UGC, largely in the form of Wikipedia articles, is

immensely valuable to web search engines. Examining six categories of queries, we found

that Wikipedia’s volunteers have created a resource that is critical to Google’s ability

to address information needs. Our results contribute to the growing discussion around

potential economic asymmetries in the relationship between the people who create data

and intelligent technologies that rely on this data. Our findings also have implications

for Wikipedia research on content coverage and for methods in search auditing and UGC

research.
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CHAPTER 5

A Deeper Investigation of Wikipedia’s Value to Search Engines

5.1. Introduction

We have thus far discussed the critical interdependencies between Wikipedia and

Google Search1. For many query categories, Wikipedia links appear more than any other

website on Google’s search engine results pages (SERPs). This suggests that Wikipedia—

a resource made by volunteers—plays an essential role in helping Google Search achieve

its core function of addressing information needs. It also raises the stakes of Wikipedia-

related research findings, with Wikipedia’s collaboration processes, contribution patterns,

and content outcomes being imperative to the success of Google Search.

In this chapter, we replicate and extend earlier work that identified the importance

of Wikipedia to the success of search engines but was limited in that it focused only on

desktop results for Google and treated those results as a ranked list, i.e. as “ten blue links”

[52]. Like this earlier work, we collect the first SERP for a variety of important queries

and ask, “How often do Wikipedia links appear and where are these links appearing

within SERPs?” However, our work includes three critical extensions that provide us

with a deeper view into the role Wikipedia links play in helping search engines achieve

their primary goals. First, we consider three popular search engines – Google, Bing, and

DuckDuckGo – rather than just Google. Second, in light of extensive search engine use on

1This chapter was originally published as [404].
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mobile devices [378], we simulate queries from both desktop and mobile devices. Third,

we built software to allow us to use a spatial approach to search auditing that is more

compatible with modern SERPs, which have moved away from the traditional “10 blue

links”; SERPs now have “knowledge panels” in a second, right-hand column, “featured

answers”, social media “carousels”, and other elements that influence user experience.

Our spatial approach to SERP analysis, which considers the location of each link within

a SERP, also allows us to visually compare the representation of our SERP data to

screenshots of SERPs. This is important because search engines are proprietary, opaque,

and subject to frequent changes (e.g. Google has previously redesigned their SERPs [360]),

and it is critical to validate that data being used for quantitative search auditing analysis

accurately reflects how SERPs appear to users. We are sharing our data and code for

replication purposes and to support additional search audits taking this approach.2

After running our audit, we found that the results identified in prior work regarding

Google desktop search largely extend to other search engines and, with a smaller effect

size, to mobile devices. For desktop SERPs, Wikipedia appeared in 81-84% of SERPs for

our common queries, 67-72% for our trending queries, and 16-54% for our medical queries.

Results are similar, though somewhat lower, for mobile devices. Furthermore, using our

spatial analysis approach, we observe that for many of these queries, Wikipedia appears

in the prominent area of SERPs visible without scrolling, through both Knowledge Panel

elements and traditional blue links. We did, however, observe that Wikipedia appears

2See https://github.com/nickmvincent/se-scraper for archival repository of code used for the origi-
nal dataset collection. See https://github.com/nickmvincent/LinkCoordMin for more recently updated
SERP collection software.
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less prominently for mobile SERPs, though they are still quite prominent and, in several

situations, appear more often than they do in the desktop Google SERP case.

Our results have implications for a variety of constituencies. Past work suggested

that Wikipedia was very important to desktop Google users. On one hand, this means

search users stand to benefit from the high-quality knowledge produced by the Wikipedia

community. On the other hand, this means search results are impacted by Wikipedia’s

weaknesses such as content biases. Our results suggest that this relationship extends

beyond just desktop users of Google, although the presence of Wikipedia is smaller in

mobile SERPs.

Finally, our results also reinforce the importance of volunteer-created data to the

success of intelligent technologies. As we discuss below, by measuring how often and

where Wikipedia links appear in SERPs, we can better understand to what degree and

how the volunteer labor underlying Wikipedia fuels search engines, some of the most

lucrative, important and widely used intelligent technologies. These findings suggest a

need to rethink the power dynamics and economic relationships between people who

generate content and the intelligent technologies that rely on this content.

5.2. Related Work

This chapter builds on research that has studied search engines and SERPs, as well

as research that has specifically studied the role of Wikipedia articles in search results.

In McMahon et al.’s 2017 experimental study [265], a browser extension hid Wikipedia

links from Google users and the authors observed a large drop in SERP click-through rate,
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possibly the most important search success metric [146]. This study, and the work de-

scribed in the previous chapter, were motivated by a call from the Wikimedia Foundation

to study the re-use of Wikipedia content [385]. A key concern was raised by McMahon

et al. regarding how Google SERPs provided peer-produced content with attribution.

McMahon et al. also discussed the “paradox of reuse”: if SERPs do not provide searchers

with links to Wikipedia (or other peer production platforms), they may deprive peer pro-

duction communities of new members. We return to questions around attribution and

reuse in SERPs below in our Discussion.

These projects are part of a broader body of search auditing literature, which has

used auditing techniques (i.e. collecting the outputs of search engines) to study aspects of

search such as personalization and the special components, such as “Knowledge Panels”,

that appear in SERPs [155, 204, 324]. Notably, in a study that focused on political SERPs,

Robertson et al. [324] identified a large number of Wikipedia articles in the SERP data

they collected, in line with the results from the user-generated content-focused study in

the previous chapter. Related work has focused specifically on the complexities of SERP

elements like the Knowledge Panel [254, 330]. Lurie and Mustafaraj found that Wikipedia

played a critical role in populating the “Knowledge Panel” shown in news-related Google

SERPs: queries about news sources with Wikipedia articles frequently had Knowledge

Panels in the corresponding SERPs [254]. Rothschild et al. studied how Wikipedia links

in Google Knowledge Panel components influenced user perception of online news [330].

Search auditing work has also focused on the topic of tech monopolies: an audit by

Jeffries and Yin found that much of the content in Google SERPs was Google’s own

products (e.g. modern SERP components likes Maps and answer boxes) [190]. This work
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provides motivation for search auditors to consider modern SERP components. Addition-

ally, it has motivated development on a “Simple Search” tool that returns to a “ten blue

links” SERP [401].

The study that we most directly replicate and extend is the previous chapter, which

used a ranking-based analysis to examine the role user-generated content played in search

results for the desktop version of Google search. Our results provided motivation for us

to focus specifically on Wikipedia while considering more search engines, mobile devices,

and a spatial analysis approach.

It is also valuable to note that in addition to the academic literature on Wikipedia and

search, a number of studies conducted by search engine optimization (SEO) companies

have also measured how frequently Wikipedia appeared in SERPs [137, 138, 189, 323].

Estimated incidence rates range from 34% to 99%, depending on the choice of queries (a

point to which we will return below).

Our analysis was additionally motivated by prior work that studied how users interact

with SERPs. Prior work has shown that visual attention and clicks are directed towards

higher-ranking links, especially the first two links. Papoutsaki et al. replicated three sem-

inal search behavior studies using a webcam eye tracker [296]. In addition to replicating

the concentration of attention and clinks on top-ranked links, they found in some cases

that ads in right-hand column of a SERP can attract about as much visual attention as

the 3rd and 4th links.

In designing our spatial analysis, we were influenced by the above findings relating to

the role Wikipedia plays in populating Google’s Knowledge Panel, the robust results re-

garding the importance of top ranked links, and the potential value of right-hand column.
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Below, we describe how we used these findings to define and interpret spatial incidence

rates.

5.3. Methods

As mentioned above, modern SERPs include SERP components that are much more

complex than “ten blue links”. These multifaceted SERPs pose challenges to ranking-

based approaches used in prior work, such as work in the previous chapter which used

Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) styles to differentiate different result types (e.g. blue link

vs. Knowledge Panel vs. News Carousel) and create a ranked list of these results [408].

The critical challenge with ”ranking list” approaches is that they struggle to account for

(1) the fact that SERP elements come in a variety of sizes and (2) the fact that SERP

elements appear in a separate right-hand column. Furthermore, to differentiate results

with CSS, researchers must manually identify which styles are associated with different

result types, and these styles are liable to change.

In contrast to this prior work, we consider every link (i.e. each HTML <a> element)

in each SERP and look at the coordinate for each link, in pixels, relative to the top left

corner of the SERP, an approach specifically designed to handle modern SERPs. There

are several other high-level benefits to this approach. It is easier to analyze multiple

search engines (the approach requires substantially fewer hard-coded rules based on CSS

styles), and we can visually validate that the representation of SERP data we analyze

reflects the appearance of modern, component-heavy SERPs.

Below, we detail our data collection, validation, and analysis pipeline, and expand on

the benefits of this spatial approach to SERP analysis.
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5.3.1. Search Engines and Queries

In this work, we focus on three U.S. based search engines: Google, Bing and DuckDuckGo.

Google and Bing are the two most popular search engines in the United States, while Duck-

DuckGo is the most popular privacy-focused search engine [96]. Market share estimates

from different analytics services vary. In January 2020, analytics company StatCounter

(https://gs.statcounter.com) estimated Google served 81% of U.S. desktop queries,

Bing served 12%, and DuckDuckGo served 1.5%, and for mobile devices Google served

95%, Bing served 1.5%, and DuckDuckGo served 1.2%. Data from marketing research

company ComScore suggests Bing has a larger market share; it reports that Google served

about 62% of desktop search queries while Bing served about 25% [64].

Query selection is a critical and challenging aspect of search auditing work. Query

datasets are highly proprietary, and in the past sharing queries has harmed users’ privacy

[18]. For these reasons, companies do not make query data available to sample from.

What constitutes an “important” search query may change with current events and other

factors. The results of a search audit are highly contextual based on queries used. To

address these challenges, we followed best practices in prior work [155] closely and aimed

to use queries that we believe to very important to a large fraction of search engine users.

Specifically, we consider queries from three important query categories: common

queries, trending queries, and medical queries. Common queries are made very frequently,

and thus are important by virtue of query volume. Trending queries are those that re-

ceived a spike in interest, typically relating to news and current events. Thus, SERPs

returned for trending queries can influence how search engine users learn about what is

happening in the world. Finally, medical queries concern medical issues, and have the

https://gs.statcounter.com
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potential to impact users’ health decisions. Notably, past work looking at Google SERPs

found a lower prevalence of Wikipedia links for medical queries than other search cate-

gories [408]. In all three cases, the queries we used in our study are queries that we can

plausibly assume are made very frequently, i.e., the corresponding SERPs were seen by a

large group of search engine users.

For each query category, we needed to seek public sources of query data because query

datasets are highly proprietary. Although search engine operators do not share their raw

data about query volume, search engine optimization (SEO) companies collect data to

estimate query volumes. Thus, to create a list of common queries, we took the top 100

queries by volume in October 2019, as estimated and made public by SEO company

ahrefs.com [373] (we use their list that filters out “not safe for work” queries). To create

a list of trending queries, we took all 282 queries from Google’s public set of top trending

queries from 2018 (we prepared our queries in 2019 and collected data in February of

2020) [140]. Unlike the ahrefs data, Google’s trending query data contains no information

about query volume – it provides the top trending queries for pre-selected topics (e.g.,

politics, music, etc.). While five of these query categories were in Spanish, the rest were

English language queries (we used all queries regardless of language). Finally, to obtain

important medical queries, we used a list of the top 50 medical queries made public by

Bing for previous information retrieval research [371]. In total, we consider 432 different

important queries.

Although we designed our query sets to be similar to those used in prior work, our

query categories also map to different types of search intent. In the search literature,

queries are often classified as “navigational” (a user wishes to navigate to some website,
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e.g. Facebook, via a SERP), “informational” (a user wishes to learn information about the

query), and “transactional” (a user wishes to make some transaction) [188]. Past work

suggests that users can have large differences in search behavior for different query intents,

spending more time examining results for informational queries [296]. While there is not

a clear objective mapping between individual queries and user intent categories (i.e. a

single query could be associated with different user intents), considering approximate

associations between our query categories and user intents is useful in identifying potential

implications of our results for search users.

The common category appears to correspond to navigational queries, i.e. most queries

refer to a major websites and companies. The top five queries are “facebook”, “youtube”,

“amazon”, “gmail”, and “google”. On the other hand, the trending category appears to

primarily correspond to informational queries. Example trending queries include “World

Cup” (a global sports event), “thank u, next” (a popular music album released in 2018),

“How to vote”, “Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez” (a U.S. politician), and “What is Fortnite”.

Finally, the medical queries we use also seem to be informational, e.g. “indigestion”, “how

to lose weight”, “common cold symptoms”, “acid reflux”, and “can’t sleep”. The full list

of queries is available with the code package.

The mappings of our query categories to user intents described above allows us to

discuss our results in light of these user intents. For instance, what does it mean to

have a high incidence rate of Wikipedia links for navigational queries? Many people

searching for “facebook” (the most searched query, with an estimated monthly volume of

232 million searches) are likely not seeking information about Facebook. Nevertheless, as
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we will see in our results and discuss further below, desktop users are likely to be exposed

to Wikipedia content as part of their navigational query, whereas mobile users are not.

5.3.2. Data Collection

We collected data programmatically using software we built that extends the se-scraper

JavaScript library. The se-scraper library uses puppeteer to run a headless Chrome

browser that can make search queries, save SERP results as HTML, and record screen-

shots of each page.3 The screenshot functionality is important to our ability to validate

that the SERPs collected by a headless browser resemble real SERPs. For each query, we

collect only the first SERP.

Critically, the package we built stores the coordinates of each clickable hyperlink

(specifically, HTML <a> elements with nonzero width and height) within a SERP.

The package extracts the top coordinate (how many pixels from the top edge of the

SERP is the top border of the link) and left coordinate (how many pixels from the left

edge of the SERP is the left border of the link) of each link using JavaScript’s Ele-

ment.getBoundingClientRect function.

Our software can emulate mobile devices by providing a mobile user-agent string and

using puppeteer ’s “Devices” API. To collect mobile SERPs, we simulate an iPhone 10 run-

ning the default Safari browser. To simulate desktop queries, we use se scraper’s default

user-agent, which corresponds to Google Chrome running on a Windows 10 machine.

3se-scraper : https://github.com/NikolaiT/se-scraper,
puppeteer : https://github.com/puppeteer/puppeteer/

https://github.com/NikolaiT/se-scraper
https://github.com/puppeteer/puppeteer/
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Past work has suggested that while geography plays a major role in the personalization

of SERPs [204], this personalization does not heavily impact the incidence rate of user-

generated content like Wikipedia for different locations with the United States [408]. As

such, we made queries from a single urban location in the United States, which made it

possible to include mobile devices and multiple search engines while limiting the time cost

associated with data collection.

5.3.3. Data Validation

Given the proprietary and dynamic nature of search engines, SERP data can change its

format unexpectedly and it is therefore critical to manually validate that the representa-

tion of SERP data being analyzed (e.g., links and their coordinates) resembles a SERP as

consumed by users. Search engines frequently change the appearance of SERPs or add en-

tirely new features, e.g. special components that are very different than “ten blue links”

[52]. For instance, Google recently substantially redesigned their SERPs, moving link

URLs above “blue links” [360]. SERP analysis software designed to analyze SERPs that

works well one day could easily fail the next when a major design change—like Google’s

recent revamp—is rolled out.

Our software is designed to allow an auditor to validate that the representation of

SERP data matches the appearance of SERPs. As described above, our software ex-

tracted all link elements and their coordinates. We created a visual representation of

links at their coordinates and compared this representation to a screenshot of the SERP

produced by our data collection software. The purpose of this step is to ensure that our

spatial representation of SERP links reflects how a person would view the page, i.e., we
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ensure that our extracted link coordinates match the actual appearance of the SERP. We

performed this validation for 5 random queries per configuration (device, search engine,

and query category), for a total of 90 samples. This process is focused on ensuring that

the extracted link data (i.e. links and their associated coordinates in the page) matches

the screenshots captured during data collection.

Throughout our research process, we also engaged in manual verification checks that

entailed comparing our programmatically generated SERP screenshots to SERPs gener-

ated by a separate human-operated web browser. Our goal here is to not ensure an exact

match (the personalization of SERPs means that two SERPs made for the same query

might not match exactly [155]), but rather to ensure that there are no major structural

issues with data collection in the context of constantly changing complex SERP design.

This process was effective in identifying and fixing data collection errors in light of

the challenges posed by SERP data. For instance, using our visual validation and sanity

check process, we discovered several data collection nuances and inconsistencies, e.g.,

SERPs that partially loaded, were blocked by a “location access” prompt, or failed to

load entirely.

5.3.4. SERP Analysis

Our analysis is based on the coordinate-based representation of SERP links described

above. Specifically, our data represents hyperlinks as a triplet consisting of domain,

left coordinate, and top coordinate. For instance, an English Wikipedia link with left

coordinate at 200 pixels and top coordinate at 300 pixels would be represented as the

triplet (en.wikipedia, 200, 300 ).
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Based on our representation of SERPs, we define a series of Wikipedia incidence

rates that measure how often Wikipedia links appear. To begin, we measure the full-page

incidence rate, or the fraction of SERPs in which Wikipedia links appear for a combination

of device, search engines, and query category. We leverage our spatial analysis to better

understand where Wikipedia links appear on a SERP, an important consideration for

evaluating how salient these links are.

More specifically, we define four spatial incidence rates: above-the-fold, left-hand, right-

hand, and left-hand-above-the-fold. The above-the-fold incidence rate is meant to capture

how often links appear “above the fold”, the portion of the SERP that is visible without

scrolling. We know from prior work that top-ranked links receive much more visual

attention and clicks [296, 422], but we also know that modern SERPs do not appear as

a ranked list of ten, equally sized blue links – the rank 1 element could be a large SERP

element that takes up most of the viewport (e.g. a map element). The above-the-fold

incidence rate is a useful heuristic that measures how often links appear in prominent

positions, while accounting for the impact of large SERP elements.

Figure 5.1. A Google SERP for the common query “Instagram” with special
components, including a right column “Knowledge Panel” with a Wikipedia
link.
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The left-hand incidence rate is a proxy for how often Wikipedia links appear in the left

column (where traditional “blue links” and other SERP components appear), while the

right-hand incidence rate is a proxy for how often Wikipedia links appear in Knowledge

Panel components. Finally, we additionally define a left-hand-above-the-fold incidence

rate to understand how often Wikipedia links appear above the fold without appearing in

the Knowledge Panel. In other words, the left-hand-above-the-fold incidence rate helps

us easily answer the question: “Is Wikipedia primarily appearing above the fold because

it appears in Knowledge Panel components?”

To create an operational definition of left-hand and right-hand incidence rates, we

manually identified a vertical dividing line between the left column and the right column

containing the Knowledge Panel and related components. To obtain this line, we examined

panel elements for all three search engines and found that a vertical line at 780 pixels was

able to cleanly divide the left column and right column for all three search engines. We

do not consider left-hand or right-hand incidence rates for our mobile SERPs, as mobile

results are presented in a single column.

Creating an operational definition for above-the-fold incidence is more challenging, as

devices and settings (e.g., browser zoom, browser resizing, etc.) affect what content is

visible without scrolling. To address this uncertainty, we considered multiple device view-

port sizes to allow us to obtain lower bound, middle ground, and upper bound estimates

of above-the-fold incidence.

For mobile devices, we considered a range of viewport heights corresponding to dif-

ferent devices [124]. Our lower bound was 667 pixels, the height of smaller iPhone 6/7/8
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devices, and close to the height of Galaxy S7 devices. Our middle ground viewport esti-

mate was 736 (corresponding to iPhone 6/7/8 plus and Galaxy S8/9 devices). Our upper

bound viewport estimate was 812 pixels (corresponding to the large iPhone X and Google

Pixel 3 devices).

For desktop devices, for our middle ground estimate, we consider the common viewport

height of 768 pixels. Our lower bound scenario corresponds to a window at 110% zoom

(i.e. zoomed in so that less content shows above the fold), our middle ground corresponds

to 100% zoom (the default), and our upper bound corresponds to 90% zoom (i.e. zoomed

out so that more content shows).

Overall, this range-based approach means that while our above-the-fold incidence

rates make some assumptions about browsing configuration, we can observe how robust

our results are against variations in these assumptions. Of course, these lower and upper

bounds could be chosen based on factors other than a desktop user’s zoom level (e.g., a

user might resize their window without changing their zoom level, use external monitors,

etc.). Our approach here is select a reasonable starting point, and future work might

attempt to incorporate more such factors.

One important consideration for above-the-fold incidence is how it relates to ranking-

based measurements like top-k incidence rate. For instance, based on findings that most

clicks go to the top three ranked items in a SERP, past work has looked at the “top-

three incidence rate” [408]. Unfortunately, there is no exact conversion between above-

the-fold incidence and top-k incidence rates because SERP components in a post- “ten

blue links” era have highly variable lengths. Instead, above-the-fold incidence provides

a measurement approach that accounts for these variable lengths. Future work might
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consider more specific spatial incidence rates that take into account empirical data about

click patterns for important search contexts (for instance, consider only sections of the

SERP that receive on average a large number of clicks).

5.4. Results

5.4.1. Full-page incidence rates

We begin by reporting how often Wikipedia appeared in our (first page) SERPs. Fig.

5.2 shows full-page incidence rates across all combinations of devices, search engines, and

query categories. As described above, we considered two devices, three search engines,

and 432 total queries, so in total we collected 2592 SERPs (2 devices x 3 search engines x

432 queries). Below, we report all our results broken down by our three query categories.

Looking at desktop full-page incidence across categories rates (the left half of Fig.

5.2), we see that Wikipedia links were present in many common and trending SERPs

but appear much less frequently in medical SERPs. Specifically, across search engines,

Wikipedia appears in 80-84% of common SERPs and 67-72% of trending SERPs. How-

ever, for medical desktop queries, Wikipedia only appears in 16% of Google SERPs, 24%

Figure 5.2. Full-page incidence rates for Wikipedia links. Left plot shows
desktop results and right plot shows mobile results. Results are faceted by
query category (along the x-axis) and search engine (color).
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of Bing SERPs, and 54% of DuckDuckGo SERPs. Looking at the Google results, the

high incidence for common and trending queries and low incidence for medical queries

replicated the prior chapter’s findings. Furthermore, for common and trending queries,

Wikipedia’s large incidence rate extends across search engines.

The results in Fig. 5.2 mean for the query categories we studied, the only major

difference across search engines in Wikipedia’s full-page incidence rate for desktop SERPs

was for medical queries: DuckDuckGo shows many more Wikipedia links for these queries.

Comparing our desktop full-page incidence rates to mobile incidence rates (the right

half of Fig. 5.2), we see similar results. For Google, the largest difference in mobile

and desktop full-page incidence rates is 0.04 (for the medical category). Bing’s mobile

vs. desktop differences are slightly larger (0.12-0.16). Finally, DuckDuckGo shows the

largest difference for mobile results: for common queries, the incidence rate is 0.25 lower.

5.4.2. Spatial incidence rates

While the full-page incidence rates presented above provide new insight into howWikipedia

helps to serve search queries across different search engines and devices, these results do

not provide insight into where Wikipedia is appearing. For this, we turn to our spatial

measurements: above-the-fold, left-hand, right-hand, and left-hand-above-the-fold inci-

dence rates. These measurements give us crucial insight into how Wikipedia links appear

in SERPs in a post- “ten blue links” world.

The first spatial measurements we look at are left-hand and right-hand incidence rates.

These are shown in Fig. 5.3. Overall, right-hand incidence rates are higher than left-hand

incidences rates and thus closer to full-page rates. For instance, Wikipedia’s right-hand
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incidence rate for trending queries (shown in the right half of Fig. 5.3) ranges across

search engines from 77-83%, very close to the full-page range of 80-84%. This suggests

Knowledge Panel-style elements are a critical source of Wikipedia links in SERPs – but

not the only source, as left-hand incidence rates are still substantial, e.g. 61-66% for

trending queries.

Next, we look at our above-the-fold incidence rates. The middle ground above-the-fold

rates are shown in Fig. 5.4, while the lower bounds and upper bounds (corresponding

to smaller and larger viewports) are included in Table 5.4.2, which provides a summary

of all our desktop incidence rates. In general, the lower bounds and upper bounds were

relatively close to the middle ground estimate. A primary take-away is that for many

cases, particularly for desktop SERPs, the above-the-fold incidence rate is only slightly

lower than the full-page incidence rate. This means that not only is Wikipedia appearing

frequently, but it is also appearing frequently in the most prominent area of our SERPs.

One exception to this trend is that Google and Bing have much lower above-the-fold

incidence rates for mobile devices (shown in the right half of Fig. 5.4) than desktop de-

vices, even when considering upper bound scenarios, i.e., even for mobile devices with large

screens (lower and upper bounds for mobile above-the-fold incidence rates are shown in

Figure 5.3. Left-page incidence rates (left plot) and right-hand incidence
rates (right plot) for Wikipedia links.
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Search En-
gine

Query
Category

Full-
page

Left
hand

Right
hand

Above-the-
fold

Left-hand
above-the-
fold

google common 0.83 0.7 0.78 0.80 (0.80 -
0.80)

0.05 (0.05 -
0.06)

google medical 0.16 0.16 0 0.08 (0.08 -
0.12)

0.08 (0.08 -
0.12)

google trending 0.67 0.66 0.46 0.54 (0.49 -
0.56)

0.33 (0.28 -
0.37)

bing common 0.8 0.35 0.77 0.76 (0.76 -
0.76)

0.01 (0.01 -
0.03)

bing medical 0.26 0.26 0.04 0.08 (0.08 -
0.08)

0.08 (0.08 -
0.08)

bing trending 0.72 0.61 0.6 0.60 (0.59 -
0.62)

0.22 (0.18 -
0.26)

duckduckgo common 0.84 0.49 0.83 0.83 (0.83 -
0.83)

0.14 (0.08 -
0.19)

duckduckgo medical 0.54 0.52 0.44 0.44 (0.44 -
0.44)

0.18 (0.18 -
0.20)

duckduckgo trending 0.68 0.66 0.61 0.64 (0.63 -
0.64)

0.45 (0.40 -
0.48)

Table 5.1. Desktop Wikipedia incidence rates for each search engine and
query category.

Table 5.4.2). However, these incidence rates are still very high (over 20% for some cases).

For context, a 20% incidence rate is likely highly desirable for many websites. Given

the growing use of search engines from mobile devices, differences between desktop and

Figure 5.4. “Middle ground” above-the-fold incidence rates for Wikipedia links.
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Search En-
gine

Query
Category

Full-page
incidence

Above-
the-fold
incidence
(lower
bound
- upper
bound)

google common 0.86 0.02 (0.02 -
0.04)

google medical 0.2 0.06 (0.06 -
0.08)

google trending 0.67 0.23 (0.21 -
0.26)

bing common 0.68 0.26 (0.22 -
0.30)

bing medical 0.14 0.06 (0.06 -
0.06)

bing trending 0.56 0.22 (0.21 -
0.24)

duckduckgo common 0.59 0.22 (0.17 -
0.24)

duckduckgo medical 0.54 0.40 (0.40 -
0.40)

duckduckgo trending 0.67 0.47 (0.47 -
0.52)

Table 5.2. Mobile Wikipedia incidence rates for each search engine and
query category.

mobile SERPs are important to consider in understanding the importance of Wikipedia

to SERPs. As we will discuss below, the mobile use case is made even more complicated

by features like “Siri Suggestions”, which loads website suggestions as a user types search

queries in Safari (before the query is sent to Google or other search engines). This may

be one way in which Wikipedia-addressable information needs are siphoned away from

search engines before they get a chance to accept mobile user queries.
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To fully understand the implications of Wikipedia’s above-the-fold incidence rates, it

is valuable to additionally consider left-hand-above-the-fold incidence rates. As described

above, this incidence rate allows us to identify if Wikipedia is only appearing above the

fold because it appears in Knowledge Panels. Looking at these incidence rates, shown in

Table 5.4.2, we see they are substantially lower than above-the-fold rates. For common

and medical queries, no left-hand-above-the-fold incidence rate is above 22%, and even for

trending queries the largest rate is 45%. This result suggests that Wikipedia is primarily

appearing above the fold because of the Knowledge Panel, especially for common queries.

Only for trending queries does Wikipedia appear frequently above the fold as a “blue

link” in the left column of our SERPs. This also provides a potential explanation for the

lower above-the-fold incidence rates on mobile devices, which do not have a right column

to highlight Knowledge Panel elements.

5.5. Discussion

Our results above suggest that the important role Wikipedia has been observed to play

in serving search queries extends beyond just Google, beyond just the “10 blue links”,

and beyond just desktop search, although the effect is smaller on mobile devices. Indeed,

Wikipedia articles appear very frequently across search engines, and they often appear

“above-the-fold”, driven in part by Knowledge Panel SERP components.. Below, we

discuss the implications of Wikipedia’s prominent role in search results. We additionally

discuss how this prominence relates to search intents. Finally, we revisit the limitations

and caveats attached to a targeted study like the one we present here.
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5.5.1. Wikipedia’s Volunteer-created Content has Impact Outside Wikipedia

Our results reinforce an idea with important implications for Wikipedia editors and

those who research Wikipedia: Wikipedia content has a huge impact well beyond the

wikipedia.org website. More specifically, our results highlight that the properties of

Wikipedia content will also define the effectiveness of web search, at least in many impor-

tant domains. This means that the large body of research that has sought to understand

or improve Wikipedia likely has broader implications that has been widely understood

thus far.

A particularly significant implication is that the biases of Wikipedia content will im-

pact search results. A large literature has sought to understand the biases of Wikipedia

content (e.g. [171, 194, 285, 316, 413]). Although we did not specifically analyze con-

tent biases in our data, the fact that we observed large incidence rates for Wikipedia in

general suggest that these biases are likely reflected in web search results. It is likely the

case that for queries about content that is underrepresented on Wikipedia (e.g., articles

about women), there will be less high-quality Wikipedia content available to answer such

queries. In other words, gaps in Wikipedia’s coverage or quality could lead to gaps in

search engines’ ability to address user information needs. This is a critical area for future

work, which might explicitly how specific biases (e.g., gender, language, content about

rural areas, etc.) extend to search technologies and if there are opportunities for search

engines to help address biases and gaps.

There are many active efforts aimed at filling in Wikipedia’s knowledge gaps (e.g. [193,

318]). Because these gaps may be hurting search engines, our results suggest that search

engines may have a substantial incentive to help address these gaps. At minimum, search
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engines should continue to attribute Wikipedia content and avoid cutting off Wikipedia

from direct traffic. Looking forward, identifying opportunities to leverage the shared

interests of search engines and the Wikipedia community could be fruitful for continuing to

improve Wikipedia’s coverage. These opportunities could include organizing events (e.g.,

an “edit-a-thon”), making design changes to show search users how to become Wikipedia

editors, or other forms of engagement and support. For instance, if a user searches for

information about a topic that is not well covered by Wikipedia, search engines could

display a SERP element that indicates that the user can add information they find from

their search to Wikipedia. Of course, any intervention will need to happen in dialogue

with the Wikipedia community, as there are many ways in which design changes or other

interventions could work against their intended outcome (e.g. if a design change leads to

increased vandalism of Wikipedia, which might be particularly likely for underrepresented

topics). These are issues that would be best handled through open discussion and careful

consideration of existing Wikipedia practices.

5.5.2. For-profit Intelligent Technologies and Volunteer Content

Another important implication of the results above is that they highlight the essential role

that volunteer-created content plays in fueling highly profitable intelligent technologies.

Viewed through this lens, our results suggest that Wikipedia is providing critical content

that helps search engines to succeed at their missions. In line with prior work [265]), it

appears search engines would provide worse services in a world without Wikipedia. Alter-

natively, perhaps search engines would pay people to create a similar resource, potentially
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reducing the profitably of the industry. While users who primarily search from mobile de-

vices might be less affected in a world without Wikipedia, a huge number of search results

would be worse, and even mobile searchers would likely see worse search results (recall

that although incidence rates were lower on mobile, they are still substantial). Relat-

edly, the fact that Wikipedia appears frequently in DuckDuckGo’s search results suggests

Wikipedia may be particularly valuable as a search result in a more privacy-focused world

(DuckDuckGo does not collect any personal information).

Viewed through the lens that creating content like Wikipedia articles is a form of vol-

unteer labor, Wikipedia can be understood as providing a “subsidy” of free labor to search

engines [265]. However, it is also important to note that search engines provide a critical

stream of traffic (both readers and potential editors) to Wikipedia [265]. This means

that Wikipedia itself certainly sees benefits from its relationships with search engines and

similar technologies.

That said, our results support the argument that the donations made by search engine

companies to Wikipedia (e.g., [298]) likely represent only a tiny fraction of the value the

Wikipedia community’s labor has created for these companies. Additionally, given the

Wikipedia community’s important role in helping search engines serve their users, there

is also an argument that the Wikipedia community should have agency in how its content

is used, e.g. in discussions about how prominent Wikipedia links should be in knowl-

edge panels [385]. An immediate concrete implication of this argument is that search

engines should continue to attribute Wikipedia prominently, and when using Wikipedia

content in SERP elements they should make hyperlinks easy to find. While we cannot be

completely sure that search engines are always attributing Wikipedia when they present
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Wikipedia content, our high incidence rate results suggest that search engines are at-

tributing Wikipedia frequently. Looking to the future, designers of search engines might

seek input from communities like Wikipedia when designing new SERP elements.

More generally, our results also provide an important data point for the growing dis-

cussion about the power dynamics between tech companies and the public, and the role

of data in these dynamics. Scholars [13, 309] and the media [180, 307] have recently

expressed interest in identifying and highlighting the dependencies that large tech compa-

nies have on data coming from the public with the goal of changing the power dynamics

between the public and these companies. This might mean creating new economic rela-

tionships (e.g. getting paid for data in some manner [307]) or using these dependencies

for data leverage in order to change tech company behavior. Our results highlight an

underappreciated dependency, and a large one at that: peer-produced data. Moreover,

the dependency in this study is of a different type than is often considered in these dis-

cussions. “Data leverage” has typically been considered in terms of personal data (e.g.,

data about users) [180, 307] and interaction data (e.g., “trace” data that is generated

as people browse websites and apps) [229, 309, 407]. However, our results reinforce the

importance of considering data from user-generated content communities as well.

The Wikipedia community itself is unlikely to engage in direct action against search

engines. The manner in which search engines use Wikipedia content is legal, and, as-

suming Wikipedia is attributed (as it was in our results), in line with the stated goals

of Wikipedia. Therefore, it does not seem likely that Wikipedia itself would engage in

extreme forms of protest against search engines (e.g., blocking search engine web crawlers
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or intentionally vandalizing content in protest). Instead, our results suggest that a pri-

mary role of Wikipedia in discussions around data leverage is as a key example case in

which the value of the public’s data contributions to intelligent technologies, computing,

and related fields is measurable. Ideally, we would also measure the value of the public’s

contributions to private datasets (like implicit feedback used to rank search results), but

there are strong incentives in place that make this unlikely (e.g. many valuable datasets

are proprietary and contain personally identifiable information [18]).

The general approach of studying peer production and commons datasets to mea-

sure the value of data contributions can apply to other platforms (e.g., OpenStreetMap,

citizen science platforms), and future work along these lines will be highly valuable to

inform discussion around data leverage and power dynamics between users and tech com-

panies. Additionally, political action by Wikipedia is not completely out of the question.

Wikipedia engaged in a “blackout” by temporarily shutting down English Wikipedia to

protest the Stop Online Piracy Act [91], and so there remains a possibility that extreme

situations (e.g. if new search engines features create major harms to Wikipedia) could

lead to similar actions.

It is also important to note that the results in this chapter likely barely scratch the

surface in terms of the ways that search engine companies rely on Wikipedia. In addition

to user-facing links, search engines also use Wikipedia as foundational elements of their

”knowledge graphs” and all capabilities that are dependent on their knowledge graphs

[366]. Wikipedia is also used in machine translation, another service often baked into

search engine results (e.g. [233]) along with other applications (e.g. [213]).
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5.5.3. Wikipedia in SERPs and User Intent

As mentioned above, it is useful to consider our results in light of the user intent that

may be associated with our query categories. While our common queries can be seen

as navigational (e.g., “facebook”, “youtube”,), Wikipedia links are appearing for a huge

number of these queries. This means even for users making these queries with navigational

intent, they are still being exposed to relevant Wikipedia content. For instance, a user

searching “facebook” with the intent to visit Facebook will be still be briefly exposed to

Wikipedia text displayed in the Knowledge Box. This type of navigational exposure to

Wikipedia content may be an interesting aspect of search engine-Wikipedia relationships

for future study. In particular, how does Wikipedia’s prominence affect the experience of

people using search navigationally? Do users trying to login to Facebook end up reading

about Facebook on Wikipedia?

Relatedly, given that both trending queries and medical queries are predominantly in-

formational queries, the substantially lower incidence rates for medical queries compared

to trending queries is striking. It seems Google and Bing in particular may have made

design choices to highlight non-Wikipedia sources of medical information. Examining

SERPs for our medical queries (which we note, were taken from a medical query dataset

released by Bing itself), we see both Google and Bing present a special knowledge box

SERP element for these queries. This suggests that search engine designers have imple-

mented a feature to treat these medical queries differently than other queries and doing

so impacts Wikipedia’s incidence rate. Of course, it could be the case that differences

in results are being driven by implicit feedback from search users, and not by platform

designers.
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5.5.4. Limitations and Future Work

It is important to emphasize the limitations of our targeted search audit. First, the

choice of queries heavily impacts results such as incidence rates. For instance, it easy to

construct a query set for which Wikipedia will never appear or for which Wikipedia will

always appear (for instance, if we append the word “Wikipedia” to each of our queries,

we can easily achieve a 100% Wikipedia incidence rate). We addressed this limitation

by selecting queries that are made frequently and can be have large impacts on users

(e.g. trending queries inform users about events in the world and medical queries may

influence health decisions). Nonetheless, any incidence rate is conditional on query choice

and investigating other query contexts is an important area of future work.

Although we considered (some) variation in device, search engine, and query cat-

egory, there are other factors that impact SERPs. Most notably, search engines may

have huge differences across languages and countries. This is a particularly ripe area

for further study of the relationship between Wikipedia and search engines. Wikipedia

covers a large number of languages, and future work could identify opportunities and

pitfalls for the relationship between non-English Wikipedia and search engines. We note

that although our trending queries did include some Spanish queries and corresponding

Spanish es.wikipedia.org results, the Wikipedia links in our study were primarily English

Wikipedia links.

Finally, future work should consider systems that modify the search process, e.g., “Siri

Suggestions” or other “AI assistants”. For instance, we observed “Siri Suggestions” that

send users directly to Wikipedia pages without visiting SERPs several times during our

confidence checks from a mobile device. These AI assistants may bypass search engines
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entirely, or substantially reduce the number of results a user receives. For instance,

users who interact with AI assistants using a voice assistant may only get a “top 1”

result, instead of 10 blue links or spatially situated SERPs. Assuming that many voice

queries will tend to be more informational than navigational, it could be the case that

Wikipedia’s “incidence rate” for voice search and Siri Suggestions will also be very high.

Future auditing work might specifically investigate voice search and AI assistants. In cases

that involve a single, or few results, auditing these systems may actually be substantially

simpler than auditing complex SERPs, although automating audits may be challenging.

5.6. Conclusion

In this chapter, we reported on a targeted investigation of how often—and where—

Wikipedia links appear within SERPs for three major search engines and across desktop

and mobile. By considering the precise location of links within the SERPs, we shed light

on how often Wikipedia content appears “above the fold” and in “Knowledge Panel”

elements that exist outside the typical ranked list of search results. We find evidence

that Wikipedia’s volunteer created content is important to all three search engines we

studied, although the magnitude of this importance is heavily context dependent, with

results varying across devices and types of queries.
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CHAPTER 6

Data Strikes

6.1. Introduction

Large technology companies are facing a growing wave of public criticism1. Just in the

last year, these companies have been condemned for a wide range of practices, including

those related to privacy [15, 199], harassment [337], addiction [280], effects on democracy

[216], and automation [377]. The breadth and scale of the public concerns about tech

companies has even led to popularization of the term “Big Tech” [291], an adaptation of

the terms “Big Oil” and “Big Tobacco” [97].

The same companies that anger the public, however, often are also particularly depen-

dent on the public. Specifically, in addition to needing users and customers to generate

revenue, these companies rely on the public’s data to power core functionality. For exam-

ple, Google requires user clicks to train its ranking algorithm [314]. Similarly, business-

critical recommender systems employed by companies like Amazon and Netflix require

large behavioral datasets from users (i.e. clicks and views) [135, 370].

Seen through the lens of the public’s concerns about tech companies, companies’ de-

pendence on user data can be understood as a potentially powerful source of leverage for

the public. To help the public action this leverage, several authors have proposed the

notion of “data strikes” (e.g. [13, 241, 309, 90]), in which users halt their “data labor”

1This chapter was originally published as [407].
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[309]. The basic logic that motivates data strikes is straightforward: If users withhold

their data labor from a tech company, some of the company’s essential services will suffer,

and this would then force the company to make concessions that are desired by the public.

These concessions could range from improved privacy policies to profit sharing [13, 141].

Despite the growing discussion around data strikes, little is known about how this new

type of collective action would work or about how data strikes relate to standard forms

of collective action like traditional boycotts (a type of collective action classified as

political consumption [210, 282]). Additionally, there is little empirical information about

how effective data strikes could be, let alone the data strike configurations that would be

most effective. Activists seeking to organize a data strike have no guidance regarding the

number of users that would need to join them, the kinds of services most vulnerable, the

types of users that would allow them to be most successful, or even whether strikes can

be successful at all. Similarly, platform operators are not aware of the potential damage

that could be inflicted through data strikes.

This chapter seeks to improve our basic understanding of data strikes and provide

much-needed empirical information about their effectiveness. We first situate data strikes

in relationship to traditional boycotts, in which a user stops patronizing a company en-

tirely. Through the introduction of a lightweight framework that describes collective

action in a technology company context, we highlight that almost any traditional boy-

cott against a technology company will implicitly also include a data strike, but that

data strikes can also occur independently from boycotts. For example, a consumer who

continues to purchase products from an online retailer could engage in a data strike by

using private browsing windows and not providing product ratings.
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Next, focusing on the domain of recommender systems, a critical driver of revenue for

technology companies [135, 358], we introduce a novel evaluation procedure for under-

standing collective action campaigns against technology companies. Our procedure uses

a metric called surfaced hits that independently measures the effects of a traditional

boycott and a data strike. Leveraging surfaced hits, we examine how model performance

changes depending on 1) the size of the participating group, 2) whether the participating

group is a random group of users, or a homogeneous group of users who share some char-

acteristics (e.g. women, people interested in documentaries), and 3) whether or not the

group is conducting an independent data strike or doing so as part of an implicit part of

a traditional boycott.

Our results confirm that users’ data labor power – which is unique to online plat-

forms and is manifest in a data strike – provides users with a new source of leverage in

their relationships with technology companies. For small recommenders and in specific

product spaces, this added leverage can be substantial. A moderately-sized data strike

alone – even when not part of a traditional boycott – can significantly reduce the benefits

of a recommender system. Indeed, for moderately-sized data strikes, we observe recom-

mender accuracy decreasing to the levels that defined the state-of-the-art in recommender

algorithms in 1999.

Additionally, our work shows that data strikes that occur as part of a traditional

boycott add data labor power to the standard consumer power from a boycott, mean-

ingfully increasing the overall power of the political consumption campaign. In effect, we

see that the data strike component of a traditional boycott against a technology company

can diminish the desirability and effectiveness of that company for all remaining customers
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who are not yet part of the boycott. This is analogous to an offline boycott of a specific

product (e.g. a pizza brand) that also somehow managed to diminish the quality of the

product itself (e.g. pizza quality), disincentivizing the purchase of that product for people

who are not participating in the boycott.

Finally, our work also highlights that data strikes that are not part of a traditional

boycott represent a fundamentally new type of collective action, one in which the barrier

to entry is much lower than in a boycott. Most notably, we observe that data strike par-

ticipants can substantially reduce the utility of a recommender system without sacrificing

access to the underlying products and services. Given that participation in political con-

sumption activities has been traditionally limited by factors like affluence and political

stability [210], the demonstrated effectiveness of data strikes could substantially broaden

participation (e.g. users who cannot afford to use expensive alternatives to online plat-

forms can still strike). This is analogous to an offline boycott in which a user who cannot

afford expensive pizza could somehow still take action against the local low-price pizza

chain while continuing to buy their products. This notion of low barrier-to-entry protest

action echoes early research on digital activism by Earl and Kimport, who argued that

the web reduces costs for participating in protest behavior like boycotts, petitions, and

email campaigns [88].

Below, we adopt a standard structure to motivate, explain, and expand on our findings.

We first cover related work, then discuss methods, followed by results. We close with a

discussion of the issues identified in our results and by highlighting limitations.
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6.2. Related Work

In this section, we describe how this research draws motivation from four areas in

particular: the growing discussion related to data strikes, research on the relationships

between tech companies and volunteer-created content, work that generally seeks to quan-

tify the financial value of user data, and work that looks specifically at ways to manipulate

recommender system outputs.

6.2.1. Data Strikes

This research was most directly motivated by growing calls for collective action campaigns

that force changes in technology platforms by leveraging the value of user data to these

platforms [13, 163, 228, 309, 367, 379]. These growing calls use different, potentially

conflicting framings of data as capital or data as labor [13]. With regard to the former

(data as capital), collective action is framed in terms of a boycott, in which users stop their

consumptive activities (e.g. purchasing products through a web platform, using a social

media platform) which in turn prevents the flow of their capital (data, related revenue like

advertising revenue) to the platform. This framing is exemplified by very recent boycotts

put into practice against Facebook. The data labor view suggests that data “unions”

should protect the interests of those who produce data (i.e. users) [13, 309, 379]. As

traditional labor unions have implemented (and threatened) strikes to gain leverage when

collectively bargaining, Lanier and others [163, 379] have written that data unions might

similarly engage in a “strike”. These authors point out that users can leverage their data

in ways that resemble both traditional boycotts and strikes.
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These conflicting understandings of collective action that use data leverage needed to

be resolved in order to make campaigns concrete enough to simulate. Below in the Frame-

work section, we enumerate one possible resolution and use the corresponding framework

to inform the design of our experiments.

A major regulatory change that is highly relevant to any data-related collective action

campaign – whether it is informed by an capital or labor perspective – is the recent

adoption of the General Data Protection Regulation by the European Union. Among a

variety of regulations regarding personal data, the GDPR includes a provision ensuring

the right to erasure. Barring special circumstances (e.g. data critical to public health

research), individuals covered by the GDPR will have the right to request their personal

data to be deleted. As such, the GDPR potentially empowers activists to engage in much

larger data-related collective action than previously possible, in particular by erasing old

data instead of just stopping the flow of new data. While it remains to be seen how often

and how effectively the right to erasure will be used in practice, the inclusion of this right

marks a large shift in regulatory practices towards data usage: the GDPR could trailblaze

the way for similar or even stronger provisions by other regulatory bodies (e.g. California’s

State Government [235]).

While the GDPRmay make data strikes immediately tractable and lay the groundwork

for future regulation, regulation like the GDPR is not necessary for these types of collective

action campaigns. Campaigns could be targeted at areas where there is no existing data,

for instance reviews about a new television show, or location data used to predict traffic.

Furthermore, very recent research suggests that simple tools like browser extensions may
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help web users successfully join web-based collective action campaigns with an extremely

low cost to the user, which could help stop the flow of implicit behavioral data [241].

Finally, it is important to note that the social science literature can give some guidance

as to how large one could expect campaigns to be. Data from Europe and the U.S. found

that between 28% and 35% of consumers had engaged in an act of political consumption

[210, 282], which includes either boycotting or “buycotting” (aligning one’s purchases with

a company that is perceived to align with one’s political preferences).

6.2.2. Tech Companies and Volunteer-Created Content

A related area of research that also helped motivate this study is work which has sought

to understand the dependence of technology companies on volunteer-created content like

Wikipedia articles. McMahon et al. [265] showed that Google search effectiveness drops

substantially when Wikipedia links are silently removed from search results. In Chapter 3,

we discussed how Stack Overflow and Reddit receive substantial benefits from Wikipedia

in the form of impactful links and references; they showed that these benefits come in

the form of both increased engagement from users and advertising revenue. Although

not originally intended as such, these studies can be seen as simulating a form of data

strike in which companies are somehow prevented from using Wikipedia content. Such a

collective action campaign would be highly unlikely given Wikipedia’s licensing [93], but

the design of these studies helped to inform our methodological approach outlined below.
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6.2.3. Financial Value of Data

This work was more generally motivated by a broad body of literature seeking to under-

stand the financial value of data and highlighting the importance of this understanding.

This research includes efforts to provide individual users with transparency into the value

they create, such as the Facebook Data Valuation Tool created by González Cabañas et

al. [136], as well as efforts to broadly understand the value of that data at a macroeco-

nomic scale (e.g. the value of Wikipedia to GDP statistics) [40]. On the policy front, the

World Economic Forum has identified data as a new “asset class” and suggests that think-

ing about data economics demands a new understanding of the personal data ecosystem

[347].

6.2.4. Recommender System Manipulation

Within the recommender system literature, there has been research into various ways

recommender systems might be manipulated. For instance, prior work has examined

how recommender systems might be “shilled”, i.e. misled so as to promote a particular

product (e.g. [54, 224]). Like potential strikes, shilling attacks are an adversarial approach

to manipulating the outputs of a recommender. As we explain below, our experiments

specifically focus on campaigns which withhold data, so findings related to shilling are

not directly applicable. However, in practice collective action participants might be able

to adopt techniques from shilling, in which case this body of literature may be useful to

both users and the companies they seek to gain leverage against.

Recent research from Wen et al. explored recommender performance under conditions

in which users filter some portion of their preference history to increase privacy and/or
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recommender accuracy [420]. Specifically, the authors found that users can filter out some

of their preference history from the recommender while maintaining, or even improving

performance for implicit recommendations. This research has direct implications for data-

related collective action participants: although users might be able to perform a “partial

strike” by deleting some of their data without suffering decreased performance, these

partial strikes are unlikely to be very effective (as in some cases, partial strikes by all

users improved population-level performance). In our experiments, we focus on directly

simulating conditions where users withhold all their data, and we also explicitly consider

both data strikes and traditional boycotts. However, exploring the interplay between

boycotts and data-filtering tools will be an important area of future research that is

mutually beneficial to both problem contexts. In particular, the data filtering interfaces

described by Wen et al. could be another outlet for users to actuate data strikes.

6.3. Framework

As mentioned above, although collective action campaigns that use data leverage

against technology companies have been discussed as a theoretical possibility, they have

not been carefully characterized. Indeed, in the context of collective action against tech-

nology companies, the distinction between data strikes, boycotts, and combinations of the

two can be unclear.

In order to simulate data strikes, we need to first concretely define data strikes and

their relationship to traditional boycotts. To do so, we turned to the divergent theoretical

underpinnings of the boycott and strike terms. In a boycott, participants are consumers

who cut off the flow of an asset (e.g. money from purchases) to a firm. In a strike,
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participants are laborers who stop performing labor for the firm. Users of an online

platform can therefore boycott the platform by refusing to use the platform as consumers

(e.g. not buying from an e-commerce site, not visiting a news site or video site, etc.) and

strike against the platform by refusing to provide data (e.g. deleting data, preventing the

flow of new data by using Private Browsing features, or other privacy techniques like ad

blockers or Mozilla’s new Facebook Container [284]).

In many cases, boycotts against tech companies implicitly include a data strike. For

instance, users of a video platform like YouTube who boycott (refuse to visit the website)

are also implicitly conducting a data strike by cutting off the flow of behavioral data like

views, likes, and comments. However, it is often possible to participate in a data strike

without boycotting the platform. This occurs if someone continues to access a website but

withholds data using privacy-preserving techniques (e.g. private browsing), leverages data

management options made possible through data protection regulation, or – critically for

our context – refuses to comment on products, rate products, or review products.

To put the nuanced relationship between boycotts and data strikes as defined above

into better context, we consulted the literature to identify the various specific means

by which these types of collective action campaigns could affect company revenue (e.g.

[13, 309]). We identified four such pathways to revenue impacts:

• The direct data labor effects (e.g. algorithmic performance decreases leading to

loss in sales)

• The indirect data labor effects (e.g. users quit using the platform because perfor-

mance goes below some threshold leading to loss in sales) [372].
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• The direct consumer effects (e.g. people stop buying products or viewing ads)

[210, 282].

• The indirect consumer effects (e.g. a large number of customers quit, so business

loses economy of scale advantages) [356].

The consumer effects above are those that exist in traditional boycotts and have been

felt by targeted businesses since well before intelligent technologies came into common

use. The data labor effects are specific to collective action campaigns against companies

that use data-hungry intelligent technologies. While a traditional boycott only includes

direct and indirect consumer effects, a simultaneous data strike and boycott includes all

four of the above components.

This simple framework, depicted in Fig. 6.1, provides a much-needed lens into the

ontology of these types of collective action campaigns, but it also highlights that re-

searchers – especially those outside a technology platform – can only simulate a portion

of the effects of data strikes and boycotts. For instance, without exact sales numbers,

both the direct and indirect sales effects are very difficult to study externally. Similarly,

the indirect long-term effects of reduced recommender performance would be difficult to

capture both for researchers external and internal to a platform (although there is at least

one case of this being done internally in the search literature using an A/B test framework

[372]).

Fortunately, in this chapter, we show by focusing on the direct data labor effect while

still considering the direct consumer effect, we can still learn a great deal about collective

action campaigns that use data leverage. As we discuss below, our results support the

effectiveness of data strikes, suggesting the unique relationship between users and tech
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companies can empower users beyond what would be the case in the offline world (anal-

ogous to a situation where customers boycotting a pizza company can lower the pizza

quality). We also discuss how our results can be interpreted as a lower bound for the

effects of data strikes and boycotts against tech companies because we cannot measure

indirect effects.

6.4. Methods

In this section, we first describe aspects of our methods that were consistent across

all our experimental configurations. We then describe the two broad types of collective

action campaigns we simulated: “general” groups comprised of randomly selected users,

and “homogenous groups” of users who share characteristic (e.g. power users, fans of

comedy movies).

Figure 6.1. Graphical summary of our framework for defining data strikes
and boycotts. Blue indicates aspects we focus on in this chapter.
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6.4.1. Design of Experiments

In each experiment, we evaluate recommender systems under a variety of simulated data

strike and boycott conditions, i.e. some users’ ratings are not available for model training,

and thus recommender performance changes. While the campaigning groups differ by

experiment, the basic methods are the same.

6.4.1.1. Datasets. Our primary dataset was MovieLens-1M (ML-1M), which consists of

1 million “1 to 5 star” ratings for 3706 movies, provided by 6,040 users with self-reported

demographic data [158]. The MovieLens datasets are hugely influential datasets that

have been central to recommender system research for decades [158]. To better understand

performance against large recommenders, we additionally performed experiments with the

much newer MovieLens-20M (ML-20M) dataset [158], which contains 20x more ratings

but no demographic data about users.

6.4.1.2. Algorithm Choice and Implementation. . For each experiment, we focus

on the well-known and high-performing Singular Value Decomposition recommender algo-

rithm (SVD) [116]. As validation, we also performed a smaller set of ML-1M experiments

with an older and mathematically distinct algorithm: item-based K-Nearest Neighbors

(KNN) [338] adjusting for item and user baselines as described by Koren [211]. Both

algorithms are implemented in the open-source Python library Surprise [179], which we

extended for our experiments. All code used for our experiments and analysis is avail-

able for replication and extension on GitHub2. We validated the accuracy of the SVD

implementation by ensuring results were comparable to published results on the ML-1M

2https://github.com/nickmvincent/surprise_sandbox

https://github.com/nickmvincent/surprise_sandbox
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dataset [178, 214, 232, 335]. These successful comparisons are summarized in the linked

GitHub repository.

6.4.1.3. evaluation Procedure. : We evaluate the recommender with five-fold cross-

validation, so for each evaluation fold 20% of total data is available for testing, and each

rating is tested in exactly one fold. While data that is held out because of a simulated

campaign cannot be used for training, it can be used for testing. This means we can

consider results from the perspective of striking users who will receive non-personalized

recommendations (based on each movie’s average rating). Furthermore, when simulating

strikes where participants share some characteristics (which we call homogenous strikes),

we also record results from the perspective of the users who have the same characteristic

as participants, which we call Similar Users.

6.4.1.4. Metrics for Evaluating Strikes and Boycotts. . When evaluating accu-

racy of explicit rating predictions for recommender systems, one common approach is

to measure the error in individual predictions, e.g. through an accuracy metric such as

root-mean-squared error (RMSE) which was used for the well-known Netflix Prize [116]

or using information retrieval metrics such as gain (NDCG) [45] or precision. Retrieval

metrics have been favored in recent years because of the ecological validity [71, 205] for

most real-world contexts (e.g. “Top Ten Movies for You”).

However, these metrics only capture performance for users who receive recommen-

dations, and do not capture the effects of users leaving due to boycotts (i.e. consumer

effects). Therefore, this approach is not well-suited to understand boycotts from the per-

spective of the system-owner, because the loss in revenue from boycotting users will not

be visible in traditional metrics. For instance, if we simulate an 80% boycott and measure
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the RMSE of predicted ratings for the remaining 20% of users, the change in RMSE does

not account for the users who left the system entirely.

To understand the relationship between data strikes and boycotts, it is critical to

capture both the consumer power of boycotting users and the labor power of striking

users. To do so, we introduce a new metric, which we call surfaced hits. The metric

measures the fraction of hits (defined as a rating of at least 4.0, as is common in prior

work, e.g. [214]) across an entire group of users (perhaps all users, or non-boycotting

users). The underlying assumption, that one hit corresponds to one unit of value for

a recommender system, is supported by the widespread use of analytic metrics such as

click-through-rate in online systems [135]. A perfect algorithm will surface all hits, and

therefore have a surfaced hits of 1.0. This metric can be effectively viewed as a variant of

precision that sums (rather than averages) across all users and sets individual thresholds

for precision equal to how many positive ratings each user has.

As stated earlier, for both boycotts and data strikes participating users’ ratings are

withheld from all training data sets. Users who boycott contribute zero hits to the nu-

merator of surfaced hits for their test ratings (hu = 0). In other words, surfaced hits is

“penalized” by marking all positive ratings for the user as a non-hit. For users in a data

strike, we include the user’s test ratings in the calculation of surfaced-hits, but “penalize”

via non-personalized recommendations (i.e. movie averages) because the user’s training

data is not available due to the strike.

This metric has three useful properties for studying data strikes and boycotts. First,

when users boycott, surfaced hits is reduced proportionally to the number of positive

ratings in the boycotting group. In other words, if enough users boycott to remove half of
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all the “hits” in the dataset, surfaced hits will reduced by at least half. Second, this metric

also accounts for differences in user behavior: a user with 1000 hits in their rating history

has 10x the impact of a user with 100 hits in their history. This captures the potentially

disproportional economic value of more active users. Third, we can calculate surfaced hits

for different subsets of users (e.g. all users, non-striking users, users similar to striking

users) to understand the effects of collective action from different perspectives. We verified

that these metrics perform very similarly to well-established list metrics including NDCG

and precision while at the same time capturing the damage that occurs when boycotting

users leave a system (see the end of Results and the code repository).

6.4.2. Campaign Configurations

6.4.2.1. General campaigns. . First, to get a general understanding of the relationship

between campaign size and recommender system performance, we simulated a series of

“general” campaigns with random user selection. The demographic make-up of the groups

approximates the distribution of all users. We selected a sequence of 16 different group

sizes ranging from 0.01% of users to 99% of users. For each group size, we randomly

selected a group of that size to participate in the campaign. To reduce noise associated

with different random configurations, we repeated each of these 16 experiments 250 times

with a new random user sample for the ML-1M dataset and 40 times for the ML-20M

dataset.

6.4.2.2. Homogeneous campaigns. . To explore how data strikes might affect specific

groups of users, we simulated a series of homogeneous campaign groups using patterns in
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rating behavior and demographic information in the MovieLens-1M dataset. These ex-

periments were motivated both by the potential for collective action campaigns organized

by people who share some characteristics, as well as the potential to investigate the effect

of data strikes within groups.

We created five types of homogenous campaigns. We created groups of “fans” for

each movie genre by identifying all users who rated at least ten movies of that genre

and have an average rating for the genre of four or higher. To simulate demographically-

defined campaigns, we created groups based on the user-reported demographics, specifi-

cally male/female, age bracket, and occupation. We also simulated campaigns by contri-

bution amount, creating boycotts for “power users,” defined as the top 10% of raters and

“low frequency” users, the bottom 10% of raters.

For each of the five types of homogeneous groups, we simulated campaigns in which

50% of users matching a given group participated. For example, we simulated campaigns

with groups such as 50% of all female users and 50% of all comedy movie fans. Impor-

tantly, 50% participation allows us to simulate what happens to similar users who do not

participate. In other words, if some women participate in a data strike, what happens to

women who do not? As we explain below, in addition to understanding the outcomes of

this type of realistic campaign, the results of this analysis proved critical to identifying

vulnerabilities to recommenders backed by large datasets. We viewed a 50% group par-

ticipation as more realistic than full participation, given the distributed, non-hierarchical

nature of most online communities.

Our homogenous experiments focus on the perspective of non-participating users

(i.e. data labor effects). The consumer effects of a homogenous boycott scale with the
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size of the boycott as measured by the number of positive ratings, and as we show in our

general campaign experiments, this effect is substantially larger than that of strikes but

this does not negate a strike’s intrinsic value.

For each homogenous campaign configuration, we performed experiments with 50 sam-

pled groups. We also compare the observed campaign effects to the expected effects for

a random campaign with the same number of ratings. In order to obtain a relatively

simple estimate of the “expected” effect of a data strike of some size, we used a quadratic

interpolation.

6.5. Results

In this section, we first describe the relationship we observed between recommender

performance and campaign size in the case of general (random users) collective action

campaigns, focusing on comparing pure data strikes to strikes coupled with traditional

boycotts and examining the overall effectiveness of campaigns across datasets, Then,

we describe the key findings from our homogeneous group experiments, focusing on the

finding that unique homogenous groups, defined demographically or behaviorally can exert

their data labor power to disproportionately affect similar users, indicating the potential

for data strikes that target specific preference spaces to boost their effectiveness.

This section uses the surfaced hits metric, described above. We focus on the popular

SVD algorithm because the item-based KNN algorithm behaved similarly in our initial

experiments.
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6.5.1. General Campaign Experiments

We begin by examining the effect of general data strikes and boycotts (i.e. with random

users) from the perspective of the system owner (e.g. Google, Facebook, MovieLens

Figure 6.2. The relationship between campaign size and surfaced hits. Sur-
faced hits include all users (including strikers and boycotters), and there-
fore reflect the perspective of the system. Dotted horizontal lines provide
comparisons: black (uppermost) shows fully personalized SVD, red shows
un-personalized results, and gold shows random results. Blue points are
data strike and green points are data boycott (see next figure for legend).
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operators). Then, still focusing on the perspective of system owners, we specifically zoom

in on performance changes relative to un-personalized results.

Fig. 6.2 shows the effect of data strikes (blue line) and joint data strikes/boycotts

(green line) on surfaced hits (y-axis) across the system for both ML-1M (left column) and

ML-20M (right column). As a reminder, a value of 1.0 would correspond to an algorithm

that produces perfect ranked lists for every user.

These plots include dotted horizontal lines that provide important context: the black

line shows performance of SVD with full access to the dataset (which gives 77.4% of hits),

the red line shows the results of “MovieMean,” which gives completely un-personalized

ratings (movies are ranked in order their mean rating) and the gold line shows the results

Figure 6.3. Same as previous figure, but for ML-20M
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of completely randomly ranked lists (i.e. worst-case performance). Note the high number

of hits associated with random lists: this is a result of MovieLens users’ tendency to

rate movies well, as well as a limitation of evaluating with explicit ratings. We address

this limitation below by focusing on performance relative to un-personalized performance,

i.e. we zoom in on performance change between the black and red lines.

The most significant trend in Fig. 6.2 is that boycotts are substantially more effective

than data strikes. For instance, while a 30% boycott of ML-1M reduces hits to from 77.4%

to 53.9%, a 30% data strike only reduces hits by 0.7% to 76.7% (ML-20M, right column,

shows a similar trend). Furthermore, for both datasets a boycott of about 20% of users re-

duces surfaced hits to the amount expected for completely randomized recommendations.

This result means that at first glance, the loss in hits caused by users who leave the system

strongly outweighs the loss in hits from reduced algorithmic performance. Importantly,

this finding does not invalidate the potential of data strikes, as we will describe below.

We note that the gap between un-personalized results (red line) and fully person-

alized results (black line) appears to be very small. This reflects the non-linear value

of recommender algorithms; the small margin between un-personalized and personalized

algorithms corresponds to a large amount of value for a recommender system operator.

For example, for Netflix the small visual margin between un-personalized algorithms and

personalized algorithms accounts for a 2-4x increase engagement with recommended items

and $1B in revenue [135]. Thus, we now specifically focus on the change in performance

relative to un-personalized results to inspect how data strikes leverage data labor power

to lower recommendation performance towards un-personalized levels.
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Fig. 6.4 zooms in on surfaced hits during a data strike. Again, the black horizontal

line marks personalized performance and the red horizontal line marks un-personalized

performance. Additionally, in Fig. 6.4 the horizontal cyan line shows the performance of

Figure 6.4. The relationship between data strike size and surfaced hits.
Dotted horizontal lines provide comparisons: black shows fully personalized
SVD, cyan shows item-based KNN (1999), and red shows un-personalized
results.
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simple item-based KNN (which we evaluated on with full access to each dataset), intro-

duced in 1999 - this context shows the ability of campaigns to essentially set performance

“back in time”.

Here, we see that data strikes are a source of potentially powerful leverage. Fig. 6.4

shows that campaigns had substantial effects on recommender performance for ML-1M

Figure 6.5. Same as 6.4, but for ML-20M.
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relative to non-personalized ratings. Consider the performance degradation due to a cam-

paign relative to non-personalized results: a strike with 30% of users (which is a realistic

size based on research on political consumption; see Related Work) causes performance

to degrade to 50.2% of non-personalized results. In other words, this mid-sized campaign

would take the system half-way towards completely negating personalization. It is impor-

tant to note one driver of this effect (although not the sole cause) is the fact that during

a data strike, users continue receiving un-personalized recommendations.

These results illustrate the power of collective action to potentially negate decades

of algorithmic advances, at least for recommenders using relatively small datasets (e.g. 1

million ratings). Looking again at MovieLens-1M, a strike by 37.5% of users can roll

back hits to a level equivalent to the classic item-based collaborative filtering algorithm

introduced in 1999 [338] (cyan dotted line in Fig. 6.4..

The ML-20M results (right column), however, suggest a more complicated story for

recommenders using larger datasets: unsurprisingly, larger datasets are harder to strike

against. When the dataset size is increased by a factor of 20, a strike by the same

percentage of users becomes somewhat less effective. If 30% of MovieLens-1M strike

(1800 users), we see a 50.3% reduction in the benefits of personalization, but if 30%

of MovieLens-20M strike (41,400 users), it would only cause a 37.0% reduction. This

means that even though 20 times as many users participated a strike to achieve 30%

participation, the overall effect is smaller.

Finally, we reiterate that evidence from industry suggests that in commercial systems,

a change in surfaced hits has a non-linear value to recommender operators. In other

words, the visually-small performance change between the red and black horizontal lines
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in Figures 2 and 3 may have an out-sized effect on platform revenue. As mentioned

before, the small surface-hits improvement due to personalization may correspond to a

2-4x increase engagement with recommended items in other contexts [135]. Similarly, in

2010 YouTube published findings that suggest recommendations add substantial value:

almost 30% of video views came from their recommender system and the recommender

was the main source of views for most videos [438]. An industry report from consulting

company McKinsey estimates that recommender systems account for 35% of Amazon

purchases and 70% of Netflix views [256]. Taken together, this means that in many

contexts, the effects of data strikes would be magnified.

6.5.2. Homogeneous Campaign Group Experiments

For our homogenous campaign experiments, we focus our analyses specifically on the

perspective of non-participating users (i.e. the data labor effects of a strike) because the

consumer effects of a boycott are proportional to the number of positive ratings for the

group in our experiments. As an example of our experiments, if 50% of women strike in

a recommender system, 1) how does that affect the non-striking half of women (Similar

Users), and 2) how does it affect users who are not women? Additionally, by focusing on

the data labor effects here, we mitigate the challenge in comparing data strikes by groups

that are very different in size.

As an example of our homogeneous analysis, consider Similar Users for women. We

calculate surfaced hits for non-participating women with and without boycott and com-

pute the percent change. We similarly calculate this result for other non-strikers (i.e. Not
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Similar Users), and then find the ratio, which we call the Similar User Effect Ratio. Re-

turning to our example, when half of women strike surfaces hits decreases for non-striking

women by 0.38% while surface hits decreases for non-women by 0.09%. Therefore the

Similar User Effect Ratio is 0.38 / 0.09 = 4.24. This means the effect of this data strike

would be disproportionately felt by the group of similar users.

With this framing in mind, the results from our homogenous campaign experiments

even more strongly support the potential of data strikes against recommenders using large

datasets. Specifically, we observe that if cohesive groups of people strike, they can cause

larger-than-expected reductions in recommender accuracy for the remaining people within

their homogenous group. Furthermore, our results provide evidence that groups which

Figure 6.6. Scatterplot showing how homogeneous boycotts (with ¿ 20k
ratings) affect similar users differently than the general population. Along
the x-axis, groups are organized by increasing uniqueness, defined by the
cosine distance between the mean implicit rating vector for the group and
the general population. The y-axis shows the Similar User Effect Ratio.
Gray dotted line shows ratio of 1. Pearson correlation is 0.55. “X” markers
indicate various labeled examples.
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are more unique in their preferences tend to be able to disproportionately affect their

homogenous group. This suggests that campaigns against even very large recommenders

can exert significant leverage, by threating large performance reductions for some subset

of users who have unique preferences and interests. A secondary observation from these

experiments is that homogenous groups’ ability to affect the general population is not

uniform: some groups “over-perform” expectations, and vice versa.

Some groups are especially effective at lowering performance for Similar Users com-

pared to other users. Examples from across all five types of homogenous groups show how

groups of various sizes have varying effects on Similar Users compared to other users. For

instance, fans of horror have over 6x the effect on surfaced hits on other fans of horror

compared to the rest of the population.

One hypothesis that explains why boycotts and strikes hurt Similar Users more than

other users lies in a holistic view of the user preference space. If a group of users has

substantial uniqueness– or more specifically, mathematical independence – in their pref-

erences when compared to other groups, a campaign by that group is less likely to hurt

users not in that group. At the extreme, a group whose preferences are completely or-

thogonal to every other group may be able to execute a campaign without substantially

affecting personalization for any other group.

To understand this relationship, we compared a group’s similar user effect ratios to

a measure of preference independence based on rating overlap. To calculate preference

independence, we first create a vector with a column for each movie (3706 columns)

and value equal to the proportion of users in the group who have rated the movie. A
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group’s preference independence is the cosine distance of a group’s vector to the similarly

calculated vector for the entire dataset.

Fig. 6.6 shows a full scatterplot of all groups with over 20k ratings (this means

we remove six very small groups for which computing Similar User Effect ratio is very

noisy). On the x -axis, we plot preference independence and on the y-axis we plot similar-

user effect ratio. Our experiments suggest a moderate positive relationship between a

group’s preference independence and the effect of a boycott on non-participating users

(Pearson’s r = 0.55, p < 0.001 ). The interplay between preference independence and

strike effectiveness is a fertile ground for research, and future work could more closely

study how preference spaces might be operationalized for the purpose of data strikes.

While in some cases this effect may be undesirable (e.g. if strikers are averse to reducing

algorithmic performance for similar individuals), it also suggests a promising avenue for

challenging large recommenders that might be robust against small, “general” campaigns.

For instance, if female users are interested in using data strikes against a company to effect

some lasting change (e.g. changing discriminatory practices, profit sharing), they may be

able to decrease company profit beyond what they could achieve in a general strike of the

same size if they focus on recruiting female participants.

Additionally, a secondary observation from these experiments is that some groups

perform better than “expected” based on their number of ratings (the expected value de-

termined by a quadratic interpolation of our general boycott results, as described above).

Homogenous boycotts were somewhat split between over- and under-performing random

boycotts: in 34 of 50 homogeneous groups surfaced hits decreased more than would be

expected for a random group of boycotters with an equal number of ratings.
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Based on these findings, it seems that homogenous campaigns may not always be

effective at damaging the general population of users, because some groups are under-

performing, and even over-performing groups are limited by size in their ability to af-

fect the general population. However, organizing homogenous campaigns with preference

spaces in mind likely will be very effective and, critically, may provide a way to challenge

large recommenders that otherwise are robust against data strikes.

6.5.3. Generalizing Beyond “Surfaced Hits” and SVD

In presenting our results, we have focused on our “surfaced hits” metrics. However, we

also computed RMSE, NDCG with all items, NDCG@k, Precision@k, and Recall@k for k

= 5, 10. We also computed these metrics when only including “long-tail” (i.e. unpopular)

movies. All these metrics produce similar results regarding the effects of various data

strikes configurations, although they did not afford us the ability to analyze boycotts.

The full dataset of metrics is available in our Github repository. We also note that in

our early experiments using item-based KNN and traditional metrics, we observed very

similar trends.

6.6. Discussion

In this chapter, we have taken the previously hypothetical notion of data strikes,

identified a wide variety of realistic campaign configurations (including when they are

combined with traditional boycotts), and simulated the effect of these configurations in

the recommender systems domain using best-practice evaluations. Comparing these cam-

paign configurations, we find that while the consumer power of boycotts still substantially
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outweighs the data labor power of data strikes, data strikes represent a powerful new form

of leverage. Moreover, we saw that data laborers might specifically target preference

spaces within a recommender to achieve especially effective data strikes. Below, we dis-

cuss some of the more general implications of these results.

6.6.1. Barriers to Entry versus Impact

Our results suggest that collective action organizers targeting technologies have more

options than is the case in traditional collective action. Specifically, these organizers

have the ability to optimize for impact or for barrier to entry. Our results show that

boycotts have a larger impact, but they require all participants bear the cost of not using

a potentially valuable service. Strikes, on the other hand, allow data laborers to continue

to benefit from the use of technology platforms without completely losing the ability to

collectively bargain. Historically, participation in political consumption has been easier

for affluent groups in politically stable countries [210] - data strikes represent an approach

to collective action that may be substantially more accessible. Notably, our results suggest

that new technologies focused on privacy (e.g. initiatives from Mozilla [284]) and online

political consumption (e.g. recent work from Li et al. [241]) are a promising approach to

empowering more individuals to collectively bargain.

6.6.2. Towards a Holistic View of Data Strikes

Although our results give us important insight into the potential impact of data strikes and

boycotts, our work likely only captures a portion of the real-world effect of a collective

action against a technology company. In particular, as is discussed in the Framework
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section, we cannot measure directly the indirect effects of consumer boycotts or data

strikes. This means that our results should be interpreted as a lower bound on the effects

of any collective action campaign against a technology company.

A related point that emerges from our results viewed with the lens of our framework

is that collective action against technology companies will largely be more powerful than

collective action against non-technology companies. The effect of a boycott against, for

instance, a clothing company, would largely not include either direct or indirect loss of

data value (excluding edge cases like long-term sales and marketing data). Since our

results suggest that these factors will be non-trivial in most tech company boycotts, a

user boycotting a tech company is likely to have a greater effect on revenue than would be

expected in a boycott with a more traditional type of target. We expand on these power

dynamics further below.

6.6.3. The Power of Algorithms versus The Power of Public Data

Outside of the context of boycotts and data strikes, our results can also be viewed as

a means to better understand the power of data provided by the public relative to that

of algorithms. Moderately-sized campaigns can bring recommender accuracy down to

the levels of early recommender systems from 1999. Importantly, even for very large

datasets (which are “harder” to action data leverage against), data strikes could effectively

eliminate the ability of recommenders to make recommendations for some subset of users.

For instance, in a hypothetical e-commerce dataset with 20 million ratings, 1 million of

which are electronics products, a concerted boycott of electronics-reviewing users could

remove the ability for the system to make personalized electronics recommendations.
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These results, along with the work of McMahon et al. [265] and others [136, 163],

emphasize the leverage that the public has in its relationship with data-hungry intelligent

technologies and the companies that operate them. While the public perception of intel-

ligent technologies like recommender systems is that they are largely the accomplishment

of tech companies and the computer scientists they employ, these technologies are in fact

a highly cooperative project between the public and companies. Without the companies

and computer scientists, the intelligent technologies do not exist. But the same is also

true for the public’s contributions of data. This implies a much different power dynamic

than is currently assumed by most people on both sides of this relationship.

6.6.4. Limitations

In addition to the discussion above about understanding the holistic effect of collection

action against tech companies that includes online strikes and boycotts, this work also

has several other limitations that should be highlighted. First and foremost, this chapter

focused on recommender systems which, while a business-critical family of intelligent tech-

nologies, is only one family of intelligent technologies that could be vulnerable to collective

action campaigns. Future work should seek to replicate our research for other intelligent

technologies, for instance search ranking algorithms (e.g. [314]), “newsfeed”-style tech-

nologies (e.g. [293]), traffic prediction (e.g. [142]), and wi-fi geolocation (e.g. [266]).

Similarly, while we used best-practice evaluation techniques in the recommender sys-

tems community [71, 158, 335], these techniques have several limitations that also affect

the large literature of recommender systems research that employs them. In particular,

we considered only the explicit ratings and did not consider implicit preferences expressed
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through user behavior (which are not available in the MovieLens dataset). We also only

considered our recommenders in an offline environment (as opposed to in a live experi-

ment). Finally, to gain more insight into the nuances of recommenders, it will be valuable

explore other recommender system datasets, particularly datasets from industry contexts.

Another important limitation is that in our experiments, we had to operationalize

male/female as a binary variable due to the data available in the MovieLens dataset.

Similarly, we were not able to test other types of demographic groups for the same reason

(e.g. LGBT communities, political groups). However, future work on data strikes with a

focus on preference spaces may be able to provide further insight into campaigns along

these lines, without requiring the collection of sensitive demographic data.

Finally, this chapter focused on understanding the effect of collective action campaigns

of various sizes and types, but it did not consider the collective action problem of orga-

nizing these boycotts. Fortunately, this problem maps to a deep body of work within

social computing and related fields on sociotechnical strategies for motivating collective

action online (e.g. [215, 336]). An obvious direction of future work in this research space

involves building tools to organize data strikes and boycotts that leverages this body

of work (either using GDPR or restricting new data collection). Recent work suggests

that user-friendly tools like browser extensions may be an effective approach for making

boycotts easy to join [241].

6.6.5. Potential Negative Impacts

In response to calls for the computing community to better engage with the negative

impacts of our research [167], we discuss two major concerns with this work below.
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First, we emphasize that our findings can be equally useful to organizers of campaigns

as to they are to companies interested in mitigating the effectiveness of such campaigns.

Relatedly, it is entirely possible that using a simulated boycott methodology, companies

could identify which users are and are not “useful to the algorithm”. Technologies to

organize collective action could help users bypass this issue by recruiting users across

demographic lines (and perhaps, guided by future work, specifically focused on preference

space lines), and our results suggest that this should be a priority in the design of these

technologies.

Moreover, our ability to perform simulated campaigns was predicated on the public

availability of the MovieLens dataset. Substantially more accurate simulations could be

run using much richer datasets available only to corporations, so in any “data strike

simulation arms race”, there will be a clear advantage for corporations. This means that

corporations may be able to prepare models in advance to counteract boycotts or strikes.

This might be mitigated through crowdsourced data collections or other means, a ripe

area for future work.

6.7. Conclusion

In this chapter, we have done the work of advancing the notion of data strikes from

abstract discussion point to concrete campaigns that can be simulated. Through these

simulations, we identified the first empirical information to help advance the discussion

around data strikes. In doing so, we first laid a framework that describes the key elements

of collective action campaigns that action data leverage (i.e. data strikes and boycotts,

which respectively leverage data labor power and consumer power). We found that these
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campaigns can be effective, with relatively small strikes wiping away significant portions

of the value of recommender systems relative to simpler techniques. However, as datasets

grow larger, data strikes become less effective, and strategies which target specific groups

of users or preference spaces may become necessary. We discussed the implications of our

results for those seeking to organize data strikes and companies seeking to understand

potential effects on their core functionality.
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CHAPTER 7

Conscious Data Contribution

7.1. Introduction

In this chapter, we explore how the public might exert data leverage against tech

companies1. As we have noted many times in this thesis, users (i.e. the public) play a

critical role in the economic success of tech companies by providing training data—i.e.

“data labor” [13, 309]—that is existentially important to data-driven technologies. This

means that users can take advantage of their role as data generators to gain leverage

against data-dependent firms.

Recent research indicates that fertile ground exists for data leverage: in one survey

published at CSCW, 30% of U.S.-based respondents reported they have already stopped

or changed their technology use as a form of protest against tech companies, while in

another survey 33% of U.S.-based respondents reported they believe tech companies have

a negative effect on the country [84, 242].

Chapter 6 extensively discussed data strikes. In a data strike, a group of users who

wishes to protest the values or actions of a tech company withholds and/or deletes their

data contributions to reduce the performance of the company’s data-driven technologies.

While this research found through simulations that data strikes might be effective, data

1This chapter was originally published as [405].
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strikes must contend with the diminishing returns of data to machine learning (ML) per-

formance [169]. Indeed, the ability to generalize from limited data is one reason machine

learning is so powerful. This means that a small data strike will likely have a very small ef-

fect on other users. Additionally, a user who participates in a data strike hinders their own

ability to benefit from personalization-based ML systems, which may make participation

hard to sustain in some cases.

In this chapter, we propose and evaluate an alternative means for users to exert data

leverage against tech companies: conscious data contribution (or “CDC”). A group of

users who wishes to protest a tech company using CDC contributes its data to a competing

institution (e.g. another tech company) that has values or actions with which they agree

more. They can additionally delete their data from the offending company’s dataset,

effectively combining a data strike and CDC. CDC takes advantage of the fact that data

is “nonrival”—many firms can use the same data [196], so deleting data or quitting an

existing technology is not a requirement for CDC. A group of people could help to support

a new competitor in the market using CDC, without the need to completely quit using

existing technologies.

In theory, CDC has two desirable characteristics compared to data strikes. First, CDC

is more realistic within short-term time frames (as some data strikes will require support

from regulators), which is important given the growing demand for immediate changes

to the power dynamics between users and tech companies. In terms of legal support

for CDC, regulators in various jurisdictions, e.g. the European Union, are increasingly

advancing legislation that protects “data portability”, the right for users to receive and

re-use their personal data [235]. Tech companies are also supporting data portability
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features, e.g. Google’s “Takeout” feature. As data portability laws and features become

more common, CDC should become even easier to practice.

Second, while small data strikes must fight an uphill battle against the diminishing

returns of data, CDC does not face diminishing returns until participation is high. While

small data strikes may have a minor impact on a large company’s technologies, small

contributions of data could hugely improve the performance of a CDC beneficiary’s data-

driven technologies, helping it to compete with the target of a protest. In other words,

CDC can more easily operate in the “vertical” region of the performance vs. dataset size

curve instead of the “horizontal” region of this curve.

The goal of this chapter is to begin to understand how CDC might work in practice. To

do so, we simulated CDC applied to four widely studied and business-relevant ML tasks:

two recommendation tasks and two classification tasks. For context, we also consider data

strikes—combined with CDC and on their own—in which users delete their data from an

offending company. In total, we simulated three different data leverage scenarios: CDC

only, data strike only, and CDC with data strike. To measure the data leverage achieved

in each scenario with different participation rates, we compared the ML performance

of a simulated large, data-rich incumbent company (the target of CDC) with that of a

small competitor (the beneficiary of CDC). To enable comparisons across ML tasks with

different evaluation metrics, dataset sizes, and data formats, we defined Data Leverage

Power (DLP), a metric that facilitates cross-task comparison and the comparison of CDC

to data strikes. In our analyses, we compare performance using both DLP and traditional

ML metrics, which provide a task-specific perspective.
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Our findings suggest that CDC with relatively small participation rates can effectively

reduce the gap between a data-rich incumbent and its small competitor. If just 20% of

users participate in CDC, the small competitor can get at least 80% of the way towards

best-case performance for all our ML tasks. In certain situations, participation by 5%

of users is enough to boost the small competitor’s ML performance to 50% of best-case

performance improvement, and 20% of users can get the small competitor 90% of the way.

Our results suggest that CDC may be more powerful than data strikes for many real-

world contexts and could provide new opportunities for changing existing power dynamics

between tech companies and their users. While we must be cautious in comparing the

effects of CDC and data strikes because they operate differently (i.e. helping a competitor

vs. directly hurting a company), we see that CDC is effective even when data strikes

are impossible. More generally, our simulation experiments highlight how methods from

machine learning research can be used to study and change power dynamics between tech

companies and the public.

7.2. Related Work

7.2.1. Data Leverage and Consumer Leverage

In Chapter 8, we discuss a framework of “data leverage” that consists of three “data

levers”: data strikes, conscious data contribution, and data poisoning. Data strikes involve

data deletion/withholding, conscious data contribution involves data generation/sharing ,

and data poisoning involves data manipulation aimed at harming data-driven technologies.

In this chapter, we focus on comparing data strikes and conscious data contribution with
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simulation experiments. In other words, we focus specifically on two branches of the

broader data leverage framework.

Previously, we simulated “data strikes” in the recommender system context and found

that data strikes of moderate size (e.g., 30-50% of users) could be impactful. Weyl and

Lanier [229] have proposed that cooperative entities might guide collective action like

data strikes. While the data strikes concept has focused on withholding or deletion of

data, Brunton and Nissembaum [39] have written about obfuscation-based protest – feed-

ing intelligent technologies junk data to reduce their predictive power, using tools like

AdNauseum [176]. Finally, Kulynych, Overdorf, and colleagues [220] laid out a broad

framework for “Protective Optimization Technologies” (POTs) – technologies that attack

optimization systems like intelligent technologies in order to reduce externalities caused

by such systems. This framework is inclusive of any tactics that contest a technology,

including the data levers we explore in this chapter (data strikes and CDC) or “data

poisoning”—the third “data lever” —which draws on obfuscation, POTs, and machine

learning literature on adversarial data.

7.2.2. The Relationship between Data Leverage and Consumer Leverage

While interest in data leverage is relatively new, a large body of work has studied forms

of consumer leverage. The definition of CDC we use here was influenced by existing types

of consumer leverage. In particular, the practice of “political consumerism”, in which

the public uses its consumer purchasing power as a political tool, is a precedent for CDC

[282]. Political consumerism includes both boycotts and “buycotts”: buying products

or services to support a specific company. Buycotts, in contrast to boycotts, represent a
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“positive approach” to consumer action, as they reward, rather than punishing, a company

[115]. Drawing on the dichotomies of data vs. consumer leverage and positive reward-

based approaches vs. negative punishment-based approaches, CDC can be seen as a data

leverage version of the positive, reward-focused boycotting approach.

Both political consumerism and interest in protest against tech are prevalent, suggest-

ing there may be a large market for CDC. Recent work suggests over 50% of U.S.-based

survey respondents having engaged in boycotts or buycotts in 2017 [102]. In another sur-

vey, 30% of U.S.-based respondents reported stopping or changing their use of technology

companies in particular [242], and some work has begun to design tools for technology-

assisted political consumerism [241]. The results of the survey work, in particular, suggest

that large-scale CDC is well within the realm of near-term feasibility: if CDC is made

straightforward, it seems there are many people who will be interested.

7.2.3. Learning Curves and Diminishing Returns from Data

Research on the relationship between ML performance and dataset size provides impor-

tant motivation for conscious data contribution. Many scholars have empirically studied

“learning curves” – the relationships between training dataset size and ML performance –

for a variety of models. When looking at a specific task (e.g., image classification), learn-

ing curves can be characterized as exhibiting diminishing returns. At some point, the

relationship between performance and data size becomes “flat” [34]. Diminishing returns

have been observed in a variety of contexts, for instance statistical machine translation

[208], deep learning [55, 169, 328], logistic regression [303], decision trees [80], and matrix

factorization recommender models (see Chapter 6).
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The techniques used to study learning curves can be adapted to study data leverage. A

typical procedure to generate a learning curve would entail randomly sampling a fraction

of training data, retraining a model with this sample of data, and measuring performance

of the new trained model. One might repeat this procedure for some fixed number of

iterations to obtain the average performance for a random sample of a certain size. By

doing this for a variety of fractions, we obtain a curve of performance vs. dataset size.

To study data leverage, we are interested in the curve that relates performance to the

fraction of users who contribute data (though in some cases we must use the fraction of

data as a proxy for fraction of users). At a high level, we obtain this curve using the same

procedure for computing a learning curve that was used by Perlich et al. [303] and Cho

et al. [55]. However, as we will describe below in Methods, there are some additional

implementation details that distinguish data leverage simulations from learning curve

experiments and help to increase the ecological validity of our simulations.

7.2.4. Data Leverage and Online Collective Action

The data leverage scenarios we simulated in this chapter are instances of online collective

action, a topic with a rich literature in social computing. This literature considers online

collective action in a broad variety of contexts. These contexts include leadership as a

collective activity in Wikipedia [440], collective action for crowdworkers [336], the use of

Twitter bots to organize civic volunteers [341], and the development of tools for “end-to-

end” collective action [437]. It is likely that strategies that work well for these contexts

may apply directly to data leverage scenarios, in particular by facilitating the organization

and participation necessary to achieve large-scale participation.
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For instance, leaning on findings from CSCW scholarship about leadership in the

Wikipedia community, CDC groups might encourage members who are not formal lead-

ers to take leadership actions using strategies from Wikipedia [440, 439]. More generally,

CDC stands to benefit from most research on successful peer production (e.g. [152, 201]),

as peer production participants (especially Wikipedia editors) are already critical sources

of data labor that fuels AI systems [247], and share core similarities with CDC partici-

pants. Concretely, groups engaging in CDC can emulate peer production strategies, and

in some cases participating in peer production could be a form of CDC (e.g. contributing

labeled images to Wikimedia Commons with the goal of helping start-ups train com-

puter vision models). Another area of CSCW research that is highly relevant to CDC is

crowdwork. Although there are major differences between crowdwork and peer produc-

tion, crowdworkers also provide crucial data labor [202] and have led successful collective

action movements in the past [336].

Similarly, looking to research on bots and support tools in social computing, CDC

participants might re-use or adapt existing bots, social platforms, and browser plug-ins to

promote CDC engagement [241, 341, 437]. Tools to support political consumption, such

as browser extensions that help people boycott websites, might be enhanced with CDC

features [241].

Social computing researchers have called for more work that addresses “Computer

Supported Collective Action” (CSCA) [359]. Generally, any given data leverage scenario

(i.e. CDC and/or a data strike by some group) can be seen as an instance of CSCA [359].

This means those seeking to use data leverage must face the many challenges associated
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with collective action, e.g., challenges with leadership, communication, and planning.

Conversely, models of success in CSCA can provide templates for successful CDC.

7.3. Methods

We conducted a series of experiments to compare the ML performance of two simu-

lated companies when users exert data leverage using CDC and/or data strikes. For our

simulations, we assume the following scenario. There exists a large, data-rich incumbent

company – called “Large Co.” – that starts with a full dataset. Some users of Large Co.’s

data-driven technologies are interested in protesting Large Co. because of its values or

actions. To do so, they want to support a small, data-poor competing company – “Small

Co.” – that better aligns with their values. We considered variations in this scenario in

which users can contribute data to Small Co.’s dataset while simultaneously deleting it

from Large Co.’s dataset (CDC with data strike) as well as variations in which deletion

is impossible (CDC only). For additional context, we also considered variations in which

users engage only in a data strike (data strike only). In all our simulations, data strikers

delete all their data contributions and then models are retrained.

To begin our experiments, we first had to identify specific ML tasks to study and

a corresponding ML approach to implement for each task. We selected four tasks that

have both attracted substantial research attention and have clear industry applications:

two recommendation tasks (using movie ratings and Pinterest interaction records) and

two classification tasks (images and text). For each task, we sought out a top-performing

ML approach with a publicly available implementation. Below, we further detail our
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simulation assumptions and the specific tasks, datasets, and ML approaches from prior

work that we used.

At a high level, our experiments follow procedures similar to those used in learning

curve research that has studied the relationship between ML performance and training

dataset size [169]. For each task, we repeatedly retrained the corresponding model with

samples of the benchmark training set corresponding to different CDC and/or data strike

participation rates (e.g. 1%, 5%, etc.), and evaluated model performance.

Specifically, our data leverage simulations have three major differences from traditional

learning curve simulations. First, in simulating data leverage scenarios, for datasets with

user identifiers, we drew a sample of users to participate in CDC and/or a data strike

instead of drawing a sample of data points. This approach simulates what would happen

in a CDC scenario, in which data is added or removed on a user-by-user basis. For our

classification datasets, which lack user identifiers, we randomly sampled data points, as in

learning curve research. This is an inherent limitation, as many influential classification

datasets lack user identifiers for privacy reasons.

Second, when simulating CDC, we are primarily interested in ML performance as

evaluated from the perspective of each company. To get this company perspective evalu-

ation, we use a test set drawn from each company’s data sample. For instance, if Small

Co. receives data from 10% of users, Small Co. must create its own test set using data

from these 10% of users. However, as a secondary measurement, we can also hold out a

separate, fixed test set that is hidden from each company. This fixed holdout perspective

allows us to measure a performance while taking into account people who are accessing
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the technology as a brand new user (or anonymously, i.e. a user who receives recommen-

dations in “Private Browsing” mode). This fixed holdout test set can also be seen as a

more objective external measurement of model performance, as the fixed holdout set is

the same across every simulation and is unaffected by which users or observations are

available to a particular company. In a more practical sense, this company perspective

vs. fixed holdout comparison is most relevant to personalization tasks, where performance

might differ drastically for new (or anonymous) users.

Third, as mentioned above, our data leverage simulations allow us to consider the case

in which one company gains data while another company loses data, i.e., in a data strike.

Below, we will discuss how we addressed the challenges in comparing these scenarios

(i.e. how do we define a comparison metric that allows us to compare the effectiveness of

giving Small Co. data vs. deleting data from Large Co.?)

7.3.1. Simulation Details

Following past learning curve studies, we considered a range of participation rates. Specif-

ically, we conducted simulations in which a group of users engages in one of the following

scenarios: CDC only, data strike only, or CDC with data strike. We considered partici-

pation rates of 0.01 (1% of users or data), 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5. We leveraged a

natural symmetry of our experiments to estimate effects for larger groups: the situation

in which Small Co. has some fraction s of all data is equivalent to the situation in which

Large Co. has lost 1 - s of all data. For instance, if Small Co. gains 10% of all users or

data, the expected ML performance is the same as when Large Co. has 90% of its users

or data deleted. Thus, without running additional experiments, we can also measure ML
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performance for participation rates of 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 0.95, 0.99. As we will discuss

further below, we also consider baseline results (i.e. when Small Co. has very little data)

and best-case results (i.e. when Large Co. has all possible training data) in our definition

of Data Leverage Power.

The end result of our simulations is to generate a curve showing the effectiveness

of data leverage scenarios at different participation rates. While our simulated scenario

focuses on just two companies, this curve could be used to evaluate data leverage exerted

against many companies. If several companies simultaneously benefit from CDC, we can

use each beneficiary company’s participation rate to get corresponding DLP. For instance,

we might use this curve to compare the performance of one company that received CDC

with 10% participation, another company that received CDC with 20% participation, and

a third company that was the target of a data strike by 30% of its users.

In each simulation, Small Co. and Large Co. gain access to a scenario-specific dataset,

split their respective datasets into a train set and company-specific test datasets, train

their models, and evaluate their trained models on two test sets: (1) their company

perspective test set (which is unique to each scenario) and (2) a fixed holdout test set. As

mentioned above, the fixed holdout test set provides an objective evaluation of performance

(it does not depend on the company-specific test set) and is particularly relevant to

personalization tasks. We further detail the purpose of considering these two different

test sets below.

For each training run, we use the same, fixed hyperparameters that achieved reported

results in prior work instead of running hyperparameter search for each simulation. While

this substantially reduces the computational cost of our experiments, this means that for
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any given scenario, our results do not necessarily represent the best possible performance

for a given participation rate. For instance, if Small Co. only has 10% data to work with,

it’s possible Small Co. could use different hyperparameters (or other techniques, such as

data augmentation, different training algorithms, etc.). to boost performance. However,

by using fixed hyperparameters, we reduce the computational cost and make it easier to

explore several tasks, use multiple sampling seeds, and replicate our findings.

More formally, our simulations followed the same procedure for each fractional group

size s :

Identify the data that will be given to Small Co. via CDC and removed from Large

Co. via data strikes. To identify this data, we randomly sampled s ( the participation rate)

of all users and took the data attributed to the sampled users. For tasks in which units

of data are not attributed to specific users (image and text classification), we sampled s

of all units of data.

Train and evaluate a model using Small Co.’s dataset. This gives us Small Co.’s

performance in the CDC only scenario.

Train and evaluate a model using Large Co.’s dataset. This gives us Large Co.’s

performance in both the CDC with data strike and data strike only scenarios.

Compare Small Co.’s performance and Large Co.’s performance to worst-case and

best-case performance values. As we will describe below, we formalized this comparison

by defining “Data Leverage Power”, a measurement that we used (alongside traditional

ML metrics) to compare data leverage across different ML tasks. At a high level, DLP

measures how close CDC gets Small Co. to Large Co.’s performance, or how close a data
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strike moves Large Co.’s performance to low-data baseline performance. We expand on

DLP’s precise definition and the motivation underlying the measurement below.

In order to measure average performances for each participation rate, we repeated this

procedure using five different seeds for sampling s users/data and calculated the average

performance across these iterations. Thus, for each ML task we studied, we retrained a

model 70 times (7 group sizes, 5 sampling seeds, and 2 different companies), which was

made easier by our choice to avoid costly hyperparameter searches.

7.3.2. Tasks, Datasets and Machine Learning Implementations

As mentioned above, we first identified ML tasks of interest to ML researchers in in-

dustry and academia, and then sought out a publicly available implementation of a high-

performing ML approach for each task. To make experimentation feasible, we also needed

to identify implementations that would be possible to retrain many times. We identified

four public implementations of successful approaches to well-studied, industry relevant

ML tasks: Rendle et al.’s [321] implementation of recommender systems that use star

ratings, Dacrema et al.’s [74] implementation of recommender systems that use binary

interaction data, an image classifier from the Stanford DAWNBench competition [60],

and a text classifier from Google Jigsaw’s Toxic Comment Classification challenge hosted

on Kaggle [249].

Below, we provide additional detail about the four ML tasks and the specific datasets

and models from prior work that we used. In each case, we followed prior work closely in

our implementations so that the best-case performance achieved by Large Co. when it has

access to a “full dataset” (i.e. 100% of the dataset used in prior work) is comparable to
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the published results. To make our simulations ecologically valid, our goal was for Large

Co.’s best-case, full dataset performance to be comparable to reported results in prior

work, while keeping computational costs down. To this end, we made some small changes

aimed at reducing the cost of experiments while minimally impacting performance. We

used software from prior work where possible and make the code for our experiments

available.2

The first two tasks we studied were recommendation tasks that involve training “rec-

ommender systems” to predict the rating a user will give an item and predicting whether

a user will interact with an item. Recommender systems are enormously important to a

variety of industries, have garnered huge attention in the computing literature, and are

immensely profitable [158, 256, 438]. The second two tasks we considered were classifi-

cation tasks: classifying images (with ten possible image classes) and classifying text as

toxic or non-toxic. These tasks come from two large ML research areas (computer vision

and natural language processing) and are representative of classification systems that are

applicable to a huge variety of industries (i.e. identifying the class of an image or piece of

text is broadly useful).

For the rating prediction task, we used Rendle’s [320] factorization machine approach

with the extremely influential MovieLens 10-M dataset [158], as Rendle et al. [321] demon-

strated that this approach outperformed a variety of competing approaches in terms of

Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), a metric used in past recommender system competi-

tions. Specifically, we used Bayesian Matrix Factorization with size 32 embeddings and 50

sampling steps, which substantially lowers training costs and slightly lowers performance

2https://github.com/nickmvincent/cdc
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compared to the most expensive configuration Rendle et al. used (size 500 embeddings

and 500 sampling steps).

Dacrema et al. rigorously compared simple, yet well-calibrated baseline techniques to

complex neural techniques for the interaction prediction task. We focus on the Pinterest

recommendation dataset from Dacrema et al.’s work, originally from Geng et al. [125].

Dacrema et al. showed that a simple item-based k-nearest neighbor performs extremely

well—better than neural techniques—for this dataset. We use Dacrema et al.’s implemen-

tation of a k-nearest neighbor recommender system. In terms of evaluation, Dacrema et

al. used Hit Rate@5 (alongside other metrics that led to similar findings). Hit Rate is de-

fined by holding out a single item that each user interacted with and then using the model

to rank the held-out item and 99 random items the user did not interact with. If the item

that the user actually interacted with is in the top five ranked results returned by the

model, this is considered a success, and Hit Rate@5 is the total fraction of users for which

the model was successful. This evaluation procedure maps well to top-n recommendation

features common on many platforms (e.g. “Top Videos for You”).

For a classification task from computer vision, we consider the CIFAR-10 dataset,

a popular benchmark dataset for image classification [217]. The Stanford DAWNBench

challenge [60] includes a leaderboard that documents image classification approaches that

achieve high accuracy using minimal training time. From this leaderboard, we used Page’s

[294] ResNet approach and the well-studied CIFAR-10 dataset [217] (which includes im-

ages belonging to ten different classes). For this task, we evaluated our models using

accuracy: for this task, accuracy is defined as fraction of test images that are successfully

classified.
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From natural language processing, we consider the case of toxic comment classifica-

tion, using labeled Wikipedia discussion comments from Google Jigsaw’s ML challenge

hosted on Kaggle [249]. We used a TF-IDF logistic regression approach from the Kaggle

leaderboard that achieves performance comparable to top models. While the dataset has

labels for six different overlapping categories of toxicity, we focused only on binary clas-

sification (toxic vs. non-toxic) such that we train only a single model for each simulation.

We made this task binary by treating a comment with any toxicity-related label (toxic, se-

verely toxic, obscene, threatening, insulting, hateful) as generally toxic. As in the Kaggle

competition, we evaluate the model using area under the receiver operator curve (which

we refer to as AUC, for area under the curve). The binary classification performance of

the ML approach is very close to the average performance across the six categories.

Our datasets also cover a range of sizes and data types: the ML-10M dataset has 10M

explicit ratings (1-5 stars) from 72k users. The Pinterest dataset has 1.5M interactions

from 55k users. CIFAR-10 has 50k train images and a fixed set of 10k test images.

The Toxic Comments dataset has 160k comments. This presents a major challenge in

comparing the results of our data leverage simulations: each task is typically evaluated in

a different manner (i.e. RMSE vs. Hit Rate vs. Accuracy vs. AUC), our datasets are of

different sizes, and the format of data varies substantially (i.e. a movie rating is different

than an image or piece of text). For instance, we might perform several experiments

that show that a contribution of x star ratings can improve recommender RMSE by

y, whereas a contribution of x images can improve image classification accuracy by z.

However, comparing changes in RMSE to changes in image classification accuracy is not
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straightforward. Below, we describe how we defined Data Leverage Power in order to

address this challenge.

7.3.3. Measuring the Effectiveness of CDC with Data Leverage Power

Different ML tasks require different evaluation techniques and our datasets have different

sizes and different data formats. Here, we describe how we compared the effectiveness of

CDC across different tasks.

To measure effectiveness, we introduce a task-agnostic measurement: Data Leverage

Power (DLP). The goal of defining DLP is to create a single metric that captures the

effectiveness of data leverage across ML tasks and across different data leverage scenarios

(e.g., strike vs. CDC). DLP is defined in a scenario-specific manner such that it tracks

Small Co.’s ability to catch up with Large Co. in ML performance in CDC scenarios, but

also tracks the ability for a data strike to lower Large Co.’s performance in the data strike

only scenario (in which Small Co.’s performance does not change).

For each participation rate, DLP takes into account four measurements: baseline per-

formance (performance with a very low data approach, for instance a “random guess”

approach for classification or “recommend most popular items” approach for recommen-

dation), the full-data best-case performance, Small Co.’s average performance, and Large

Co.’s average performance. Below, we refer to these four measurements, respectively,

as baseline, best, small, and large. While measuring full-data best-case performance is

straightforward, selecting a baseline is less so. After walking through exactly how we

defined DLP below, we describe how we identified baseline performance for each task.
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For our two scenarios that involve CDC (CDC only and CDC with data strike), DLP

is defined as the ratio of Small Co.’s average performance improvement over baseline to

Large Co.’s average performance improvement over baseline for a given participation rate.

In other words, we compare how much better Small Co.’s performance improves on the

baseline to how much Large Co.’s performance improves on the baseline. Mathematically,

for our scenarios that involve CDC, DLP defined as is:

small−baseline
large−baseline

In CDC only scenarios, Large Co.’s performance never changes (no data strike occurs)

and is therefore fixed at best-case performance, while Small Co.’s performance increases

with participation rate. In the CDC with data strike scenarios, larger participation rates

lower Large Co.’s performance while increasing Small Co.’s performance.

As an example, imagine that for some model, best-case performance is 1.0 accuracy

and worst-case is 0.5. With full data, Large Co. achieves the best-case 1.0 accuracy and

thus has an improvement over worst-case of 0.5. For CDC by 10% of users, Small Co.’s

accuracy (averaged across iterations) is 0.7, an improvement over worst-case of 0.2. If this

is accompanied by a data strike and this data strike causes Large Co.’s performance to

drop to 0.9, Large Co. now has an improvement over worst-case of 0.4. In this case, the

DLP for CDC only is 0.2 / 0.5 = 0.4 and the DLP for CDC with data strike is 0.2 / 0.4

= 0.5. By repeating the entire process for every group size, we obtain a full plot of DLP

vs. participation rate. For each task, we set “baseline” performance as corresponding to

the worst performance from all our experiments, which occurs when either company has

as little data as possible (in our experiments, 1% of users/data). For ML-10M, this occurs

when Small Co. has 1% of users and is evaluated on the fixed holdout test set. In this
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case, the model effectively guesses the mean rating for almost all predictions. For CIFAR-

10, the worst-case performance also occurs when Small Co. has 1% of the data, and is

about 10%, equivalent to randomly guessing one of ten classes. For Toxic Comments, the

lowest performance occurs when Small Co. has a 1% sample of data (and is about 0.9

AUC). The Pinterest task is a special case, as our approach cannot make predictions for

unseen users. To get a baseline for Pinterest, we followed Dacrema et al. and used the

performance achieved when using a simple “recommend most popular items” approach

with full data. As we will discuss below, we also “recommend most popular” to calculate

fixed holdout performance (because in a fixed holdout scenario, the recommender will face

unseen users).

In data strike only scenarios, however, Small Co.’s performance is fixed at worst-case

performance and therefore Small Co.’s improvement over baseline is zero. This means

the numerator of the ratio we used above is always zero in data strike only scenarios.

Therefore, for these scenarios, we calculate how much Large Co.’s performance has fallen

from best-case performance and find the ratio of Large Co.’s performance loss to gap

between best-case and baseline. This “no-CDC” version of DLP is still comparable to

CDC version, as it measures the delta between Small Co. and Large Co.’s performance.

Mathematically, DLP for data strike only scenarios is:

large−best
baseline−best

The DLP approach to comparing data leverage simulations accounts for the fact that

datasets are of different sizes and are comprised of different, hard-to-compare data types

(e.g. a single image is different from a single user-item interaction). By focusing on DLP

and participation rate (instead of e.g., number of users, number of observations, number
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of gigabytes of data, etc.), we can make comparisons across ML tasks, e.g., how does CDC

by 30% of ML-10M users compare to CDC by 30% of CIFAR-10 users?

In interpreting our results, we calculate the participation rates needed to achieve a

certain DLP for each ML task. For instance, we ask “How many users does it take to

get 80% of the way to Large Co.’s performance?” We consider a variety of reasonable

round-number DLP thresholds, because acceptable performance levels will vary by user

and ML task (identifying acceptable performance levels is an important area of future

work). For instance, a user who is motivated to support Small Co. (e.g. because they feel

strongly about protesting Large Co.’s values or actions and feel strongly about supporting

Small Co.’s values or actions) might accept much worse performance from Small Co.’s

technologies than a user who does feel as strongly about the companies’ value or actions.

For instance, even for a DLP of 0.5 – e.g. Small Co.’s recommender system gets just 50%

of the way to best-case performance – a user who strongly supports Small Co. might not

mind needing to scroll further through their recommendation lists.

It is important to note that while DLP was critical to our ability to compare different

data leverage scenarios, is important to consider task-specific factors such as performance

thresholds and the real-world value of improved performance, i.e., if performance changes

from x to y, what are downstream effects on revenue, user retention, etc.? To increase

the interpretability of our piecewise definition of DLP and address the second challenge,

we also report the raw performance values (traditional metrics) that accompany a given

DLP value. In doing so, we retain the benefits of DLP (easy comparisons across tasks)

while still allowing those familiar with a particular task to understand task-specific effects

of a data leverage campaign (i.e., if a DLP campaign moves performance over or under an
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important task-specific performance threshold). As we will highlight again throughout our

Discussion, a similar approach that treats DLP and traditional metrics as complementary

will also be useful for studying data leverage in practice.

Additionally, comparing a data strike to CDC is comparing an action that harms ML

performance to an action that helps ML performance. In order to address this challenge,

we defined DLP as piecewise, with a separate definition for CDC scenarios and data

strike only scenarios, such that harming Large Co. and helping Small Co. both represent

increased balance in power between Large Co. and Small Co. In other words, our piecewise

definition is motivated by the assumption that CDC and data strikes represent two ways

of achieving the same goal.

7.3.4. Company Perspective vs. Fixed Holdout Evaluation

As mentioned above, when simulating CDC, we evaluate our models using scenario-specific

company perspective test sets (i.e. test sets drawn from the data that Small Co. or Large

Co. have). However, as a secondary measure, we can also look at evaluation metrics from

a fixed holdout set that neither company can access, which summarizes ML performance

while taking into account the experience of new users and anonymous users. In other

words, we consider both a “subjective” test set and an “objective” test set (in the sense

that the “objective” fixed holdout set is unaffected by the specifics of each data leverage

scenario, while the “subjective” company perspective test set is affected). For ML-10M and

Toxic Comments, we used the same approach used in Rendle et al.’s review and sampled

a random 10% of data to create a fixed holdout set. For the Pinterest and CIFAR-10
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datasets, we used the fixed holdout sets used in the prior work [74, 217] that inspired our

modeling approach.

The distinction between fixed holdout and company perspective test sets is most impor-

tant for personalization tasks (e.g., recommendation). For these contexts, if a company

has no data about a particular user (e.g., because that person is a brand-new user, is

accessing a service anonymously, or is engaging in obfuscation), that user necessarily re-

ceives non-personalized worst-case performance. For the ML-10M case, the approach we

used can only, at best, predict that anonymous users will give every item the mean rating

of all items. For the Pinterest case, the approach we used cannot produce recommenda-

tions for unseen users, so we uniformly assigned these users a Hit Rate@5 contribution

of 0.1668, corresponding to Hit Rate@5 documented by Dacrema et al. when using a

non-personalized “recommend most popular items to everyone” approach.

The real-word scenario that fixed holdout evaluation maps to is the one in which users

receive recommendations from both Small Co. and Large Co. but use one or both of the

services as a new or anonymous user (or use obfuscation to make themselves effectively

anonymous). For instance, if only 10% of users contribute data to Small Co., but every

single user chooses to use Small Co.’s recommender system, it will necessarily perform

poorly for the 90% of users for whom the model cannot provide personalized results.

Critically, if a company has strong company perspective performance, but poor fixed

holdout performance, this means their technologies will be very effective for current users,

but they may have trouble expanding their userbase. Our experiments involve random

sampling, so each simulated company perspective test set is drawn from the same distri-

bution as the fixed holdout set, with the main difference arising when a user appears in
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the fixed holdout set but not a particular company’s test set. In practice, CDC and data

strikes may be practiced by homogenous groups, and so the distinction between company

perspective and fixed holdout may become even more important. In presenting our re-

sults, we focus first on company perspective evaluation, and then discuss the implications

of looking at results using a fixed holdout set. Comparing different “test set perspectives”

will be an important component of future data leverage research.

7.4. Results

Below, we present the results from our DLP simulations. We begin by focusing on our

CDC only results. Next, we examine the additional effect of adding a data strike to CDC

and examine our results for CDC with data strike and data strike only scenarios.

As mentioned above, our primary focus is on ML performance measured with company

perspective evaluation. At the end of this section, we present our secondary measurement,

fixed holdout evaluation, and describe how this secondary measurement informs us about

interactions between data leverage and personalization systems.

7.4.1. CDC Only Scenarios using Company Perspective Evaluation

Our full set of company-perspective experimental results are shown in Fig. 7.1. The

left column of Fig. 7.1 shows Data Leverage Power (DLP), our measurement described

above that allows us to compare results across ML tasks. A higher DLP value means

that a data leverage action was more effective, in terms of boosting Small Co. and/or

reducing Large Co.’s performance. Within the left column, CDC only results are shown

in black. To show how DLP relates to task-specific performance, the right column shows
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the various task-specific evaluation measurements that we used to calculate DLP for

each scenario: Hit Rate, Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), Accuracy, and Area under

the Receiver-Operator Curve (AUC). Here, there are only two colors: black shows Small

Figure 7.1. The left column shows DLP plotted against participation rate
for CDC only, CDC with data strike, and data strike only scenarios. Each
row shows a different ML task. The right column shows the task-specific
performance measurement we used to calculate DLP. Vertical bars show
standard deviation for task-specific results.
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Co.’s performance improving as CDC participation increases while blue shows Large Co.’s

performance decreasing as data strike participation increases (we discuss these data strike

results below). As described above, using baseline performance, best-case performance,

and these two performance curves, we can compute DLP values (left column) for all three

of our scenarios.

Examining the black curves in the left-hand column of Fig. 7.1, it appears that CDC

can be highly effective at allowing a small company to drastically reduce the performance

gap between itself and a large competitor, as across our four tasks we see a CDC partici-

pation rate of at minimum 10% and at most 20% is needed to get Small Co.’s performance

80% of the way to best-case (i.e., the black curve reaches a DLP of 0.8). In general, both

the scenario-specific evaluation curves (right column) and resulting DLP curves (left col-

umn) display diminishing returns of data. However, comparing the rows in Fig. 7.1, we

see that the effectiveness of CDC at reducing the performance gap between companies is

not identical across tasks. The curves “level off” at different rates. Like learning curves,

DLP curves are influenced by a variety of factors such as the algorithm used and the size

of the full dataset. DLP provides us with a consistent way to make comparisons.

To systematically compare the black DLP curves from each row shown in the left

column of Fig. 7.1 is, we asked, “what group size of CDC is needed to achieve a given

DLP”? Drawing from the results shown in Fig. 7.1, Table 7.1 shows the CDC group size

needed to achieve DLP thresholds of 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9.

Looking at Table 7.1, we see that CDC was especially effective for the Pinterest rec-

ommendation task, e.g., for the Pinterest task, only 20% of users need to engage in CDC
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DLP Thresholds
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

ML Task

Pinterest 5% 5% 5% 10% 20%
ML-10M 5% 10% 20% 20% 40%
CIFAR-10 5% 5% 10% 20% 30%
Toxic Comments 5% 5% 10% 20% 40%

Table 7.1. Shows the CDC participation rate needed to reach DLP thresh-
olds of 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9 for each ML task we studied. For instance,
the bottom left cell shows that 5% CDC participation is needed to reach a
DLP of 0.5 for the Toxic Comments task.

to achieve 90% of best-case performance. For the other tasks, larger CDC participation

(i.e. 30-40%) was required to achieve this same 90% DLP threshold.

Even for the cases that require greater participation to achieve a given DLP threshold,

the results in Table 7.1 suggest CDC could be quite impactful. For instance, in the

ML-10M case, 20% of users can achieve a DLP of 0.8, which may be good enough for

some potential users to begin using Small Co.’s ML model. Furthermore, the Small

Co. performance results are not upper bounds on performance for a given participation

rate; it is possible that Small Co.’s data scientists could get even better performance by

using a model that performs better for small datasets, by adjusting hyperparameters, by

using data augmentation, etc.

Looking at the traditional performance metrics in the right column, we see underlying

values from which DLP was calculated. To obtain DLP of 0.8 with in CDC only scenarios,

Small Co. must achieve substantial improvements over the baseline. For instance, at

participation rate of 20%, Small Co. achieves a Pinterest Hit Rate of 0.66, MovieLens

RMSE of 0.82, CIFAR-10 accuracy of 0.84, and a Toxic Comments AUROC of 0.96.

These are raw performance metrics that may very well be acceptable for Small Co.’s use.

For instance, in their paper, Rendle et al. documented progress on ML-10M: an RMSE
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of 0.82 is equivalent to the state of the art in 2008, which may be adequate for CDC

participants. Comparing the left and right columns of Fig. 7.1, we see that converting

DLP to raw performance is relatively straightforward for CDC only, because Large Co.’s

performance never changes (as there is no data strike) and the DLP curve therefore has

the same shape as the raw performance curve.

7.4.2. CDC With Data Strike and Data Strike Only using Company Perspec-

tive Evaluation

Next, we look at how DLP changes when users engage in CDC (to Small Co.) and

simultaneously engage in a data strike (by deleting data from Large Co.). Returning to

the left column of Fig. 7.1, we focus on the blue squares (CDC with data strike) as well

as the difference between the blue squares and black circles (CDC only).

Our primary finding here is that a data strike can add a small effect on top of CDC,

but only when participation rates rise above around 20%. Even for a participation rate

of 30%, adding a data strike adds at most 0.05 DLP. This means that for a group of 30%

of users, the ability to delete data lowers Large Co.’s performance and thus “closes the

performance gap” by at most an additional 5%. Of course, the logistical and potential

legal challenge of adding the data strike on top of CDC may incur large costs relative to

the gain.

Returning to the raw performance metrics in the right column, we can see how the

additional “boost” from incorporating data strikes corresponds to reduced performance

for Large Co. Looking at Large Co.’s performance curve in blue, we unsurprisingly see the
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same characteristic diminishing return curves: small data strikes only have minor impact

on Large Co., explaining the relatively small DLP boost from adding data strikes to CDC.

Even at a participation rate of 0.5 (i.e. a group of 50% of all users included in the

benchmark dataset), the benefits of adding a data strike are still modest, peaking at

9% for the Toxic Comments case. At the same 50% group size, deletion had only a 3%

benefit for the Pinterest case. We cannot measure the benefits for groups larger than

0.5, because at this point Large Co. now has less data than Small Co. and we effectively

begin traversing the DLP curve backwards (i.e., Small Co. has now become the “larger”

company in terms of dataset size).

Finally, looking at the data strike only DLP curves (red x’s in the left column), we see

that data strikes alone have very little DLP relative to CDC approaches. This illustrates

the challenge of diminishing returns of data. If a learning curve is flat (or almost flat)

for a wide range of participation rates, a data strike alone must break out of this flat

region to begin exerting substantial data leverage. As we will see immediately below, an

interesting exception to this trend is when we consider anonymous users: users who engage

in a data strike against Large Co. but continue to use Large Co.’s technology will receive

non-personalized results, which can hurt Large Co.’s overall performance substantially.

To summarize, we see that data strikes have much less potential to exert data leverage

than CDC at participation rates less than 50%. Of course, CDC requires the existence

of a competitor, so in many cases people may only be able to data strike. Specifically, in

monopoly contexts, data strikes may be the only option available to users. We expand on

how supporting CDC might support greater competition, as both a tool against monopoly

but also in the service of innovation.
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7.4.3. CDC Effectiveness using Fixed Holdout Evaluation

As discussed above, it is informative to examine the effects of CDC when ML models are

evaluated using a fixed holdout test set that includes users who may not appear in the

company perspective test set. Fig. 7.2 shows the same measurements as Fig. 7.1 but uses

fixed holdout performance instead of company perspective performance.

We observed that for non-personalized CIFAR-10 and Toxic Comment cases, fixed

holdout test set evaluation gave very similar results to company perspective evaluation.

This is expected: the company perspective test sets were randomly drawn from the same

source as the fixed holdout test sets in our experiments. The only notable difference was

higher standard deviation (vertical bars visible in the last row of Fig. 7.1) in performance

for small amounts of data, because the company perspective test sets are smaller for smaller

group sizes.

For ML-10M and Pinterest recommendation tasks (i.e. tasks that involve personalized

results), fixed holdout test set performance is different from company perspective perfor-

mance. Rather than a diminishing returns curve, ML performance (and the resulting

DLP) is linearly dependent on participation rate. Specifically, as each company loses

users, their recommendation performance linearly approaches non-personalized baseline

performance.

As described above, this result corresponds to a situation in which some users access

a recommender system with a new account (i.e. because they are new users, or perhaps

because they deleted their account as part of a data leverage campaign), forcing the

system to output non-personalized results. Specifically, imagine that 30% of users engage

in CDC to support Small Co. Some other group of users access Small Co.’s recommender
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system with new accounts. These users who did not participate in CDC but continue

to use Small Co.’s model anonymously will not see the benefits of other people’s data

contributions until they provide their own data. This result highlights that personalized

ML systems require users to provide their own data before they can see the benefits of

CDC.

The evaluation of recommender systems using a fixed holdout set shown in Fig. 7.2

also highlights a case in which deletion can play a large role in reducing the performance

gap between two personalization technologies. Put plainly, if a user insists on getting non-

personalized results from one company, deleting their data from a competing company is

effective at reducing the performance gap between the two: both companies will be forced

to provide the user non-personalized results.

Overall, these results suggest that while the ability to delete data can enhance the

ability of CDC by groups to increase competition between ML technologies, it will only

make a large difference for relatively large campaigns or for cases in which people use

personalized ML technologies with new accounts. Deletion raises ethical concerns as well:

there are cases in which hurting some “Large Co.” may be seen as anti-social, e.g. for

classification models that are well known to assist physicians in achieving better health

outcomes, but there are also cases where hurting Large Co. companies may be seen as

pro-social, e.g. lowering the utility of disadvantage-reinforcing credit scoring systems. We

expand on these concerns below.
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7.5. Discussion

In this section, we discuss the implications of our experimental results and the limi-

tations of our study that might be addressed by future work.

As we highlighted in the Introduction, the study of power dynamics between users

and tech companies using the combined lens of collective action and machine learning is

relatively new. We were able to contribute to this emerging research area by leveraging

simulation methods, with assumptions grounded in ongoing discussions about data lever-

age and ML. We have seen that CDC represents a promising and feasible means by which

the public might gain additional leverage.

The potential impact of CDC could be amplified through a number of avenues, span-

ning design, policy, and research. In order to make CDC more broadly available, there

are major opportunities to design new technologies to make CDC easier, as well as op-

portunities to institute policy that supports CDC. We discuss specific examples below.

7.5.1. Implications for Design and Policy

We observed that CDC can be effective in reducing the performance gap between two

competitors. This finding suggests that constituencies interested in creating more compe-

tition between AI services—as an intervention aimed to prevent monopolies or as a means

to increase innovation—may wish to further investigate CDC itself (e.g. conducting sim-

ilar experiments to those described here) and explore avenues for making CDC easier at

the grassroots level. Policymakers and advocates might push for data portability regu-

lations, an area of growing discussion [83, 329]. Specifically, policies that make it easier

for people to obtain data they generate and transfer that data to another company could
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make CDC easier. For instance, the EU’s GDPR has a “right to data portability” – other

jurisdictions might emulate or extend this idea [297].

Figure 7.2. DLP results using Fixed Holdout Evaluation. The left column
shows DLP plotted against participation, each row shows a different ML
task, and the right column shows the task-specific performance measure-
ment we used to calculate DLP.
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Regulatory support will be particularly important for making CDC possible for datasets

with complex formats. For instance, for datasets that are captured with proprietary sen-

sors (e.g., wearable tech personal health datasets), CDC will likely remain impossible

without regulation that compels companies to make data downloaded or transferrable in

common (and machine-readable) format. The creation of such regulation will benefit from

interdisciplinary research incorporating machine learning, law, and HCI/CSCW.

In the near-term, the technologies and companies to which CDC is applicable may

be limited by the legal rights around data. In other words, while tools (e.g., scraping

software from researchers) and voluntary choices by companies (e.g., Google’s Takeout

service) may make CDC possible today, there are certain contexts in which CDC needs

legal support. In general, laws that give users more agency over the data they helped

to generate will amplify the power of data leverage, whereas laws that make it harder to

have agency over data will do the opposite. Data leverage will especially benefit from

laws that are designed with a focus on the social and collective nature of data creation,

as opposed to a framework of individual data ownership.

Software can complement regulation or support CDC in the absence of regulation.

Designers might create tools that make CDC easier, such as tools that help users collect

their data from web platforms in a format that is easy to share with other companies or

organizations. These tools might look similar to software used to collect data for studies

in social computing and CSCW (e.g. software like data scrapers and scripts that use

APIs to obtain data from sources like Twitter, Wikipedia, Reddit, etc. [289]). There are

also opportunities for technology designers to create tools that help organize and make

visible the impact of CDC. These tools could take inspiration from technologies that
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support collective action (e.g. Zhang et al.’s “WeDo” [437] and Li et al.’s “Out of Site”

[241]), and would aid in scaffolding the CDC process and communicating the impact of

CDC to participants. Indeed, this direction would benefit especially from CSCW research

around coordinating and motivating online groups (including work that has focused on

peer production, e.g. [201, 215, 440, 439]). An additional synergy between the CDC

concept and CSCW research is that CDC is, by its nature, online. Any techniques, tools,

and strategies developed by CSCW researchers for online collective action (activism, peer

production, etc.) might additionally be used to support groups who wish to engage in

CDC. In the same vein, new findings from CSCW that support collective action can likely

be applied to CDC in a straightforward manner.

7.5.2. Ecological validity of simulations

The conceptualization of CDC we simulated is something that users can realistically

engage in today, although data strikes may not feasible in some contexts (e.g. if regulators

do not enforce user requests for data deletion). Thus, our results that correspond to

scenarios in which CDC participants also delete their data can be seen as measuring

how much more effective CDC might be in a world in which large-scale data deletion is

possible (and companies are forced to retrain their models regularly, protecting against

“data laundering” through model parameters). In a very recent case, the Federal Trade

Commission forced a privacy-violating company to delete both facial recognition data and

the model trained using that data; this is a promising precedent for future data strikes

[255].
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An additional ecological validity concern is that expensive-to-train models, e.g. models

that cost up to $245k to train [302], may be completely inaccessible to non-incumbent

companies. Our experiments required repeated retraining of models, forcing us to select

models that are fast to train. However, small challenger companies may also face financial

constraints around model training, so by focusing first on fast-to-train models, we natu-

rally select for approaches that small companies might realistically use. Furthermore, the

datasets we investigated may be of similar size to some, but not all, models in produc-

tion at tech companies. Future work that seeks to make expensive state-of-the-art model

training cheaper could further widen the pool of models that are “CDC viable”.

It is worth noting that some truly enormous models, such as OpenAI’s recent GPT-3

language model, may be simply too expensive to ever study with the simulation approach

we used here [37]. For these models, it may be possible to investigate the efficacy of CDC

and data strikes through alternative approaches, such as “influence” estimation techniques

from the machine learning literature [207, 409].

Finally, an important ecological validity concern is that there may be cases in which

a “Small Co.” and “Large Co.” in the real world compete without offering comparable

ML services, because the absence or presence of an ML service is a selling point (e.g. a

privacy-focused Small Co. that eschews recommendation entirely). For such cases, the

methodological approach of CDC simulation will not be as helpful as an analysis that

focuses on other factors that govern business success.
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7.5.3. Identifying “Acceptable” Performance of ML Models

One approach we used to compare ML tasks was to look at the CDC participation rate

needed to reach reasonable round-number performance thresholds. In practice, there may

be thresholds specific to certain contexts that require looking at traditional ML evaluation

metrics, e.g., perhaps for certain users of a music recommender system, there is a certain

Hit Rate at which they will stop using the recommender. By considering traditional

metrics, it is possible to take such thresholds into account.

Public research that identifies these thresholds, and more generally the relationship

between ML performance and downstream consequences (e.g., how performance impacts

users leaving a platform, how performance maps to profit), will make it easier to plan

CDC (following, for instance, Song et al.’s work on degraded search performance [372]).

If CDC organizers know that DLP of 0.8 (or, returning to our results from ML-10M, an

RMSE of 0.82) is “good enough” for most people, they can use simulations like ours to

estimate what participation rate they need to achieve this DLP.

Studying the relationship between performance and downstream consequences will

likely require proprietary data (especially in the case of performance’s relationship with

revenue). Furthermore, these relationships likely differ across ML tasks. Nonetheless, any

findings in this area could be invaluable for informing CDC.

While offline evaluation metrics like Hit Rate are defined to correlate directly with

revenue generation (i.e. each hit is meant to correspond to revenue), they do not necessarily

correlate with user satisfaction. For the purposes of getting new users to join a competing

platform, this means getting only part of the way towards “best-case” performance may

be more than adequate to give users a satisfying experience.
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7.5.4. Negative Impacts of Data Leverage

For ML technologies that are clearly identifiable as societally beneficial, exerting data

leverage via data strikes good be harmful. Conversely, for technologies that are societally

harmful, exerting data leverage via CDC could be harmful. Of course, the classification

of beneficial vs. harmful technologies requires ongoing discussion, but research has al-

ready begun to identify some cases. Notably, Kulynych, Overdorf and colleagues’ work

on Protective Optimization Technologies provides an overview of various harmful ML

instantiations, including discriminatory facial recognition and credit scoring that create

unjust economic feedback loops [220].

Our results suggest that CDC should be preferred over data strikes for exerting data

leverage against ML operators of societally beneficial technologies. Some ML models di-

rectly impact health and safety outcomes, e.g., ML models that assist doctors or operate

vehicles. For such cases, using data deletion to reduce the performance of a large incum-

bent organization (e.g., a major hospital or transit company) could induce substantial

societal harms (e.g., missed diagnoses or vehicle crashes).

There exist cases in which a. For cases in which a ML model is considered societally

harmful, e.g. discriminatory facial recognition or unjust credit scoring [220], CDC does

not represent a viable option. However, data strikes still face an uphill battle to break

out of the flat region of diminishing returns curves. Our results suggest protest against

such harmful ML models may be best accomplished through working towards regulation,

perhaps in conjunction with data strikes or other types of POTs. Some jurisdictions, like

San Francisco, have already moved towards such regulation, by banning the use of facial

recognition by police [65]. Other jurisdictions might follow this example and directly
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regulate societally harmful technologies for which consumer leverage and data leverage

are not well suited to address.

An additional consideration is that a small CDC beneficiary operating a less-than-ideal

version of a particular technology could also induce harms. To address this possibility, a

set of acceptable performance thresholds could be determined by an external body knowl-

edgeable about task-specific metrics (e.g., a government mandated minimum precision

and recall for a medical model). CDC users seeking to a support a new health start-up

would likely need to contribute enough data for the start-up to meet external standards

before their models could be put into use.

A final consideration is that evidence from economics literature suggests that broader

data sharing may be more desirable from a consumer welfare perspective, as more com-

panies would be able to provide high quality technologies [196]. In the extreme, if every

company is subject to data strikes, AI technologies would broadly suffer. In the oppos-

ing extreme, if every company has access to data from every person in the world, AI

technologies would be very accurate, but privacy would be grossly violated at a global

scale.

7.5.5. Data Sharing by Corporations

We have so far framed our research by considering scenarios in which users collectively

engage in CDC as a way of exerting data leverage against companies. However, firms can

also share data that is broadly useful to other organizations. For instance, a company

interested in social responsibility might release a labeled dataset that is useful for societally

beneficial ML technologies as part of a conscious corporate social responsibility program.
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We’d expect such “corporate CDC” to have similar effectiveness to the CDC we studied

here: if a large company releases 10% of its “toxic comment detection” data, this may be

enough data for other organizations to get 70% of the way towards best case performance

on this task. Looking forward, government programs could even financially incentivize

such open data initiatives as part of an effort to address concerns about the market power

of tech companies.

7.5.6. Limitations and Future Work

In general, while our simulations covered a variety of tasks and we took steps to maximize

the ecological validity of our simulations, there are many opportunities to extend our

data leverage simulations. We used only one high-performing model and hyperparameter

setup for each simulation. This means our results do not represent an upper bound

for the effectiveness of CDC, as Small Co.’s data scientists would likely seek alternate

models or hyperparameters that perform better for small datasets. Furthermore, there

are numerous ML tasks that could be studied using simulation, perhaps with the ultimate

goal of creating a “catalog” of CDC effectiveness. Such a catalog would be useful to

CDC organizers, but also to policymakers interested in incentivizing corporate CDC and

promoting competition around ML.

It is worth nothing that while our DLP definition is critical for allowing us to compare

ML tasks with different evaluation procedures and different data sizes, a weakness of the

DLP definition is that it requires careful selection of a baseline and careful consideration of

what constitutes a “full dataset”. Selecting an extremely weak baseline could make DLP

appear exaggerated. Selecting too small or too large of a “full dataset” size could miss
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important parts of the DLP curve. We addressed these challenges by carefully choosing

comparable baselines for each task (such that the baseline corresponds to a “low-data” or

“no-data” approach that Small Co. might use when it has access to very little data) and

by taking our datasets from prior work.

One way future simulations can zoom in on specific tasks would be to perform simu-

lations that take into account the costs and rewards of successes and errors. Researchers

might estimate the cost of false positives and false negatives, estimate the reward asso-

ciated with successful classification, and calculate the expected total cost or reward for

each organization associated with a given data leverage action (e.g. the cost to Large

Co. and the benefit to Small Co.). This would move towards simulating the downstream

consequences of CDC and data strikes.

Another direction for future data leverage research involves more directly modeling

factors other than data leverage participation rate that facilitate success for businesses

and technologies. In this chapter, we did not address the intricacies of markets, consumer

preferences, the ecosystems in which tech companies operate, or the collective action

processes required to organize data leverage campaigns. Each of these factors will be

important for future work that advances understanding of data leverage.

Beyond simulation, other directions for advancing this research area might involve

in-the-wild experiments and observational studies of users exerting data leverage. This

research might be conducted, at least in part, by organizations directly affected by data

leverage, e.g. companies who are the targets of protest or the beneficiaries of CDC. These

organizations will likely have access to unique data on the effectiveness of data leverage.
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In particular, as mentioned above, data that maps the effects of user-generated data to

downstream consequences like business outcomes will be particularly valuable.

Finally, our experiments looked only at one ML task at a time. Future work should

consider the interplay between datasets and ML tasks. For instance, how does CDC

interact with ML pipelines and datasets that feed into multiple ML systems? Answering

this question will be important for understanding the full effects of CDC and data leverage.

7.6. Conclusion

In this chapter, we proposed and evaluated conscious data contribution, a tactic

the public might use to exert data leverage against tech companies to encourage them

to change their behavior around key issues of interest. CDC entails users making data

contributions aimed at reducing the performance gap between a large incumbent ML

operator that users wish to protest and a small competitor that users wish to support.

Using simulations, we measured the effectiveness of CDC in a variety of ML contexts using

both a new metric called “data leverage power” and traditional ML metrics. Our results

suggest that CDC represents a viable way to reduce the ML performance gap between a

large incumbent and small competitor. We also observe that data deletion can enhance

the effects of CDC, but the overall impact of data deletion is small compared to CDC.

Overall, these results provide early information that inform the growing data leverage and

provide guidance for constituencies interested in CDC.
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CHAPTER 8

Data Leverage Framework

8.1. Introduction

In August 2020, the most valuable five technology companies had a total market cap

of US$7 trillion [300]1. This valuation is driven in part by large models that use data

generated by the public to recommend content, rank search results, and provide many

other services [40, 309, 438, 265]. More generally, lucrative technologies used by many

companies rely on data generated by large groups of people to fulfill critical customer

needs [40, 13, 309] and drive decision-making [41].

The reliance of powerful technologies (and thus powerful companies) on “data la-

bor” [13, 309] by the general public presents an enormous opportunity for the public

to gain more power in its relationship with tech companies. People perform data labor

when they engage in the multitude of interactions with technology that generate data for

firms (e.g. liking, clicking, rating, posting). By leveraging tech companies’ reliance on

their data labor, the public could demand changes on pressing issues [161, 220], such as

diminished privacy [100, 39], the reinforcement of problematic societal biases by AI sys-

tems [2, 107, 283, 220, 7], eroded labor rights [157, 299], environmental harms [348],

content moderation challenges [130], and the current imbalance in how profits from

data-driven technologies are distributed between tech operators and data contributors

1This chapter was originally published as [410].
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[309, 409, 40]. Armed with the knowledge of the importance of data contributions and the

tools to action this knowledge, the public could potentially interfere with recommender

systems, search engines, image classifiers, and other technologies until tech companies

made changes related to these issues.

To capture the power inherent in the public’s data labor, this paper introduces the con-

cept of “data leverage” and discusses how the concept can be made operational. Simply

put, data leverage refers to influence that members of the public have over tech compa-

nies because important computing technologies rely on the public’s data contributions.

Data leverage catalyzes power achieved by harming data-dependent technologies as well

as power achieved by improving alternative data-dependent technologies and thereby cre-

ating increased competition [405]. The concept of data leverage highlights an emergent

theme in the FAccT community and related areas, including human-computer interaction

(HCI), social computing, society and technology studies (STS), machine learning (ML),

and particularly ML research that seeks to advance fairness, justice, and a human-centered

perspective (e.g. [2, 143, 32, 50]). This paper shows that this interdisciplinary lens can

provide a structure for understanding and actioning an almost entirely untapped source

of power that can advance a wide variety of pro-social goals. Our data leverage framework

also highlights opportunities for future research and policy interventions that empower

the public in its relationship with technology companies.

The contributions of this work are to (1) define data leverage, (2) provide a framework

of potential “data levers”, grounded in prior work that has advanced our understanding

of these levers, (3) outline an initial assessment of strengths and weaknesses of each data

lever in the public’s “tool belt”, and (4) highlight how data leverage provides important
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opportunities for research and new policy. Critically, research and policy can amplify

data leverage and, conversely, using data leverage as a lens can raise the stakes for related

research areas and policy discussions. We pay particular attention to factors that might

facilitate the use of data leverage (e.g. policy interventions) or that block groups from

exerting data leverage (drawing on the literature on ”non-use” of technology) [340, 428,

23, 25, 22, 26, 227].

8.1.1. Background and Definitions

Before continuing, we first present formal definitions of data leverage and supporting

concepts. Note that while aiming to be comprehensive, these are working definitions.

Data leverage is an emerging topic in a rapidly moving field, and we aim to advance and

open the discussion around data leverage, not conclude it.

Data leverage: The power derived from computing technologies’ dependence on human-

generated data. Data leverage is exerted when a group influences an organization by

threatening to engage in or directly engaging in data-related actions that harm that or-

ganization’s technologies or help its competitors’ technologies.

Data levers : The specific types of actions that individuals or groups engage in to exert

data leverage. For instance, “data strikes” (see Chapter 6) are one of the data levers we

discuss below and they operate by cutting off the flow of data to tech companies.

8.2. Related Work

In this section, we situate data leverage in relation to the FAccT domain, and then

discuss four additional areas that contribute to the idea of data leverage.
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8.2.1. Data Leverage and FAccT Research

Data leverage emerges in part from work in the broader FAccT community that has

demonstrated the limitations of purely technical approaches to advancing fairness and

justice in computing systems [2, 32, 107, 121, 50]. This large literature emphasizes the

critical roles played by the societal context around computing systems, and has demon-

strated that sociotechnical approaches are often much more powerful than purely technical

approaches. Data leverage can in many ways be understood as a framework that helps

us better understand data-driven technologies through a sociotechnical lens and use that

lens to take action to achieve pro-social outcomes.

Data leverage is more specifically informed by Kulynych et al.’s work that proposed

“Protective Optimization Technologies” (POTs) as a way to address the negative impacts

of algorithmic systems and give agency to those impacted [220]. POTs allow people

to contest or subvert optimization technologies, perhaps adopting techniques from data

poisoning (which we further address below) [220, 393]. Data leverage and POTs are

synergistic concepts, and many POTs enable people to exert data leverage.

8.2.2. Data as Labor

Data leverage is heavily informed by work that views data generated by people using

computing systems as a type of labor. Building on [309], Arrieta Ibarra et al. argue

that data should be considered as labor, not “exhaust” emitted in the process of using

technology, and as such, should be subject to some kind of remuneration [13]. The

relationship between the data-generating public and the companies that benefit from

data is very asymmetric. Not only do people have very little knowledge of — let alone
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agency over — how data they contribute is used, but the economic winnings from powerful

data-dependent technologies are reaped entirely by tech companies [309]. To mitigate this

inequality, Posner and Weyl called for the formation of “data unions”, which allow data

laborers to collectively negotiate with technology companies [309]. Framing data as labor

suggests that the current balance of power — in which users have very little power over

tech companies and the technologies data labor fuels — should be disrupted to avoid

negative societal outcomes and restore agency to data laborers.

The discussion around data labor has inspired work that aims to measure the economic

value of data [406, 408, 207, 265]. One approach has been to look at the relationship

between Wikipedia — the product of data contributions from the public — and real-

world economic outcomes such as tourism and investment [173, 431]. Building on the

data as labor concept, we have investigated how people might withhold or redirect their

data labor to force a data-dependent organization to change its practices.

Scholars working on data feminism — an intersectional feminism-informed lens for

data science — have called for more efforts to make the labor of data science visible,

including the labor of data generation [81]. These scholars argue that the invisible labor

of data science, much like housework, has been hidden from public view and therefore

undervalued [81], and that researchers can begin to shine a light on this labor by studying

and highlighting the processes of data creation (e.g. [70]). In this way, data feminism is

very aligned with the ideas of data leverage; both aim to measure and make people aware

of the value of previously invisible labor and ultimately reshape power imbalances.

In studying data as labor, we must consider several relevant economic properties of

data. Data is nonrival — many firms can have access to the same data at once — which
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has implications for how firms and consumers manage data access [196]. Jones and Tonetti

suggest that government intervention in around “data property rights” may be necessary

to create outcomes that balance privacy and economics gains.

Data leverage must also contend with social nature of data: one user’s data reveals

information about other users. This has major implications for any sort of “data market”

— prices will be depressed, and one person’s choice to share data may harm other’s welfare

[4]. Data markets must also contend with the fact that firms often find unexpected uses

for data [244].

In fact, some recent work has even argued the potential for information given some

people to harms other constitutes “data pollution”, and requires the same regulatory

approaches applied to environmental pollution [29]. We argue that data leverage can help

to take advantage of some of these properties in a way that interventions like data markets

may not be able to.

8.2.3. Data Leverage and Technology Use/Non-Use

The data leverage concept is also informed by work from HCI and STS on technology

“use”, “non-use”, and the spectrum of behaviors in between.

Work from Selwyn and Wyatt called attention to the need to understand people who

do not use new technologies [350, 428]. Most relevant to data leverage, Selwyn documented

that people engage in ideological refusal to use certain technology “despite being able to

do so in practice”. Further calls to study non-use in HCI and STS have been amplified

in the years since [340, 24].
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Use and non-use exist on a spectrum [428, 26]. People face many social and technical

decisions in terms of when they will use, and stop using, a particular technology, and

these decisions lead to many different forms of use and non-use [38, 345, 23]. Recently,

Saxena et al. reviewed the methods for creating typologies to describe the many forms of

use and non-use [343].

Many factors motivate non-use, such as exclusion [428], social capital [227], and so-

cioeconomic factors [22, 26]. Anyone seeking to use data leverage to empower the public

must contend with these factors. Attempts to support data leverage could exclude or

disproportionately benefit certain groups following existing patterns in how technology

excludes and benefits these groups.

One common theme in the non-use literature is that it is not easy for people to

refrain from use when it comes to products that have some benefit in their life, even

if the benefit(s) come with a host of long-term drawbacks. People often speak of their

technology use as a type of addiction, using terms like ‘relapsing” and “withdrawing”

[25, 23]. Challenges also emerge related to the public presentation role of social media

profiles [226]. Even if people stop using a technology, they may not necessarily delete

their data. In studying individuals who left Grindr, a dating app, Brubaker et al. found

that “even among those who deleted the app, only a minority tried to close their accounts

or remove personal data...[putting them] in a paradoxical position of thinking they have

left while their profile — or data — continues on” [38].

The non-use literature also indicates that people engage in protest-related use and

non-use behaviors for reasons relating to privacy, data practices, perceived addiction, and

other issues [23, 25, 242, 380]. Anyone engaging in such behaviors is a potential participant
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in data leverage campaigns. Casemajor et al. and Portwood-Stacer argue separately that

non-participation in digital media can be an explicitly political action[47, 308]. Li et al.

conducted a survey to better understand “protest users”, or people who stop or change

their use of tech to protest tech companies[242]. The results suggested that there is a

large number of people interested in protest use: half of respondents were interested in

becoming protest users of a company, and 30% were already engaged in protest use.

An important related lens is that of “refusal”. Focusing on bioethics, Benjamin makes

the case that broad support of “informed refusal” provides a means of developing a justice-

oriented paradigm of science and technology [30]. In practice, people who engage in

informed refusal are engaging in a political form of non-use, and thereby data leverage.

Building on Benjamin’s work, Cifor et al. and Garcia et al. describe how the notion of

“critical refusal” informed by feminist scholars can be used improve practices around data

[120, 58].

Overall, understanding non-use is helpful in understanding the potential impact of

data leverage. As we will discuss below, data leverage raises the stakes of non-use: in

some potential cases, giving non-users more power and in other cases excluding non-users.

8.2.4. Data Leverage and ML Research

Understanding the full potential of data leverage requires deep engagement with machine

learning literature. Two relevant areas of ML research are those that answer questions

around (1) the effectiveness of adversarial attacks on data-dependent systems and (2) the

relationship between a system’s performance and changes to underlying data.
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There is a large literature that considers the case of adversaries attempting to attack

ML systems (e.g. [20, 305, 31, 355, 354, 376, 224, 236, 148, 54, 275, 109, 239]). In

early work on adversarial ML, Barreno et al. developed a taxonomy of attacks on ML

systems [20]. They focused in particular on attacks in which an adversary “mis-trains”

a system, which is called data poisoning. Data poisoning attacks against many types

of ML systems have been studied in detail [20, 305, 31, 355, 354, 376]. A type of data

poisoning attack that is particularly relevant to the work in this chapter is the “shilling”

attack, which involves “lying” to a recommender system so that a system recommends

certain products favored by the attacker [224]. Accordingly, much work has been done on

counteracting shilling (e.g. [236, 148, 54, 275]), which may be of concern to groups who

want to use shilling-style data poisoning attacks to exert data leverage as we describe

below. Researchers have also explored advanced “data poisoning” techniques that use

sophisticated methods to optimally harm ML systems [109, 239], which can be much

more effective than unsophisticated attacks (e.g. providing random or average ratings to

many items [224]).

Data leverage raises the stakes of the already high-stakes adversarial ML domain.

This paper highlights how adversarial techniques, such as data poisoning, are not just

relevant to issues of security and privacy, but also to the power dynamics between users

and tech companies. While some recent work in adversarial ML has taken a political lens

and highlighted real world examples of how adversarial ML can create socially desirable

outcomes [7], most of the literature takes a strictly security-oriented lens.

The literature on the relationship between the amount of training data a model has

access to and model performance is also highly relevant to data leverage. Many authors
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have found diminishing returns of additional data across many contexts and algorithms

(e.g. [55, 80, 112, 169]), and some have studied techniques to address diminishing returns

[34]. These findings are informative as to how effective data leverage can be.

8.2.5. Data Leverage and Data Activism

This paper builds on the literature that explores how the public can change practices of

the technology industry. Data activism is a relatively new form of civic participation in

response to tech companies’ pervasive role in public life [17].

Currently, data activism encompasses practices that affect technology design, develop-

ment, and deployment [271]. Data leverage can be seen as a subset of data activism with

a specific focus on empowering the public to influence the performance of data-dependent

technologies. Milan and Van der Velden provided a typology of data activism that further

illustrated the specialized activities in this space — proactive and reactive data activism

[271]. Proactive data activism refers to activists directly influencing software develop-

ment or databases through open source projects or collaborating with institutions. A

particularly relevant data activism initiative is the open data movement, which aims

to democratize information that is currently only accessible to the state or businesses

[149]. For example, Baack studied an open data project in Finland and highlighted the

intermediary role of data activists between the public and operators of data-dependent

technologies [17]. On the other hand, reactive data activism entails activists acting against

data-collecting entities through adversarial behaviors such as employing encryption. Data

leverage includes both types of data activism.
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Data Lever
Name

Short Definition Examples

Data Strike withholding or delet-
ing data

leaving a platform, installing privacy
tools

Data Poisoning contributing harmful
data

inputting fake data in user profile,
clicking randomly, manipulating im-
ages

Conscious Data
Contribution

contributing data to a
competitor

switching to a new search engine,
transferring photos to a new plat-
form

Table 8.1. The three data levers in our framework, short definitions for
each, and several examples of each.

Equipped with the knowledge and expertise to understand data’s role in computing,

researchers can provide the public with valuable information to identify and employ effec-

tive data leverage practices. Work on data activism has unveiled a rich space to improve

data practices [68]. In particular, Lehtiniemi and Ruckenstein called for “linking knowl-

edge production to data activism practice” to gain a comprehensive understanding of

data’s role in the public sphere [238].

8.3. Framework

In this section, we describe our framework for data leverage in detail . The framework

— and this section — is organized around the three data levers we identified. For each

lever, we first define the lever and any variants, and do so grounded in past work viewed

through our data leverage lens. We then provide practical examples of each data lever

and describe the likely factors that will govern the effectiveness of the lever. Table 8.1

lists the data levers, their definitions, and several examples of each.
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8.3.1. Data Strikes

The first of the data levers we will consider are data strikes. Data strikes involve a

person withholding or deleting data to reduce the amount of data an organization has

available to train and operate data-dependent technologies. Although the term data

strike is relatively new, the concept builds on the well-studied practices of stopping or

changing technology use as a form of protest, as discussed in Related Work. For instance,

groups have participated in prominent boycotts against companies like Facebook and Uber

[351, 144]. In another example, people use ad blocking software to deprive companies of

data about the success of their ad placements [43].

8.3.1.1. Data Strike Variants. The most basic form of a data strike is a withholding-

based data strike. In some cases, users can withhold data by reducing or stopping their

technology use, or by continuing to use a technology with privacy-protection tools (e.g.

tracking blockers [260]). In jurisdictions that allow people to delete their past data (us-

ing laws like the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and California Consumer

Privacy Act (CCPA) [415, 339]), users can also engage in deletion-based data strikes. The

effectiveness of such strikes will depend on how well regulations can force companies to

regularly retrain or delete their models (so as to remove weights learned using now-deleted

data). There is some precedent from the U.S. that model deletion can be enforced: in

2021, the Federal Trade Commission forced a company to delete both customer photos

and the facial recognition models trained on the photos [255].

Data strikes can be further categorized based on their coordination requirements.

Data strikes (and ther other data levers we will describe below) are likely possible with-

out serious coordination, given the success of hashtag activism [186] and other forms of
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online collective action that operate without central leadership [259]. For instance, people

wanting to start an informally-organized data strike might simply make a call for others

to delete as much data as they are willing. However, “targeted” [20] data strikes have the

potential for a group of data strikers to achieve disproportionate impact [407]. Follow-

ing Barreno et al.’s definition of targeted attacks on ML systems, a targeted data strike

might encourage participants to delete specific data points or recruit particularly valuable

participants. For example, data strikers could try to reduce performance for a specific

genre of movie recommendations, while leaving performance for other genres untouched

[407]. Leaders might also recruit specific users to join their data strike – power users have

disproportionate influence on systems [425, 424, 104] and withholding or deleting their

data may be more impactful.

8.3.1.2. What Do Data Strikes Look Like in Practice? To understand what data

strikes will look like, we can gain insight from the non-use literature described above.

An individual that chooses to use a platform less frequently or avoid a feature of that

platform reduces the amount of data they help to generate. In this way, a person’s choices

about use and non-use affect how much data that person generates. Research in the use

and non-use domain has provided empirical examples of what could be conceptualized as

data strikes against Facebook and Twitter [23, 25, 22, 26, 345, 308].

Privacy and surveillance research also lends itself to uncovering privacy-focused be-

haviors that can be seen as data strikes. One prominent example is that many people

use anti-tracking browser extensions that limit the amount of data online trackers collect

[242, 260, 43]. Studies on algorithm transparency also provide evidence suggesting that

people engage with data strike-like behaviors because of dissatisfaction with algorithmic
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system opacity, such as ceasing producing reviews for review platforms [105, 106]. Addi-

tionally, research on online communities presented case studies of both Reddit moderators

and community members striking by disabling and leaving their communities [261, 281].

8.3.1.3. How Can Data Strikes Be Effective? A data strike can be evaluated based

on the importance of the data that “goes missing” in terms of how that data affects

relevant data-dependent systems. Said another way, does the missing data noticeably

degrade a system’s performance, move a classifier’s decision boundary (or hyperplane,

etc.) in a meaningful way, or otherwise change outputs?

To understand the effectiveness of data strikes, researchers and strike leaders might

look to research on data scaling and learning curves, which describes the relationship

between ML performance and the amount of data available for training (e.g. [55, 80, 112,

169]). Findings from this literature could be used to predict the effectiveness of a strike,

as in prior work which explicitly simulated data strikes [407, 405].

If researchers have shown a model needs a certain number of observations in its training

set to be effective (e.g. [55]), data strike organizers could use that research to guide their

strike, for instance by setting a goal for participant recruitment.

In summary, data strikes are a data lever available to anyone who can withhold or

delete their data. While a new concept, research in HCI, privacy, machine learning, and

related fields can help us to understand what data strikes will look like and how effective

they might be.
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8.3.2. Data Poisoning

A data poisoning attack is an adversarial attack that inserts inaccurate or harmful training

data into a data-dependent technology, thereby encouraging the model to perform poorly

[20]. While data strikes harm performance by reducing the amount of available data, data

poisoning harms performance by providing a technology with data that was created with

the intention of thwarting the technology. A relatively accessible way that users can engage

in data poisoning is simply by leveraging standard technology features in a deceptive

manner. For instance, someone who dislikes pop music might use an online music platform

to play a playlist of pop music when they step away from their device with the intention

of “tricking” a recommender system into using their data to recommend pop music to

similar pop-hating users. Other straightforward examples include the coordinated effort

to create sexually explicit Google search results for former U.S. Senator Rick Santorum’s

name [129] and coordinated campaigns to use fake reviews to promote certain products

[224]. As we will describe below, very sophisticated variants of data poisoning that draw

on state-of-the-art machine learning research are also possible.

8.3.2.1. Data Poisoning Variants. Data poisoning is familiar to the ML community

through adversarial ML (see e.g [20, 305, 31, 355, 354, 376]) and obfuscation (see e.g.

[39, 176]). This means data poisoning organizers can benefit from the knowledge produced

through this body of research.

There are many ways an individual alone can engage in data poisoning. The tech-

niques for obfuscation described by Brunton and Nissenbaum are accessible means of

data poisoning for individuals. For instance, users might trade accounts (drawing on

Brunton and Nissenbaum) or fill in parts of their profile with fake information [56]. As
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another example, past work has studied attacks that involve following certain Twitter

users to throw off Twitter’s profiling [279]. These approaches are generally available to

an individual acting alone.

The distinction between coordinated data poisoning attacks and uncoordinated attacks

is important. Typically, adversarial ML papers frame data poisoning as a contest between

a single attacker (which could be an organization) and a defender/victim. In a coordinated

data poisoning attack, however, the attacker is an organized collective.

To execute a coordinated data poisoning attack, it will be necessary to find the ap-

propriate technique for a particular technology. Organizers can look to taxonomies in the

adversarial ML literature to see what knowledge an attacker requires and what specific

systems are vulnerable to attacks [20, 305].

Shilling attacks are a data poisoning variant that focuses on manipulating specific

system outcomes rather than general performance degradation [224, 236, 148]. Unlike

other poisoning attacks, this type of data leverage manipulates a system to favorably

recommend a product that may not actually be high in quality or popularity, i.e. putting

“lipstick on a pig”. Shilling can be defended against with systems that identify and remove

fraudulent or false reviews [292, 243], but these systems themselves may be vulnerable to

data poisoning and data strikes.

As with other forms of data leverage, data poisoning applies more generally to any

data-dependent technology, not just to ML systems. For instance, Tahmasebian et al.

provide a taxonomy of data poisoning attacks against crowdsourcing-based “truth infer-

ence” systems [383], e.g. a system that aims to use crowdsourced data to ascertain the
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true number of cars on a road. Generally, any system that makes or uses estimates about

a population can be compromised by sampling poisoned data.

8.3.2.2. What Does Data Poisoning Look Like in Practice? Almost any data-

driven technology is vulnerable to deceptive interactions from users, and there are numer-

ous ways to engage in data poisoning in practice. In the wild, there are a wide range of

behaviors that constitute data poisoning attacks. Examples include Uber and Lyft drivers

providing false information about their availability [237] and internet-browsing user using

software to automatically click ads [176].

The most accessible form of data poisoning involves a person using technology in

a deceptive manner, e.g. by lying about their personal attributes, watching videos they

dislike, or searching for content they are not interested in. They might even use deception-

support tools like the location-spoofing software conceptualized by Van Kleek et al. to

engage in “computationally-mediated pro-social deception” [399].

By combining findings and tools from HCI and ML, more complex forms of data

poisoning may be possible. Users might employ tools like browser extensions (following

Li et al. [241] and Howe and Nissenbaum [176]) or web platforms (following [437]) that

help them participate in coordinated data poisoning with sophisticated means of produc-

ing poisoned data (e.g. [355, 109]). For instance, one could imagine a data poisoning

platform, modeled on existing social computing platforms [215], that provides users with

bespoke poisoned data that they can contribute to a data poisoning attack. In such

a platform, users could upload images poisoned with pixel-level manipulation to spoof

image recognition systems, or take suggestions of content to interact with so as to fool

recommender systems.
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“Data poisoners” might even take inspiration from recent research on what are known

as “adversarial evasion attacks” [355], attacks that help users protect their own images

from facial recognition systems (i.e. “evade” the system [305]). Shan et al. show that their

tool, Fawkes, can imperceptibly alter images so that state-of-the-art facial recognition

cannot recognize the altered images [355]. Such tools might be adapted for data poisoning

purposes.

8.3.2.3. How can Data Poisoning be Effective? There are several reasons to believe

data poisoning might be a powerful source of data leverage. Recent work on sophisticated

data poisoning suggests that very small amounts of poisoned data (e.g. using less than 1%

of a training set in work from Geiping et al. [123], using 3% of a training set in work from

Steinhardt et al. [376]) can meaningfully change the performance of a classifier. Even

unsophisticated data poisoning (e.g. playing music one does not actually enjoy) by a

majority of users could so completely poison a dataset as to make it unusable.

Progress in adversarial ML could actually end up reducing the public’s poisoning-based

data leverage, in which case non-poisoning data levers would become more important.

Fundamentally, data poisoners are engaging in a contest with data scientists. This means

any data poisoning technique runs the risk of becoming outdated — if a company’s data

scientists find or invent a defense, the public might lose leverage [376, 355].

Another interesting outcome of data poisoning is its potential conversion to a data

strike. In the case where an organization can detect and delete poisoned data, data

poisoning reduces to a data strike. Detectable data poisoning could even be used to

replicate a deletion-based data strike. For instance, search engine users could use data

poisoning tools such as AdNauseum [176] — which clicks all ads in a user’s browser — to
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effectively make their ad click data useless, forcing the search engine operator to delete

it.

In general, to harm a tech company, data poisoning involves deception and requires

affecting the experiences of other users of a platform. Consider someone who lies on a

dating site, a surprisingly common phenomenon [154, 390]. The user may protect their

privacy, but will also poison their own recommendations (e.g. for romantic partners) and

make others’ dating experiences worse off. The same logic applies to recommendations

for friends, videos, and other goods.

A critical challenge for data leverage will be navigating ethical and legal challenges

around when data poisoning is acceptable [399, 39, 355, 123]. Whether a particular

instance of poisoning is interpreted to be political dissidence or sabotage depends on the

society where it is enacted and on case-by-case specifics. For instance, in some cases

existing laws around computer abuse or fraud may come into play, such as the United

States’ Computer Fraud and Abuse Act (CFAA) [1, 181].

8.3.3. Conscious Data Contribution

The above tactics operate by harming, or threatening to a harm, a given data-dependent

technology. However, there are cases for which harmful tactics are not a good fit. For

instance, perhaps users do not have the regulatory support needed to delete past data

[411] or a new technique for detecting poisoned data foils their poisoning attack. Harm-

ful tactics may also be undesirable because an organization’s technologies may actively

provide benefits to others (e.g. a ML model that is well known to improve accessibility

outcomes).
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“Conscious data contribution” (CDC) [405] is a promising alternative to harm-based

data leverage. In CDC, instead of deleting, withholding, or poisoning data, people give

their data to an organization that they support to increase market competition as a

source of leverage. People using CDC for data leverage are similar to people engaging

in “political consumption” [210], but instead of voting with their wallet, they vote with

their data. An exciting aspect of CDC is that while small data strikes struggle to put a

dent in large-data technologies because of diminishing returns, CDC by a small group of

users takes advantage of diminishing returns and provide a competitor with a large boost

in performance. We return to this point later in our assessment of data levers.

8.3.3.1. CDC Variants. Variants of CDC closely mirror variants of data strikes because

CDC in a sense is the inverse of data strikes — where data strikes take, CDC gives.

The easiest way to engage in CDC is to simply start using another technology with

the intention of producing useful data for the organization that operates the technology.

Sometimes, these CDC campaigns may also involve a data strike if a user moves from one

platform to another, for example abandoning Google and moving to DuckDuckGo.

In jurisdictions where data portability laws [297] require that companies allow users

to download their data, users can engage in CDC by downloading data from a target

organization and contributing it to the organization’s competitor. Many services already

allow users to download or otherwise access some of their data contributions, but the

usefulness of currently exportable data to other companies remains to be seen [187].

Similarly to how coordinated data strikes and data poisoning might seek to hurt a

particular aspect of a technology, coordinated CDC can enhance specific aspects of a

technology’s capabilities. In a coordinated CDC campaign, organizers might instruct
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participants to donate specific types of data, or organizers might seek out specific people

to join a campaign, in an effort to focus on contributions towards a specific goal. For

instance, in the recommendation context, CDC leaders might seek out comedy movies

fans to contribute data to a comedy movie recommender, instead of trying to solicit data

about every movie genre. Recommender system researchers have shown that allowing

users to filter out their old data could actually improve recommendations [420], so CDC

participants could even use filtering to further target their data contributions.

The idea of CDC has complex relationships with various proposals for “data markets”

[4, 191], which are designed to give people the ability to sell data that they generate. While

data markets allow users to participate in a form of CDC by giving them choices about

to whom they will sell data, people may prioritize their personal economic incentives over

attempts to gain leverage. A major issue with CDC via data markets is the fact that any

data with a social component often has information about more than one person[29, 4],

which could make it legally and ethically tricky to handle data via markets.

8.3.3.2. What Does CDC Look Like in Practice? As mentioned above, providing

data to online platforms can be a form of Conscious Data Contribution if users aim to

increase the performance of these technologies relative to their competitors. As such,

there are many existing examples of what CDC might look like in practice.

Cases in which users switch platforms provide one set of examples. In 2015, many

Reddit users expressed dissatisfaction with the platform and eventually migrated to al-

ternative platforms such as Voat and Snapzu [281]. In doing so, these users performed an

act of CDC, explicitly supporting Reddit’s competitors. Past work suggests that migra-

tions are an especially likely form of CDC, because an individual user’s choice to move
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platforms as part of a CDC campaign may lead to people in the user’s social network also

migrating [119, 221]. Where social networks create friction against data strikes, they can

help to drive CDC.

Many research initiatives involve collecting volunteered data, which in certain cases

could provide opportunities for CDC. In Silva et al.’s study, people contributed data about

their Facebook political ads to researchers for monitoring and auditing purposes [363].

While research studies on their own are not necessarily CDC (though they could be, if

the research helps support competitive data-driven technologies), they can often provide

a good example of how CDC might be implemented.

Other types of data sharing and generation can also be CDC. For instance, the “data

donation” concept explored in the context of data ethics [310] could be used for CDC. In

some cases participation in human computation [313], crowdsourcing systems, and other

social computing platforms [215] could qualify as CDC. For example, under our definition,

people who choose to contribute data to protein-folding games could be engaging in a form

of CDC [98], with the potential to exert leverage against other organizations that benefit

from protein folding models.

8.3.3.3. How Can CDC Be Most Effective? CDC has a lower barrier to entry than

data strikes and data poisoning because it is possible to engage in CDC without completely

stopping use of an existing technology. Despite this advantage, a critical question for any

CDC effort will be how much leverage “helping a competitor” exerts on the target. For

instance, a group of CDC users might be able to successfully improve the ML technologies

of a small startup that is competing with a major platform. However, even with improved

data-driven technologies, other factors like access to capital and switching costs for users
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might prevent the startup from competing effectively with the original target of leverage,

thus reducing the chance that the original target changes their practices. In some cases,

standing up a viable competitor that has better practices could be the end goal of a CDC

campaign, even if does not directly harm another company. By supporting a new viable

contender, CDC participants can effectively change the overall relationship between the

public and technology companies.

Like data strikes, a key determinant of the effectiveness of CDC will be the level of

participation. The more people that participate in CDC, the more powerful it will become,

and the degree of effectiveness can be estimated using ML findings and methods as we

discuss below. A critical distinction between data strikes and CDC is that while small

data strikes may struggle to escape the flat portion of ML learning curves, CDC by a small

group can actually provide a huge boost in ML performance to a small organization. We

expand on this comparison in the following Assessment section.

8.4. Assessing Data Levers

In this section, we use three axes to evaluate strengths and weaknesses of each data

lever: the barrier-to-entry to use a data lever, how ethical and legal considerations might

complicate the use of a data lever, and finally the potential impact of each data lever.

Table 8.2 contains a brief summary of our assessments.

8.4.1. Barriers to Entry

In general, CDC has the lowest barrier to entry of the data levers we identified. This is

because CDC does not require stopping or changing the use of existing technologies, which
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Table 8.2. Summary of key points from our assessment of data levers.

Data
Lever

Barriers to Entry Legal and Ethical
Considerations

Potential Impact

Data
Strike

moderate: non-use is
challenging; hurts par-
ticipating users; need
for privacy tools

lower : need privacy
laws to delete data;
harming tech may be
undesirable

moderate: small group
has small effect; large
group can have huge
impact

Data Poi-
soning

higher :
time/effort/bandwidth
costs; may require ML
knowledge; may
require extra coordi-
nation

higher : potentially il-
legal; harming tech
may be undesirable;
inherently deceptive

moderate: small group
can have huge effects;
if caught, “reduces”
to a strike; constant
arms race

Conscious
Data Con-
tribution

lower : can continue
using existing tech

moderate: potential to
improve harmful tech-
nologies, privacy con-
cerns of sharing data

moderate: small group
can have large effects,
large group faces di-
minishing

prior work discussed above indicates can be challenging (e.g. [23, 25, 345]). A person can

continue using existing technologies operated by an organization against which they want

to exert leverage while engaging in CDC [196, 405]. The main barriers to transfer-based

CDC are regulatory and technical. Do laws help people transfer their data [297] and do

tools exist to make data transfer realistic?

The barriers to entry for data strikes are more substantial then those for CDC and less

substantial than those for data poisoning. While participating in a data strike disrupts

a user’s access to online platforms, strikes do not necessarily force a user to stop using

a platform like a traditional boycott would. For instance, a user who relies on Facebook

to communicate with family members could stop engaging with sponsored content on

Facebook but continue messaging their family members. An Amazon user might continue

buying products but stop leaving ratings and reviews. An important downside of data

strikes is that they hurt the performance of technologies for participating users. By
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cutting off data contributions, an individual often reduces their own ability to benefit

from a system. The effect of a data strike will almost always be most pronounced on the

strike participants (see Chapter 6).

The barriers to entry for each data lever are also contingent on the bandwidth available

to potential participants and any potential data caps or data charges they have. Data

strikes are likely the least limited by bandwidth (although striking against an Internet

provider, e.g. Facebook Free Basics, could be challenging [352]). In places where the

Internet is easy to access and has relatively high data caps, poisoning data by letting music

stream for hours or actively manipulating multimedia may be accessible. In contrast,

in places where Internet access is limited [86], poisoning data may be difficult if not

impossible. Similar dynamics likely will apply to CDC: data caps could stifle efforts to

engage in CDC.

Many of the barriers to entry discussed above are not equally distributed across differ-

ent populations, and this means that different populations likely have differing access to

data leverage. For instance, with regards to data poisoning, the time available to expend

the necessary effort and/or the skills necessary to do so will limit the ability of many

populations to engage in data poisoning. Those most positioned to perform data poison-

ing attacks are ML researchers, technologists, and others with strong technical skills, an

already relatively privileged group. Nonetheless, members of this group could use their

powerful position for the benefit of people without these advantages (there is precedent

of tech worker organizing along these lines, e.g. https://techworkerscoalition.org).

Turning to coordination, data leverage campaigns will differ in their coordination

needs, with greater coordination requirements raising the barrier to entry for all three

https://techworkerscoalition.org
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data levers. Large-scale data leverage is possible without formal organization: boycotts

using Twitter hashtags provide real-world examples [186]. However, certain data levers

require especially well-coordinated effort to see impact, e.g. sophisticated data poisoning

[109].

8.4.2. Legal and Ethical Considerations

Data leverage organizers may face legal and ethical challenges. Withholding-based data

strikes face the fewest of these challenges. These data strikes require almost no regulatory

support as users can simply cease using platforms (keeping in mind the differential barrier

to entry concerns discussed above). Deletion-based data strikes require a right to deletion

and a guarantee that companies are not data laundering by retaining model weights

trained on old data [255].

The legality of data poisoning is likely to remain an open question, and interdisci-

plinary work between computer scientists and legal scholars will be critical to understand

the legal viability of data poisoning as a type of data leverage (and to do so in different

jurisdictions). Arguments about the ethics of obfuscation (which itself can be a form of

data poisoning) raised by Brunton and Nissenbaum apply directly to the use of all types

of data poisoning [39]. Participants must contend with the potential effects of dishonesty,

wastefulness, and other downstream effects of data poisoning. For instance, there are

many harms that could stem from poisoning systems that improve accessibility, block

hate speech, or support medical decision-making.

Interesting legal and ethical questions also emerge around CDC. Notably, if a certain

data-driven technology is fundamentally harmful and no version of it can meaningful
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reduce harms (as can be argued for e.g. certain uses of facial recognition [2, 121]), CDC

will effectively be neutralized.

Another challenge specific to CDC is that there is the potential that data contributions

by one person might violate the privacy of others, as data is rarely truly “individual” [4,

29]. For instance, genetic data about one individual may reveal attributes about their

family, while financial data may reveal attributes about their friends. On the legal front,

CDC often requires either regulatory support in the form of data portability laws or data

export features from tech companies.

8.4.3. Potential Impact

Data strikes and data poisoning harm data-dependent technologies, while CDC improves

the performance of a data-dependent technology that can then compete with the tech-

nology that is the target of data leverage. We can measure potential impact in terms of

performance improvement/degradation, as well as downstream effects (e.g. performance

degradation leads to users leaving a platform). Ultimately, we are interested in how likely

a data lever is to successfully change an organization’s behavior with regards to the goals

of the data leverage effort, e.g. making changes related to economic inequality, privacy,

environmental impact, technologies that reinforce bias, etc.

ML performance exhibits diminishing returns; in general, for a particular task, a sys-

tem can only get so accurate even with massive increases in available data. As such, when

an organization accumulates a sufficient amount of data and begins to receive diminishing

returns from new data, that organization is not very vulnerable to small data strikes. Such
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strikes will — broadly speaking — only unwind these diminishing marginal returns. To a

company with billions of users, a (relatively) small data strike simply may not matter.

The potential impact of data poisoning is also enormous: a large-scale data poisoning

attack could render a dataset completely unusable. This approach is also appealing for

bargaining: a group could poison some data contributions, and make some demand in

return for the “antidote”. However, the enormous corporate interest in detecting data

poisoning means that the would-be poisoners face a constant arms race with operators of

targeted technologies. In the worst case scenario, they will be caught, their poisoned data

deleted, and the end effect will be equivalent to a data strike.

CDC campaigns, which improve technology performance, operate in the opposite di-

rection of data strikes. Small-scale CDC could be high impact: about 20% of the users of

a system could help a competitor get around 80% of the best-case performance [405]. On

the other hand, once returns begin to diminish, the marginal effect of additional people

engaging in CDC begins to fall.

Given the current evidence, we believe that the data levers we described have a place

in the tool belt of those seeking to change the relationship between tech companies and

the public. A critical challenge for data leverage researchers will be identifying the correct

tool for a specific job. Based on the technologies a target organization uses, a realistic

estimate of how many people might participate in data leverage, and knowledge about

the resources available to participants, which data lever is most effective?
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8.5. Discussion

In this section, we discuss questions associated with data leverage that lie beyond

the bounds of our current framework. We first discuss the key question of who might

expect to benefit from data leverage, and highlight how data leverage might backfire.

Next, we summarize key opportunities for researchers, particularly those working in or

around FAccT topics. Finally, we summarize opportunities for policy that can amplify

and augment data leverage.

8.5.1. Who Benefits from Data Leverage?

Researchers, practitioners, activists, policymakers and others interested in studying, sup-

porting, or amplifying data leverage to reduce power imbalances must contend with un-

equal access to data leverage. As discussed above, there is strong reason to expect that

inequalities in access to data leverage mirror known patterns in access to technology and

other sources of power more generally [2]. However, our framework suggests that data poi-

soning and CDC in particular might allow small groups to have disproportionate impacts.

A group of users with needs not currently met by existing technologies might engage in

CDC to support a competitor to existing tech companies, or use sophisticated data poi-

soning techniques that require coordination and knowledge, but not mass participation.

Researchers can play an active and critical role by developing tools and promoting policy

that widely distributes the ability to participate in data leverage efforts and receive ben-

efits from data leverage. Future work may also need to contend with the possibility of

organizations counteracting data leverage, e.g. removing access to publicly available data

to maintain a dominant market position.
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8.5.2. Data Leverage and Data in the Commons

Many lucrative data-dependent technologies rely on “commons” data (e.g. Wikipedia and

OpenStreetMap) in addition to the largely proprietary types of data we have discussed

so far (e.g. interaction data, rating data). The same is largely true for a variety of data

sources that are privately-owned but are a sort of de facto commons for many purposes

(e.g. Reddit data, public Twitter posts). Examples of commons-dependent technologies

include large language models (e.g. [37]), search engines (e.g. [408, 265, 404]), and

a variety of geographic technologies (e.g. [194]). Commons datasets have also been

instrumental to the advancement of ML research (e.g.[27, 95]).

How can we view the widespread dependence on commons datasets through the lens

of data leverage? Adopting a narrow perspective, all three data levers can certainly be

employed using data in the commons. In fact, doing so might be a very effective way

of exerting data leverage against a large number of data-dependent technologies at once.

For instance, through poisoning (i.e. vandalizing) Wikipedia, one can negatively affect

a wide variety of Wikipedia-dependent technologies including Google Search, Bing, and

Siri [408, 265, 404]. Indeed, this has already been done with humorous intent a number

of times (e.g. [423]). One could similarly imagine organizing a “data strike” of sorts in

Wikipedia or OpenStreetMap that sought to ensure that a certain type of information

does not appear in these datasets.

That said, from a broader perspective, it is very likely that data poisoning and data

strikes using commons data will do substantially more harm than good. For instance, a

concerted effort to vandalize (i.e. poison) Wikipedia will cause substantial damage: it

would harm Wikipedia readers across the world and would affect technologies operated
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by non-targeted organizations in addition to those operated by targeted ones. A similar

case could be made for most data strikes.

CDC in the context of commons data presents a more complex set of considerations.

Indeed, contributing to a commons dataset like Wikipedia can in some ways be understood

as a type of CDC as it helps smaller organizations as well as larger ones. However, an

important consideration here is that the ability to make use of commons datasets in

data-driven technologies is gated by capital. A salient example is GPT-3, OpenAI’s high-

profile language model that uses training data from sources like Wikipedia and Reddit

[37]. The unprecedented computing power needed to train GPT-3 highlights how the data

labor that improves Wikipedia and Reddit can disproportionately benefit organizations

with enormous resources. An unfortunate reinforcing dynamic regarding data leverage

and commons data thus emerges: while a huge number of organizations and individuals

stand to be harmed by any sort of poisoning attack or strike on commons data, large and

wealthy firms often stand to benefit disproportionately from improvements to these data.

Future work that focuses on efficient training, smaller models, and related goals can help

to mitigate this particular concern. Similarly, efforts to open-source models themselves

(e.g. share model weights) could also help.

8.5.3. Can Data Leverage Research Backfire?

We have presented data leverage as a means to empower the public to address concerns

around computing systems that exacerbate power imbalances and create negative societal

outcomes. However, research, tools, and policy intended to help data leverage achieve

these goals could do the opposite by empowering groups to perpetuate inequalities and,
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therefore, achieve socially harmful outcomes. For instance, hate groups take advantage

of “data voids” in search engines to engage in what can be understood as data poison-

ing attacks by inserting hateful content and influencing model development [133]. Why

wouldn’t these groups also try to use other types of data leverage for similar ends?

There are no clear-cut ways to eliminate these risks, but there are steps that data

leverage researchers can take to avoid a “backfire” outcome. When designing tools to

support data leverage, designers might consider heuristic preventative design from Li

et al. [241] and try to make harmful uses of a technology more challenging. For instance,

a data poisoning tool might only help users poison certain types of images known to be

important to a particular company or technology. Designers should also consider the

principles of data feminism [58, 120], including those that emphasize challenging existing

hierarchies, embracing pluralism and context, and making labor visible.

8.5.4. Research Opportunities for Data Leverage

The concept of data leverage presents exciting research opportunities for many fields.

Researchers in FAccT, ML, HCI, STS and related areas in particular have unique oppor-

tunities to amplify data leverage.

Data leverage presents a new way of exerting pressure on corporations to make im-

portant changes. Most relevant to the FAccT community, this might involve exerting

leverage so that a tech company stops the use of a harmful algorithm [220], or pushing

for new economic relationships between data contributors and AI operators in which the

benefits of AI are shared more broadly (see Chapter 9). Data leverage thus presents a

novel avenue for researchers to actively pursue pro-social research roles and goals [2].
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There is enormous potential to support data leverage with ML research methods.

Using simulations and small-scale experiments, future work could build a catalog of results

that activists could draw on to make predictions about the effectiveness of a particular

data lever in a particular context, such as “if we get x participants to engage in a data

strike against technology y, we can expect to bring down the accuracy of technology

by z%, which will likely be enough to encourage company c to make the changes we are

demanding”. As data leverage becomes more mainstream, there may also be opportunities

to study real-world examples and answer key questions such as: What are the downstream

effects on revenue, user retention, and actual changes in company behavior?

Future design work could build upon the collective action literature and develop tools

to coordinate efforts to use data leverage. For example, because collective action’s progress

is often opaque to individual participants and this can negatively impact engagement,

future work may adopt tactics from “boycott-assisting technologies” [241] and display

the impact of the public’s data strike or poisoning (e.g. this technology has lost 3% of

data). Such tools could also support automating data strikes or data poisoning, similar

to AdNauseam Howe and Nissenbaum, to lower the barrier to entry for the public.

In addition to data strikes and poisoning, the computing community can also sup-

port CDC by addressing data compatibility and portability issues across platforms and

technologies. Data generated by users are often highly platform- and/or technology-

dependent. For example, ratings for the same restaurant or hotel may vary significantly

across review platforms [105, 240]. Directly transferring data from one technology to

another as an act of CDC may run into compatibility issues and even negatively affect

the recipient’s performance. There is a need for researchers and practitioners to develop
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software that automatically translates data generated using one technology into data can

truly benefit another technology to maximize the success of CDC-based approaches.

Researchers should also seek to better understand the full set of societal impacts that

would result from the widespread use of data leverage. As we have discussed above, we

hypothesize that the direct effects of actioning data leverage will often involve broadly

positive societal impacts, e.g. improved privacy, better distribution of the economic ben-

efits from AI systems, more democratic governance of AI systems. However, the second-

and greater-order effects of these changes are more difficult to assess, and even some

direct effects may be negative in some cases as highlighted previously. More generally,

data leverage defines a pathway to altering power structures in the current computing

paradigm. Alterations of power structures in such a complex sociotechnical environment

will almost certainly lead to complex outcomes, and more research will be needed to

understand these potential outcomes.

8.5.5. Policy Opportunities for Data Leverage

Data leverage stands to benefit heavily from regulatory support. As such, data leverage

research should be deeply engaged with policy by highlighting regulatory approaches that

are likely to amplify the power of data leverage and address its potential negative impacts.

Our taxonomy only scratches the surface of how policy may support data leverage; we

are excited for this important direction of future work.

Following directly from our assessment of data levers above, we suggest a variety of

ways policy can support data leverage:
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• Data portability laws will directly enhance CDC, enabling users to contribute

data they helped generate in the past.

• Right-to-delete laws will enhance data strikes, assuming these laws also account

for the possibility that companies might “launder” deleted data in model weights.

• Data transparency laws that make data collection more apparent may help foster

support for data leverage movements.

We note that these policy suggestions are generally aligned with policy aimed at

addressing privacy concerns. This suggests a potential “win-win” situation, in which

policy simultaneously supports consumer privacy and enhances data leverage.

Expanding on the above points about data portability and right-to-delete laws, policy

also offers the potential for making it easy for individuals to use multiple data levers in

conjunction with one another. As mentioned above, there are natural connections between

data strikes and CDC: by moving from one platform to a new platform, a user can take

advantage of both data levers. However, through regulatory support, it may be possible

to engage in much more elaborate combinations of data strikes and CDC, for instance

deleting only certain pieces of data and transferring over other pieces of data.

8.6. Conclusion

In this Chapter, we presented a framework for using “data leverage” to give the public

more influence over technology company behavior. Drawing on a variety of research areas,

we described and assessed the “data levers” available to the public. We highlighted key

areas where researchers and policymakers can amplify data leverage and work to ensure

data leverage distributes power more broadly than is the case in the status quo.
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CHAPTER 9

Data Dividends

9.1. Introduction

In response to the concern that intelligent technologies – i.e., artificial intelligence (AI)

and machine learning (ML) – are contributing to economic inequality [42, 40, 229, 331,

332, 69], there have been prominent calls to implement some form of “data dividend” – a

program to compensate members of the public for their data contributions – to share the

winnings of these technologies more broadly. For instance, the governor of California di-

rectly called for investigation of a data dividend [396], related conversations are happening

in jurisdictions like West Virginia, Colorado, and Canada [250], and data dividends have

begun to attract research attention [28, 409, 412, 111]. Given that excessive economic

inequality is associated with major societal challenges, including political instability, fi-

nancial crises [8], reduced national economic growth [381], and even public health harms

[73], changes in the distribution of wealth caused by AI may create downstream harms that

could outweigh the many possible benefits of AI. Within the human-computer interaction

community, mitigating computing’s effect on economic inequality has been proposed as

the “HCI problem of our time” [225, 162], and data dividends can help to support ini-

tiatives within HCI to address social inequality [99] and work towards a more just world

[114]. Within artificial intelligence, this topic is being cited as a top research challenge for
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the field [6]. As such, there is rich potential for research in the growing human-centered

artificial intelligence (HCAI) field to lead the charge in tackling this high-stakes challenge.

The data dividend idea refers to giving people a share of the profits from an intelli-

gent technology when their data contributions have been used to train that technology

[180, 250, 396, 111]. Although similar in spirit to well-studied crowdwork markets for data

(which have issues related to working conditions and pay [10, 157]), data dividends offer a

novel approach for addressing computing-induced economic inequality: they are retroac-

tive and thus well-suited to rewarding passively collected data generated during consump-

tive activities (e.g., rewarding people for behavioral logs that improve a search engine or

commercial recommender system). Data dividends can be used to compensate people for

data contributions that have already been incorporated into live AI systems, which is

especially important in light of the growth of large generative models like “GPT” [37] and

Dall-E [315] that rely on massive scraped datasets (with content like social media posts or

open source code contributions having been generated well before the corresponding AI

technologies were developed) and the continued dominance of search, recommendation,

and personalization systems that rely on large-scale behavioral data [262].

To quote California’s governor, the mandate of a data dividend is to help consumers

“share in the wealth that is created from their data” [76], which implies a need to figure

out how much wealth is being created from the people’s data. This mandate could be in-

terpreted as calling for very coarse value estimation (i.e., answering “what is the aggregate

value created by all residents of California?”), but could also be interpreted as calling for

very fine-grained value estimation (i.e., answering “what is the value created by a partic-

ular individual?”). In many discussions, the second framing, which is “meritocratic” and
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individualistic, has been influential. There is an implicit argument that payments should

be made to individuals, and payments should depend on each individual’s contribution

to AI performance (see e.g. critiques [394, 290] and reviews [412] of the data dividend

discussion).

However, a “meritocratic” framing for data dividends, which treats data as a kind of

meritocracy, faces a major challenge: there is no objective, definitive, or even commonly

agreed upon “best practice” approach for defining data value. There exist many ways

to estimate the “merit” of data contributions in ways that are practically useful, but it

could be the case that any given distribution of data value estimates is highly sensitive

to choices by the people designing the appraisal process.

Put simply, there is major tension between the competing ideas that (a) data dividends

should be implemented with a very coarse approach to measuring data value, by allocating

a single pot of “data revenue” and dividing payments equally between all contributors or

just spending the money on public goods and that (b) fine-grained data value estimation

is important so that data dividends create incentives that help to improve data-dependent

systems and are perceived as fair by recipients. Prior work has found that data valuation

could lead to very unequal outcomes [409] and that data valuation techniques can be

inconsistent [416], which suggests that perhaps a “coarse” baseline involving collecting

a pot of money (e.g. via a tax [111]) and dividing that money equally amongst all

dividend recipients (e.g., all residents of a state or all users of a platform) may be desirable.

However, advances in the machine learning field on data valuation techniques have made

it practical to estimate the impact of an individual data point or group of points on some

machine learning model’s performance on a particular test set [223]. This means it is
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possible to estimate the value of data contributed by each person in some population

and disburse dividends according to the value estimates in a “meritocratic” fashion. In

theory, if implemented well, a data dividend that incorporates fine-grained data value

estimates could help lead to better performing AI systems. As data dividends are rolled

out, it would be ideal to directly involve recipients in making these choices, but in the

immediate future simulations can help navigate this tension.

In this chapter, we use machine learning experiments to simulate the impact of different

data dividend design choices and describe tensions that arise when taking a “meritocratic”

approach. We build on a recent advance in the data valuation space – the Beta Shapley

value approach for data value estimation [223] – to simulate a series of data dividends

pilot studies.1 Specifically, we imagine 1000 randomly sampled U.S. households receive a

dividend payment allocated based on data value estimates corresponding to a classifica-

tion task. We vary key choices in dividend implementation and examine how this affects

the distribution of the resulting data dividends. Further, we explore whether different

dividend implementations will achieve progressive economic outcomes (i.e., reduced in-

come inequality within the sample), in line with goals professed in responsible AI and

human-centered ML research (see e.g. discussion such as [362, 49]).

The key goal of our work is for different actors – including researchers – to be able to

make more educated decisions about what kinds of data dividends they want to support.

Our experimental results show that how data value is defined drastically impacts dividend

outcomes. Thus, any attempt at defining “merit” is sensitive to seemingly arbitrary

decisions by the implementer. Similarly, the procedure for translating data value into units

1We will release the simulation code with the paper so other researchers can conduct similar simulations.
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of money can also have a major impact. However, it is possible to navigate these decisions

in a way that avoids extremely unequal outcomes. Further, it is possible to offload power

from the designer to dividend recipients by allowing for data valuation at the collective

level. Our results suggest that if dividends are implemented alongside legal and technical

support for data coalitions, i.e. “data unions”, [229] that offer technical and social means

for people to bind together their data contributions in pursuit of shared goals, it may

be much easier to settle on an appropriate balance of coarse (collective) valuation and

fine-grained (meritocratic) valuation. If people group their data contributions together,

there are many fewer counterfactual outcomes for a data value estimator to simulate, the

data value estimation process is cheaper, the resulting dividends are likely to be more

equal, and the responsibility for dividend outcomes shifts from a centralized designer to

recipients themselves.

We reflect on implications for actors interested in data dividends, in particular empha-

sizing the core epistemological challenge at the heart of dividends: despite many advances

in data valuation, “data merit” remains ill-defined. We conclude by proposing how data

dividend designers might work from a desired outcome to design a dividend scheme.

9.2. Related Work

9.2.1. Background on Data Dividends

There is growing support for data dividends from political leaders and discussion in pop-

ular media. Most notably, the governor of California announced interest in implementing

a data dividend in a major policy speech [396]. Similarly, many high profile media outlets

have begun to cover data dividends and related concepts (e.g. [389, 307, 90, 250]).
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There is also a growing body of literature that has advocated for data dividends and

related approaches as a potential way to address computing-induced economic issues.

Lanier and Weyl argued that providing payments for data, catalyzed by “mediators of

individual data”, could be a critical step towards addressing economic inequalities [229].

Arrieta Ibarra and colleagues introduced a theoretical framework that calls for thinking of

“data as labor” and rethinking the current paradigm in which data is treated as “exhaust”

that companies collect; this framework directly supports the arguments underlying data

dividends [13]. Some work has also investigated the benefits of considering data subjects

as investors [200]; this approach may have have major synergies with the data dividends

concept.

Some work has examined data dividends very closely, looking at feasibility [412],

strategies for implementing a pragmatic data dividend in California specifically [111],

and computational feasibility [28]. Several authors have also provided critiques of the

data dividend idea on both practical and moral grounds [394, 290].

Data dividends may also benefit from the adoption of new data regulations in many

jurisdictions. Of course, there are many challenges in translating changing laws into

practical impact [36], but over time increased attention to data by legislative bodies

around the world will likely make it easier, not harder, to implement a data dividend.

9.2.2. Data Dividends and Markets for Digital Labor

A substantial literature in HCI and related fields has studied crowdwork marketplaces

such as Mechanical Turk [10, 157, 174, 202, 197] that enable people to be compensated
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for digital labor. Here, we discuss how data dividends differ from such marketplaces, but

can be complementary in achieving pro-social outcomes.

In existing crowdwork marketplaces, workers are paid based on discrete data contri-

bution tasks with definitive starting and ending points (see [10] for extensive comparison

of crowdwork to historical “piecework” tasks). This approach does not translate well to

compensating people for the data they produce passively during activities like using search

engines and recommender systems, i.e. kinds of data often called “implicit feedback”[262].

These profitable intelligent technologies rely on behavioral data, e.g. what videos users

watch and what links people visit. The people generating clicks for recommender systems

and search engines are doing so under “natural conditions” – this data is valuable un-

der the assumption that they represent “in the wild” preferences about videos and links.

Thus, a developer cannot pay directly for 100 units of “search logs” in the way they could

pay for 100 units of “labeled 256 by 256 images”. However, they could pay for access to

a year’s worth of “natural” behavioral logs (of course, there is no true set of “natural”

logs; behavioral logs generated in a world with payments will differ from those generated

in a world without). This style of payment would effectively be a privately-implemented

data dividend. In other words, if a crowdwork marketplace moves towards a pattern of

paying for long-term behavioral data, that platform is implementing data dividends.

Furthermore, existing crowdwork marketplaces are not well-suited to rewarding histor-

ical contributions, and thus cannot be used to share the profits generated by technologies

invented in the years before any broad profit-sharing approaches could be implemented.

If computing-induced inequality increases dramatically, simply distributing earnings from
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future improvements to technologies will likely be insufficient to satiate economic and

political demands.

Current crowdwork marketplaces have been subject to a broad range of critiques re-

lated to their suitability to addressing economic inequality (see e.g. [157]). Without

careful consideration of the work which has critiqued the crowdwork paradigm, data div-

idends may fall into similar patterns, e.g. excessively low payments. There is active work

seeking to address some of the above issues, especially those related to wages and working

conditions, and our expectation is that crowdwork could be an important part of broadly

distributing the profits from intelligent technologies.

9.2.3. Data Valuation

A central challenge for data dividends is identifying the value of a given unit or group

of data in a particular context. As noted above, the mandate for data dividends can

be interpreted as requiring value estimation at a very coarse level, or as requiring very

fine-grained value estimation so as to provide highly individualized payments. Thus, our

work intersects with data valuation literature at multiple levels: (1) valuing data in the

aggregate, e.g. at the company level, and (2) observation-level data valuation, which is

concerned with how much a single observation or distinct group of observations is worth

in terms of impact on some machine learning model’s performance measurements.

9.2.3.1. Aggregate Data Value. Many discussions around the value of data have con-

sidered estimating the aggregate monetary value of data to companies, which we might

call “company-level data valuation” [132, 218, 245]. In discussing the results of their
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company-level data valuation study, Shapiro and Anejo called for 50% of estimated “data

revenue” to be paid directly to Americans or into infrastructure [357].

Company-level data valuation is important for designing data dividends as estimating

“data revenue” is likely to be an important step in determining the tax base for a state-

run dividend, or the budget for a firm-led dividend. If a data dividend is going to be

implemented using a very simple “just fund public goods” approach, this high-level data

valuation may be the only value estimation needed. In early dividend implementations,

this might involve very broad strokes, e.g. taxing 1% of revenue of a manually deter-

mined list of data-dependent firms. In the future, however, more precise estimates of the

“causal impact of data” on revenue may be possible, especially if firms are incentivized

to participate in the estimation.

Looking forward, identifying the value of intelligent technologies not directly connected

to revenue (e.g. services like AI assistants, search, image tagging, etc.) and public datasets

on which for-profit intelligent technologies rely (e.g. Wikipedia [404]) will be important

for a more holistic perspective on aggregate data valuation.

9.2.3.2. Observation-level Data Value. Discussions of data dividends have suggested

(often implicitly) that dividends should be paid out to individuals, in accordance with

how much somebody impacted a data-dependent technology. Any such “meritocratic”

approach to data dividends requires observation-level data valuation, i.e. a way to measure

the value of specific observations to a ML model, which is an open challenge that has been

explored by recent ML research [206, 223, 191, 126, 364].

Early data valuation work centered around the influence function approach from Koh

and Liang’s work [206], which operationalized meritocratic data valuation by estimating
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how model loss changes when an observation is removed. This was highly influential in

the ML community, receiving a best paper award at the ICML conference and substantial

attention in the literature.

Following the attention to influence functions, rapid progress was made in developing

data valuation techniques that use the “Shapley value” from cooperative game theory.

The Shapley value approach was motivated in part by compelling theoretical properties

[126, 191, 223]. For instance, under certain conditions, the “players” being assigned

Shapley values (i.e., data contributors) can be sure that two observations that have the

same effect on performance will be given the same value. The Beta Shapley approach [223]

adds further “flexibility” to Shapley value based approaches, and offers unique advantages

for data dividend simulations. We describe this in greater detail below in our Methods

section. A later approach, Average Marginal Effect approach can be seen as inclusive of

both Data Shapley and Beta Shapley [246].

Researchers have also proposed other alternative definitions of data value (see work

from Sim et al. for a technical survey of data valuation [364]). The least core approach

from Yan and Procaccia seeks to minimize the difference between the “value” and payoff

of any given coalition [432]. This definition specifically incentivizes contributors to not

opt out. However, this concern is probably more relevant to markets or long-running

data dividend programs. The “datamodels” approach provides a way to directly learn

about “data counterfactuals” for specific test examples, i.e. to predict the output of

training a model with some training set and a specific test example [182]. Ilyas et al.

show datamodels are very effective for many practical purposes.
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All these definitions may be relevant to long-term data dividend discussions, but here

we focus specifically on the Beta Shapley approach for its flexibility – as we are especially

interested in the role of designer choice – and because it is practical to run experiments

with small batches of data (see Methods for more details).

As we will discuss at greater length below, there is a fundamental challenge at play in

using observation-level data valuation for data dividends: in general, amassing more data

(assuming data quality remains steady) makes systems more useful, but it also makes

estimating data value under most definitions more expensive. This is because estimating

data value for large datasets involves simulating more counterfactual worlds (computing

the exact leave-one-out value requires re-training a model n times, and computing the

exact Shapley value requires re-training 2n to cover every entry in the powerset of all

observations).

For systems like large search engines, recommender systems, and models driving per-

sonalized ad sales which are very economically generative (see e.g. revenues from Alphabet

and Meta), it is particularly challenging to apply fine-grained data value estimation tech-

niques. For very small toy models that are amenable to very quick ML experiments, is it

easy to apply data value estimation techniques. As we will see below, our results suggest

a fortuitous fact for the equality-focused data dividend designer: performing valuation

at the coalition-level can make valuation more tractable and lead to fairly equal data

dividend outcomes that are less sensitive to seemingly arbitrary design choices.
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9.3. Methods

9.3.1. Motivating our Simulations

Our goal is to closely simulate what a pilot program of data dividends might look like to

better understand how outcomes vary based on designer choices.

First, we will restate the case for fine-grained valuation (i.e., a “meritocratic” ap-

proach). Then we will recap arguments from prior work about how meritocratic data

dividends can easily go wrong. These arguments inform our simulation design, as our

ultimate goal is to helps designers assess the costs and benefits of different data dividend

design choices.

9.3.1.1. The Arguments for and Against Fine-Grained Valuation. Although this

has not been made particularly explicit in ongoing discussions, it seems that the primary

argument for fine-grained valuation in data dividends is that data dividends will create

new incentives around the generation and sharing of data. As a motivating example, a

program that offers to pay some fixed amount of money per search engine query, restaurant

review, or piece of art posted to the Internet would likely lead to some degree of spam.

Even a very basic attempt to distinguish “real contributions” from spam would constitute

a basic assignment of “data values” (a spam/not-spam detector can be seen as a binary

data value estimator). In other words, a data dividend implementer is performing very

broad data value estimation just by choosing which data points should not be taken into

consideration. If it is possible to both detect spam and identify that some observations

are x times more valuable than other observations, it could make sense to pay dividends

out accordingly.
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Once a data dividend has been implemented, it will realistically change the incentives

around data generation. For instance, if a yearly data dividend were announced by a

state, country, or firm in December 2022, disbursed in January 2023, and covered in the

news, for the rest of 2023 people may change their behavior in anticipation of a 2024

disbursement. Even a very simple implementation that pays a fixed amount to everyone

who meets some inclusion criteria will create incentives to meet said criteria.

Thus, if we have access to techniques that assess the value of data, we could use

those techniques to shape the new incentives around data creation. A key application of

Beta Shapley and similar approaches is to identify data that is mislabeled, or particularly

valuable to include in a training set. In other words, data value estimates provide some

signal about data’s impact, such that tying payments to data values may incentivize the

creation of “better” data (in practice, this might mean data contributors spend more

effort “cleaning” their data contributions, etc.). Of course, data values will be highly

dependent on evaluation procedures and test set selection, and as discussed above, there

are certainly ways that this scheme could go wrong.

The simulation approach in our paper is also relevant to data markets where buyers

or sellers want to use data values to guide pricing (e.g., using data value estimates to set

initial asking prices for observations, then adjusting based on market dynamics or auction

mechanisms). The main object of our quantitative study here is: (1) how are data value

scores distributed amongst different observations (and thus different people) and (2) how

can we transform these data value scores to payments? Thus, if certain techniques lead

to very (un)equal dividends, those same techniques will likely lead to (in)equality-related

issues if used in data markets.
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One could also argue for meritocratic data dividends on purely fairness-based grounds,

i.e. regardless of how dividends change data-generation incentives going forward, we

should pay more to people that made larger “contributions”. We leave this argument to

future work which directly engages with data dividend recipients and their perception of

fairness.

Moving to arguments against fine-grained valuation, early work suggests that fine-

grained valuation can leads to very unequal outcomes [409]. This is not a trivial concern;

it seems very plausible that a poorly designed data dividend could act as primarily a

“handout to the very well off”. Further, a highly unequal dividend is likely to have

inequalities along demographic lines, as seen in data valuation work [126].

Data valuation can be quite stochastic, which may make dividend payments seem

capricious. This is an issue Wang and Jia aim to address with the “Data Banzhaf”

technique [416]. In other words, data value estimation techniques are not guaranteed to

produce estimates that are consistent across methodological choices, etc., then recipients

may feel the disbursement is very unfair. In a world with data dividends, studying people’s

perceptions of data dividends could become a new area for HCI research.

Generalizing from work on learning curves and data scaling, we can conjecture that as

any given dataset’s size increases, the average impact of a randomly selected observation

approaches zero. This leads to another argument against valuation-based dividends: if a

technology is reliant on the collective contributions of millions or billions of people, we

already know each individual value will be very, very small, so why bother spending time

and energy performing data value estimation?
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More generally, doing fine-grained data value estimation is costly. Given designers have

access to very simple baseline options such as “divide evenly between every recipient” or

“use money to fund public goods like infrastructure, education, etc.”, it will be important

to assess the cost and benefits of using data value estimation at all.

As we will discuss further below, this final concern about dataset size and value es-

timation cost can be addressed by the introduction of the Beta Shapley value technique

and the potential for valuation at the collective level.

9.3.1.2. Design Scenarios We Simulate. Prior work on data dividends proposed a

set of design choices an implementer of data dividends will face [409]. The implementer

entity could be a government agency (e.g., the state of California) or a private firm (e.g., a

tech company). This implementer must have a funding source (e.g., a tax base in the case

of a government). Next, the implementer must select some inclusion criteria for which

kinds of data they will be evaluating, such as a list of tasks and corresponding datasets,

or a single representative task and dataset.

In our simulations, we assume our hypothetical implementer has a fixed pot of money.

In other words, we assume the aggregate data value estimation needed to figure out the

size of the data dividend pot has already been performed, and focus specifically on the

data value estimation challenges that arise from trying to allocate that pot of money. For

illustrative purposes, we imagine a very specific scenario: a US federal entity is disbursing

payments on the order of 2000 USD to a sample of U.S. households. The use of household

income is convenient for estimating the impact on overall income inequality.

We further assume the implementer will use some variant of Beta Shapley value for

value estimation. Following prior work [223, 416], we assume data value estimates will be
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computed using small batches of data. This addresses a weakness of Beta Shapley, which

is that computational issues can make it challenging to value batches of ¿1000 observations

[416]. However, a key idea from the Beta Shapley paper is that even when we draw very

small samples from moderate to large sized datasets (e.g., drawing 200 observations from

a dataset with 10k or 100k total observations) the resulting value estimates are still valid

in terms of applications (noisy label detection, learning with subsamples, predicting the

impact of point addition and point removal). We also validate that a batching approach

gives meaningful data value estimates, which is something a data dividend implementer

would also need to verify.

For our simulation purposes, we assume payments will be determined based on a single

“representative data contribution” to a single classification task. Some datasets have

highly unequal contribution patterns. However, we do not focus on these for two reasons:

(1) because the actual raw differences between value estimates are small2, for datasets

with highly unequal contributions patterns the inequality in contributions patterns will

likely dominate the inequality in dividends and (2) more generally, contexts with highly

unequal contribution patterns are probably more appropriately mapped to markets (e.g.,

in the case of performing labeling tasks) or non-economic incentive systems (e.g., in the

case of editing Wikipedia) than dividends.

9.3.1.3. Design Choices of Interest. We design our simulations to provide insight

into how key choices about how value estimation is performed. The choices we investigate

include:

2Formally, for a learning algorithm that is uniformly stable, “uniform value division produces a fairly
good approximation to the true Shapley Value” [191] (Jia et al.).
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• “valuation cardinality” – i.e., how many other observations are included when

estimating the impact of a particular observation or group of observations

• choices about which data is considered and how that data is processed

• the impact of grouping data into coalitions and estimating group data values

instead of individuals’ data values

• choices around mapping data value estimates to payment amounts

By adjusting the distribution that provides the sampling weights for Beta Shapley

estimation, a designer can effectively choose how much to weigh “low cardinality contri-

butions” (i.e. the impact a data point has when it is added to small number of total data

points) versus “high cardinality contributions” (i.e. the impact a data point has when

added to larger number of existing observations). Effectively, these are different value

definitions that correspond to the marginal impact of data defined based on different

counterfactual scenarios.

We test the parameter choices from prior work: (16,1), (4,1), (1,1), (1,4), and (1,16),

which includes two low cardinality approaches, the Data Shapley (i.e., medium cardinal-

ity), and two high cardinality approaches. See Fig. 3 from [223] for visual intuition as to

how different parameter choices give weight to different cardinalities.

As noted above, we overcome the computational challenges with data value estimation

by considering small batches of data. This choice also affects how cardinality is defined.

If we only use batches of size 200, even high cardinality data value estimates will at most

consider the interactions between 200 observations. However, this “ceiling” is somewhat

inevitable. There is some dataset size at which valuation experiments become impractical

(for instance, estimating an individual person’s impact on a large language model is very
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unlikely to be performed in practice). As such, we view the batching approach as a

reasonable limitation, and a choice an actual implementer would make for pragmatic

reasons.

Data Attributes : Designers will need to choose which datasets and tasks they consider

for valuation, and might even choose to make certain data processing choices before be-

ginning value estimation. For instance, they might binarize a dataset with many kinds of

labels or remove uninformative features to lower the computational cost of value estima-

tion.

We use synthetic data so that we can explore several dataset attributes in a systematic

manner. Specifically, we see how varying the number of classes in a classification task and

changing the test set size impact data value distributions.

Multi-class problems have potential for overall greater information content. In other

words, multi-class problems tend to map to harder tasks. Using the lens of extreme

classification, we can even view tasks like user-specific personalization as special cases

of very-many-class problems [274], so extrapolating to very large numbers of classes can

be informative. If we understand how data values differ when tasks differ in terms of

classes, this could give useful insight into how data dividends should account for binary

classification tasks vs. high dimensionality classification or personalization tasks.

Data Coalitions Finally, we investigate how dividend outcomes would be change if

people form “data coalitions”, and data values are assigned to groups of data points rather

than individual data points. We can think of data coalitions as a way for people to “bind

together” their data contributions: the data user (e.g. tech company) will either have all

or none of the observations from any given coalition. Computationally, this is convenient
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for data value estimation experiments, as it reduces the number of counterfactuals that

data value estimation techniques need to explore. In the most extreme example where

every contributor joins one data coalition, we need only train two models: one with “full

data” and one with “no data”. If there are just two coalitions, we need only three re-trains,

and so on (with the exact number of retrains given by 2c for c coalitions). However, it is

not guaranteed that data coalitions will reduce inequality: it could be the case that one

coalition’s value estimate is very high. Our experiments investigate the potential impacts

of data coalitions.

9.3.2. Experiment Details

9.3.2.1. Data Value Estimates with Beta Shapley Batches. The data valuation

technique we focus on in our experiments is the Beta Shapley value [223], which builds

on early work on “Data Shapley” [126, 191, 28]. Using Data Shapley as a measure of

data value considers the impact of a given data point (or group of points) relative to

all possible combinations of other data points. In practice, this means sampling many

possible combinations of data points (of different sizes) and estimating performance. The

Beta Shapley concept takes this a step further, and proposes that it might be useful to

consider weighting certain sized combinations differently.

Beta Shapley allows a developer performing data value estimation choose if they prefer

to emphasize the impact of an observation (or group of observations) relative to a small

existing dataset (low cardinality) or a large existing (high cardinality) dataset. Beta Shap-

ley can replicate the original Data Shapley approach (assign weights based on likelihood

of drawing a particular coalition randomly) and LOO (consider only cardinalities equal
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to the dataset size minus one), so this technique is inclusive of other valuation techniques

(though distinct from other value definitions like least core [432]).

We might expect that as the size of a training dataset increases, the absolute value

of the leave-one-out impact of each observation goes down. The results from the Beta

Shapely paper suggest that low cardinality data values are very helpful for recovering

useful signal about the likelihood and observation is mislabeled, or the value of including

a point in a subsample [223], and so can help address the basic issue that marginal impacts

will trend closer and closer to zero as data size increases.

One limitation of Beta Shapley is that it is still quite expensive to estimate data

values for many data points at a time (for instance, in [416], 1000 data points is used as a

cutoff at which Beta Shapley is impractical). For our purposes, however, this limitation

is not blocking, because Beta Shapley values can be acquired for just a small sample of

data at a time. Indeed, in the main Beta Shapley paper, the authors sample just 200

training points, 200 validation points, and 1000 test points from the 580k data point

Covertype dataset [33] and are able to detect noisy data. One could separate a large

dataset into small batches of 100-200 points to get data value estimates for each data

point in a computationally feasible fashion. These (cheap) estimates should be generally

correlated with estimates generated (expensively) using larger batch sizes. To confirm

this intuition, we validate that Beta Shapley values generated using different batch sizes

are highly correlated, which suggests a reasonable approach for getting data values for

many data points from a large dataset.

The idea that low cardinality data values are useful in practice is important for making

our experiments viable. If a “low cardinality” approach had no signal at all, it would likely
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be impractical to use data valuation for most large models, and this might be preclude

the use of value estimation for data dividends altogether. For instance, it will probably

never be practical to use machine learning experiments to see how GPT-3 would behave if

a single individuals’ social media posts were removed from the training data [37], but this

does not mean it’s entirely impossible to estimate the value of data contributors relative

to some other representative task.

9.3.2.2. Transforming Data Values to Money. In our experiments, we must trans-

form data value estimates into units of money. Data values can be negative, so this poses

a challenge because we assume that early data dividends should not be allowed to impose

debt on data contributors. This means we must transform the data value assigned to each

person or coalition into non-negative (but potentially zero) payment amounts. We con-

sider three simple approaches that encapsulate different philosophies of data dividends,

similar to prior work [409].

The first approach we consider is to linearly “shift” data values so that the most

negative value becomes 0. Then, we normalize all values to add up to 1, so each

person/coalition is assigned some fraction of the total pot. Mathematically, this is

xshifted = x−min(x), xfractions =
xshifted

sum(xshifted)
, xdollars = xfractions ∗ total

This approach encodes the stance that payments should be related to the impact

an observation has (in terms of a weighted average over many possible combinations of

observations). Furthermore, it maintains the overall shape of the data value distribution.

It also guarantees that (almost) every data laborer receives at least some small payment.

However, it can lead to some unintuitive outcomes, because the the ratio between any

two data values is highly sensitive to the minimum value. We can illustrate this issue
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with a simple example. Imagine two people – Alice and Bob – have data values of 0.1 and

0.2 respectively. If Alice and Bob receive a dividend under “shift”, Bob receives twice as

much money, which has an intuitive connection to the fact that Bob has twice the impact

on accuracy. However, if another person – Chen – joins and has data value -0.1, Bob now

receives 1.5x more than Alice, not 2x more. If Di join with data value -0.2, Bob receives

just 1.33x more than Alice. Under shift, relative payments are very sensitive to the “most

harmful” observation.

The second approach we consider is to simply “clip” all negative values to zero, and

then normalize so values add up to 1. This approach encodes the stance that the dividend

implementer only wants to pay people/coalitions with a positive impact on model utility,

and that the ratio of any two payments is equal to the ratio of the corresponding data

values (a person with data value estimate of 0.2 always get 2x the payment of someone

with data value estimation of 0.1).

The third approach is to just split payments equally between all people with positive

data values. This approach is similar to “clip”. One potential justification for this kind

of approach would be to connect data valuation to some notion of quality thresholding

(i.e., spam detection).

We refer to these approaches as “shift”, “clip”, and “binarize” respectively in our

figures below. Of course, there are numerous ways to adjust the valuation-to-money

procedure that could be considered reasonable. For instance, perhaps designers would

like to shift data values and then re-scale, or use a more sophisticated clipping procedure

that also handles outliers. As such, the exact values that our simulations outputs are

much less important than the general trends we observe.
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9.3.2.3. Datasets. For our base experiments, we generate synthetic classification data.

We use sklearn’s make classification functionality3. We use the default parameter choices,

except we reduce the number of features from 20 to five to speed up experiments. This

software generates clusters of normally distributed points around the vertices of hyper-

cube with dimension equal to the number of informative features. We focus on a binary

classification task (except in specific experiments that involve adding more classes, de-

scribed below). We show in the Appendix how non-synthetic data show similar value

estimate trends.

9.3.2.4. Repetitions. For most of our experiments, we run five repetitions with a dif-

ferent sample of 1000 points separated into five size 200 batches (i.e., 5000 data points

per experiment). We show a 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals over the repetitions.

9.3.2.5. Metrics. For each experiment, we first inspect the raw distribution of data

value estimates outputted by the Beta Shapley technique (building on the code released

with [223]). Then, we transform the data values into dividend payments using each of

the approaches described above. We assume a pot of $200,000 to be disbursed amongst

1000 people in each batch, i.e. a mean payment of $2000 per person, a similar order

of magnitude to the stimulus checks sent out in the U.S. during the Covid-19 pandemic

[365].

From here, we produce a box plot describing the distribution of payments and then

calculate the inequality of the ensuing payments in terms of the standard deviation and

the Hoover index. The Hoover index provides a very interpretable summary of inequality:

3https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.datasets.make_

classification.html

https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.datasets.make_classification.html
https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.datasets.make_classification.html
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the fraction of the total pot that would need to be redistributed to arrive at a perfectly

equal distribution.

For each repetition, we draw a sample of incomes from the 2020 U.S. household income

data released by the U.S. Census (“HINC-06” [44]).

This data release provides the mean mean household income and number of households

within a variety of income brackets, so each sampled income in our data is the mean within

a bracket. However, because our sample approximates a random sample, it is still effective

for estimating how income inequality would change if dividend payments were disbursed

at large.

Using this data, we simulate three scenarios. In the first scenario, we assign incomes

to our simulated data contributors at random. We can think of this as estimating the

impact of a data dividend where the appraised dataset is specifically chosen to have data

values that are completely uncorrelated with income.

Next, we assume data value and income are perfectly correlated, i.e. the most re-

gressive possible scenario. This might be the case if the test set is chosen to specifically

reward increased accuracy for high income users. In this scenario, the person with the

highest income will receive the largest dividend. Finally, we consider the case in which

data value and income are anti-correlated, i.e. the most progressive scenario.

In interpreting these simulation results, we assume that choices leading to very unequal

dividends are at higher risk of exacerbating inequality. Given the long line of work in

HCI and related fields showing that computing technologies often perform more poorly

for marginalized groups (see e.g. [268]), it seems more likely that data values will be

correlated positively, not negatively, with income.
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In our plots showing changes in income inequality in terms of the Hoover index, we

include three baselines to contextualize these results. As a middle ground, we show a

vertical line at -0.007 corresponding the the impact on Hoover index from giving every

household a 2k payment. As a progressive upper bound, we show a vertical line at -0.014

correspond to the impact of giving all below median income households a 4k payments

(i.e., a targeted intervention intended to create especially progressive outcomes). Finally,

we also include the baseline of 0, i.e. the threshold at which a given set of dividends is

actually regressive.

Just because a particular choice leads to concentrated data values, this does not guar-

antee the dividend will be regressive. Rather, it suggests that if dividend designers elect

to make choices that creates unequal dividends, they will likely benefit from taking extra

steps to avoid regressive outcomes.

In practice, a highly progressive scenario seems unlikely without very intentional design

(e.g., using a test set meant to emphasize performance for people who are currently

marginalized, disadvantaged, etc.).

In our Results section below, we focus primarily on describing the varying dividend

outcomes. In our Discussion section, we further discuss the stance that designers should

lean towards choices that reduce the overall inequality of dividend payments unless they

are very confident that data values are not correlated with existing economic status.

9.4. Results

First, we provide an important preliminary result: the validation that data values

estimated in small batches correlate to values from large batches. Then we describe the
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data value estimate distributions observed in our experiments, and finally how differences

in value distributions translate into differences in dividend outcomes.

9.4.1. Calculating Beta Shapley with Batches

We performed experiments to test if Beta Shapley values computed using small samples

correlate to values computed using large samples. These experiments test the following:

If we generate a dataset with 1000 total observations, and split the datasets into chunks of

various sizes (ten chunks of 100, five chunks of 200, 2 chunks of 500, or one chunk of 1000)

in order to perform value estimation, will the values produced with each chunk size be

correlated with each other? Based on results from the Beta Shapley paper, which showed

small sample-derived value estimates are useful in practice, we expected this approach to

work, but by testing this we add further confidence that our following experiments are

ecologically valid.

In Fig. 9.1, we see fairly robust correlations for the lower cardinality Beta Shapley

approaches. As we approach higher cardinality, these correlations are much smaller.

9.4.2. Data Value Estimate Distributions

Here, we examine of impact of key design choices on the distribution of data value es-

timates themselves, before these value estimates are transformed into units of money or

distributed to households. These data values were generated using the Beta Shapley tech-

nique with accuracy as the evaluation metric of interest, so the data value numbers in

this section can be interpreted as weighted averages of impact on accuracy.
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In this section, the results of interest are descriptive statistics about the data values.

The primary goal of analyzing these results is not to fully characterize or predict how data

values are distributed, or to test a specific hypothesis about these distributions. Rather,

our key goal is to see how much impact design choices have on data value distribution

characteristics.

9.4.2.1. Cardinality. Fig. 9.2 shows different data value estimate distributions that

arise from using different Beta distributions to produce weights for the Beta Shapley

weighted average impact calculations.

The key takeaway from comparing data value estimate distributions across different

cardinality choices is that low cardinalities provide a much wider range of data values.

For instance, the “most helpful” (highest score) point with the low cardinality Beta(16,1)

approach has a data value of 7.34, i.e. the weighted average impact on accuracy is 7%.

Figure 9.1. Pairwise correlations of Beta Shapley values computed using
batches of size 100, 200, 500, and 1000.
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However, with a high cardinality Beta (1,16) approach, the highest value is 0.7, an order

of magnitude smaller. Higher cardinalities also reduce the median and standard deviation

of the data values, i.e. the distribution becomes tighter with more mass close to zero.

The percentage of negative observations also becomes higher, which will be relevant to

our value-to-money transformations below.

We can interpret these results as illustrating how lower cardinality value definitions

– which emphasize impact when data is added to a small dataset – allow any given

observation to have more overall impact. This tracks with the diminishing returns curves

that tend to characterize data scaling. As dataset size grows, the expected potential

impact from adding a new observation falls.

These results also raise a question: as a data contributor, would one prefer to be

appraised using low or high cardinality? As we will see below in our Payment results,

the wide, right-skewed distribution with higher mean and median that is outputted by

a low cardinality approach is likely preferable from the perspective of a user who wants

to minimize the variance in their payment (we assume the mean payment will always be

fixed because there is a fixed pot of money and fixed number of recipients).

9.4.2.2. Batch Size. Fig. 9.3 shows how data value estimates vary with different choices

of batch size (i.e. how many training points are considered simultaneously). We show the

low cardinality approach, so the overall range of values is still quite large. We see that

batch size also has a large impact on how data value estimates are distributed. Larger

batch sizes have much tighter distributions, with lower range, lower variance, and less

skew. Furthermore, as batch size increases, we see the median data value decreases.
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Figure 9.2. Density estimation plots showing how data values are dis-
tributed. Each row shows values obtained using a different set of weights
that emphasize a different “valuation cardinality”. From top to bottom,
cardinality increases (topmost row is the lowest cardinality, which empha-
sizes impact of adding an observation to a small dataset). Each plot is
annotated with descriptive statistics: the mean, median (also visualized
with a black vertical line), minimum, maximum, standard deviation, skew,
and percent of observations with negative values.

These results are consistent with the idea that batch size, like cardinality, impacts

which counterfactual scenarios data valuation is “exploring” . Specifically, batch size

controls the maximum dataset size we can consider, while different beta distributions

control how much we weight all the possible combinations up to the maximum size. In

other words, batch size imposes a ceiling on the size of counterfactual scenarios the data
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valuation technique considers. This explains why batch size shows a similar trend to

cardinality.

Examining batch size in this context also raises an important question: is it possible

that certain observations may miss out an being appraised their maximum value, because

the batch size was too low? For instance, if an observation on its own causes accuracy to

decrease, but in combination with 10000 other data points causes a substantial increase

in accuracy, is a small batch size unfair to that observation? Looking at our correlation

results from above (Fig. 9.1) together with the data values in Fig. 9.3, this seems

possible but unlikely; some observations may see different relative values with different

batch sizes, but most will not. We will see below that for a user seeking to minimize

variance in payments, a small batch size with a wide distribution of value estimates is

likely preferable.

9.4.2.3. Dataset Choices. We also investigated choices related to the dataset being

appraised. We examined the role of test dataset size and the number of classes included

in the dataset being appraised.

In general, the data value estimates were qualitatively very similar across test set size.

In Section 9.5, we discuss how non-random perturbations to the test set might impact

dividends and potential for future work along these lines.

Fig. 9.4 shows how varying the number of classes present in our classification task.

We saw that the impact of adding classes was dependent on cardinality choices. With

a low cardinality emphasis, adding more classes tends to push the data value estimation

distribution tighter and more centered around zero. When a task has many classes,

it could be the case that there are more classes than observations included in each of
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Figure 9.3. Impact of valuation batch size on data values. Follows the
structure of Fig. 9.2. These data values estimates were produced using a
low cardinality approach.

the counterfactual scenarios explored. For instance, the Beta(16,1) distribution applied

to a batch of 200 emphasizes combinations of around 2-25 observations. When a high

cardinality emphasis is used instead, this trend flips and including more classes or features

causes the value distribution to spread.

9.4.2.4. Data Coalitions. Finally, we examine how data coalitions can impact data

value distributions. In other words, when data contributors bind their data together, so

that value estimation techniques treat coalition observations as grouped together, how do

value distribution change?

Our coalition size experiments assume the following: a coalition will split earnings

equally between its members, and all data contributed by coalition members will be
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Figure 9.4. Impact of number of classes in a dataset on data values. Follows
the structure of Fig. 9.2. These data values estimates were produced using
a low cardinality approach.

valuated as a single group. Thus we only need to produce one data value estimate per

coalition. For an experiment with only two coalitions, we produce only two collective

data value estimates. Thus, our distribution plots for data coalitions are include a small

number of values compared to the above non-coalition plots. Additionally, because these

experiments are much cheaper to run, we include 50 repetitions instead of five. The

number of combinations of coalitions is much lower than the number of combinations

of observations. For instance, there could be only two coalitions. Thus, low cardinality

valuation makes less sense here, so we focus on high cardinality results for these coalition

simulations.
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Figure 9.5. Impact of “data coalitions” on data values. Follows the struc-
ture of Fig. 9.2. From top to bottom, number of coalitions increase, and
thus the coalition size decreases. These data values estimates were pro-
duced using a high cardinality approach.

In general, we see that splitting data between more coalitions (such that each coalition

is smaller on average) create tighter distributions with smaller overall data values. This

is consistent with the idea that data is more valuable in a group. As total number of

coalitions approaches total number of contributors, the impact of coalitions go down.
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Figure 9.6. Shows payment outcomes, after converting our above data value
estimates into monetary payments with a mean of 2000 USD. From left to
right: a boxplot, faceted by different transform approaches, the standard
deviation of payments, the Hoover index of payments, and finally the im-
pact of U.S. household income inequality measured with the Hoover index.
The rightmost panel includes changes in household income Hoover under
“Worst” (most regressive), “Best” (most progressive) and “Random” (data
values and income uncorrelated) conditions. Rightmost panel includes three
vertical lines corresponding to several baselines: the change in income from
allocating 4k payments to all below-median income households, the change
in income from allocating 2k payments to all recipients, and a line at zero.

9.4.3. Inequality of Payments

Above, we saw how various design choices impact the distribution of raw data values. Here,

we examine how the data value estimate distributions produced by different design choices

translate into different payment outcomes. Overall, these results show that differences in

data values can indeed translate into very different payment outcomes.

Looking specifically at Fig. 9.6, we see that higher cardinality choices – which lead to

tighter data value distributions – are also more unequal overall. A similar, but less extreme

trend exists for batch size, shown in Fig. 9.7. In fact, consistently across our results,

cardinality is a very dominant factor in determining how unequal dividend payments are.
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Figure 9.7. Following the structure of Fig. 9.6, shows payment outcomes
for different choices of batch size. Top row shows low cardinality data values
and bottom row shows high cardinality.

Looking at the role of different transformation approaches (i.e., comparing the different

colors in Fig. 9.6), we see that in general the shift approach creates more equal payments.

Clip creates very unequal distributions, and binarize serves as somewhat of a middle

ground approach. The choice of transformation has a major impact on payments. For

dividend recipients interested in having lower variance (i.e., more “certain”) payments, the

results in Fig. 9.6 suggest that the clip and binarize transformations may be undesirable.

However, we see that the coalitions approach can minimize the impact of the trans-

formation choice. In Fig. 9.8, when using low cardinality value estimation, payments

remain fairly equal and actually become more equal with more coalitions. Even if high

cardinality value estimation is used (shown in the bottom row of Fig. 9.8), the coalitions
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Figure 9.8. Following the structure of Fig. 9.6, shows payment outcomes for
different numbers of coalitions. Top row shows low cardinality data values
and bottom row shows high cardinality.

approach also keeps payments more equal so long as the number of total coalitions is low

(i.e., each coalition is large).

Importantly, the rightmost panel of each plots shows how much outcomes could vary

based on whether data value estimates and a recipient’s income are correlated (positively,

negatively, or not at all). In general, a particularly unequal set of payments can be

very progressive – often matching the “very progressive baseline” (green vertical line,

corresponding to the outcome of targeted payments). However, that same set of payments

can also be very regressive (i.e., meaningful increase in the household income Hoover

index).
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An important general takeaway from these results is to confirm that the large dif-

ferences in data value estimate distributions we observed can indeed translate into very

different dividend outcomes. In other words, designer choices – which are discretionary,

and may even seem arbitrary to recipients or to designers themselves – can massively

impact whether data dividends are progressive or regressive. Even with support for data

coalitions, dividends can still create regressive outcomes (the absolutely most certain way

to avoid this: treat all users as members of one coalition and just direct a single pot of

money towards progressive initiatives).

9.5. Discussion

In line with prior work, our results here reinforce how easily seemingly innocuous de-

sign choices can impact the outcomes of data dividends. Anyone implementing a data

dividend should consider conducting similar simulation experiments, and sharing the re-

sults of these simulation with recipients of the data dividend so that recipients can weigh

in. The idea of “human-in-the-loop” data dividends may be a particularly ripe area for

HCI to contribute to this high-stakes challenges.

Given that seemingly arbitrary decisions (e.g., choosing shift or clip to transform data

values to money) can have such large impacts on the payments people receive, it seems

of critical importance to give recipients a say in how these decisions are made. If no

attempts to include recipients in the design and governance of a data dividend program

are made, there is always a strong possibility that data contributors could withhold their

data contributions to attempt to gain leverage (as discussed throughout this thesis).
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9.5.1. Data Dividends without Fine-grained Valuation

We examined several key choices that arise when attempting to perform fine-grained data

valuation. As noted above in our arguments against using valuation, a data dividend

could be implemented with only very coarse data valuation. For instance, a government

could use very simple heuristics to tax data-dependent firms (e.g., a tax on 1% of revenue

from some heuristically determined set of “data-dependent” firms [111]) and split this

equally between all recipients, target payments towards worse off recipients, or just fund

public goods.

Our results suggest a coarse approach is likely to have a low overall cost to design

and test compared to a fine-grained approach. Furthermore, a coarse and very collective

approach to valuation permits fewer paths to regressive outcomes. However, we did see

there are paths to using fine-grained valuation but avoiding regressive dividends.

In terms of design implications for a data dividend that could be implemented tomor-

row, it seems that focusing first on very coarse data valuation is a good first course of

action. If fine-grained data valuation is preferred, using a low cardinality data value def-

inition could be helpful to avoid very concentrated payments, and it will likely be worth

paying close attention to data-related choices.

9.5.2. The Role of Data Coalitions

As noted above, our results suggest that particularly effective way to navigate the ten-

sion around data valuation in data dividends is to support data coalitions and perform

valuation at the collective level. We can think of data coalitions as a way for dividend

recipients to have a say in how fine-grained or coarse data valuation is: a small set of
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large coalitions will lead to coarse data valuation, whereas a large set of small coalitions

will lead to fine-grained valuation. As the number of coalitions grows, the agency would

effectively be transitioning towards increasingly fine-grained valuation.

Our results show how coalitions provide one approach for limiting how unequal divi-

dends become. Dividend designers can even use a “clip” or “binarize” approach without

excessively unequal outcomes. The intuition behind this result is that these approaches

tend to penalize certain recipients, but coalitions help to spread out the impact this

penalty.

An additional benefit is that coalitions provide a way for data dividends to leverage

ongoing work on governance [435]. For instance, coalitions could perform their own data

valuation and set norms around “high quality” data production.

Finally, an additional large benefit that is especially relevant to simulating data divi-

dends is that calculating collective data values is much less computationally costly. When

we have a just a few large coalitions, there are very few counterfactual scenarios to ex-

plore, so grouped data values can be estimated very quickly. If several data coalitions

were to arise and bind together much of the world’s data, data valuation in practice would

become much easier (but overall, less informative). For instance, if everyone in California

were to join one of ten data coalitions, the agency running a data dividend would only

need to produce ten data value estimates (requiring only ten experiments for a leave-one-

out approach, and 1024 experiments for an exact computation of Data Shapley or Beta

Shapley).
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9.5.3. Working Backwards from Desired Outcomes

A distinctive advantage of data dividends is that the designer can pick a desired level of

inequality and desired impact on inequality metrics. Then, using knowledge about how

data value estimates tend to be distributed (using simulations results like ours and/or in-

corporating theories that explain data value), it may be possible to design a data dividend

scheme that achieves the intended outcome and is highly satisfactory to recipients.

An interesting idea ripe for future work is that designers could also influence the

outcomes of data dividends through careful test set selection. This could open the door

to data dividends that use either fine-grained individual level valuation or a middle ground

collective approach to implement data dividends that are reparative in nature, e.g. by

constructing a test set that emphasizes performance for groups that are historically or

currently disadvantaged.

9.5.4. Limitations

Our simulations tell us about what small data dividends pilots might look like. We made

assumptions about what kinds of techniques the data dividend designers might explore,

but did not cover all potential possibilities.

A key takeaway from our work is that the many design choices that go into data

value estimation will also have large effects on dividend outcomes. This means that as

data valuation techniques are further improved and new definitions and techniques are

proposed, the design space could become even more complicated. Conversely, in the ML

community coalesces around a very specific approach to data value, the design space could
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shrink. Overall, these kinds of results are highly sensitive to trends within the realms of

ML research and practice.

A particularly important open question is how data valuation will be adapted for very

large models, especially those at the scale of major search engines, recommender systems,

and language models [35]. At some dataset size, it’s not practical to do any valuation,

unless at the coalition level. If small models are replaced by very large models (i.e., models

in the same class as “foundation models” [35]), data valuation will remain very important,

but become more expensive in practice. The costs of data valuation could have major

implications for data dividend design.

Finally, a critical question for future HCI work will be how recipients perceive and

respond to data dividends. Ultimately, given the mandate of data dividends is sharing

the wealth from data with the people who help fuel data-dependent technologies, giving

data contributors voice should be a top priority for data dividend design. Simulation work

cannot answer these kinds of questions, although our simulations results (e.g., the density

plot figures) could be used to develop visualizations for dividend recipients or tools for

people to explore different dividend outcomes.

9.6. Conclusion

In this chapter, we used simulation experiments to study the role of data valuation in

the design of data dividends. Our results highlight that using fine-grained, “meritocratic”

data valuation requires making a series of highly discretionary design choices. These

choices can create dividends that are highly unequal, potentially causing the dividends to

fail to produce progressive outcomes. We conclude with recommendations for designing
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dividends that mitigate this concern, by supporting data valuation at the collective level

(i.e., coarse valuation of groups instead of fine-grained valuation of individuals).
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CHAPTER 10

Towards a Theoretical and Empirical Understanding of Data

Leverage

Questions about how different datasets impact downstream models fall under the

purview of core ML research. As we have shown throughout the thesis so far, they

are also central to core HCI questions, and answering them is important for addressing

concerns of interest to both HCI and ML.

In this chapter, we discuss a line of ongoing and future work aiming to connect theo-

retical and empirical approaches to understanding the potential impact of data on down-

stream outcomes. We focus in particular on highlighting connections between theoretical

research that explains how data points impact models, empirical work that explains how

observed model performance varies with upstream data, and data leverage work. We lay

out some promising avenues for extending research at this intersection, and discuss early

findings that might support this research direction.

A key assumption motivating our future work is that when a group of data contributors

are responsible for data that has a large impact on some systems, this will be correlated to

greater likelihood of data leverage success. A group that massively impacts performance

may have their demands addressed; a group that causes no noticeable impact will not.

It is likely that as time goes on, data will become a source of leverage for some

people. The likelihood that a group of people will exert influence via withholding or
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making demands about data is dependent on the resulting impact-on-models. Different

individuals and coalitions of individuals will have different impacts on models. Following

this argument, this means that data contributions may act as a kind of voting credit;

people will act as agents casting votes that determine the outcomes of the data-dependent

systems, with major implications for the organizations who reap power and profits from

them. Optimistically, drawing on the data as labor metaphor, this relationship could look

something like works councils [5]. Less optimistically, we could see individuals or interest

groups with very high levels of impactful data gain concentrated power.

This suggests it will be important to theorize about the distribution of data contribu-

tions and to study the power dynamics that result from data contribution in practice. The

distribution of data contributions in the world may be a key part of how data-dependent

systems and organizations are governed.

Just as it is useful to theoretically understand the mechanisms that allocate resources

amongst agents (i.e., using the lens of mechanism design [160]), it will be useful to do

the same for data leverage. Just as an individual might wonder, “How likely am I to

impact the outcome of a particular election or to win an auction”, an individual might

also wonder “How likely am I to impact the outcome of a data leverage campaign”?

There is a possibility that it may become more common for people to be paid for data,

via existing crowdwork platforms, other visions of data markets or data dividends (see

e.g., the previous chapter and [111]). In this case, the ability to impact a model may

translate directly into economic winnings. In this scenario, understanding how data value

is distributed and how significant leverage can be achieved will be of critical importance

to understanding the relationship between data and economic inequality.
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The stakes are high for how “data impact” is distributed amongst individuals and

groups. Key data sources like Wikipedia are the result of highly unequal contribution

patterns; some people make many more contributions than other people, often following

a power law pattern (or close to it) [222]. Does a person who contributes 10x as much

data as another person have 10x more influence on downstream technologies? On the

technology side, does this relationship vary by task and modeling choices? If there are

less diminishing returns to data in a certain context, data leverage may be more likely

to enable inequality in power. On the user side, how could coalitions formed by users

impact these power dynamics? Perhaps a coalition of power users in some contexts will

wield even more influence than their outsized contribution patterns would suggest. A

theoretical understanding will also help to identify which kinds of coalitions can wield

power through data.

In particular, it will be useful to begin to answer questions about data leverage such

as:

• How much can an individual impact the group-level effectiveness of a data lever-

age action?

• How is the ability to influence data leverage outcomes distributed amongst dif-

ferent groups of contributors?

• How does the minimum, maximum, and average impact of data leverage scale

with group size?

While the previous chapters have discussed completed research projects, this chapter

focuses instead describing potential paths towards answering these questions. We provide

formal definitions for the data leverage problem setting that will be useful starting points
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for answering these questions. These definitions draw heavily on the work described in

prior chapters.

Then, we describe connections between existing data value estimation techniques and

their applicability for data leverage, and how work along these lines can begin to answer

questions such as the examples above.

The key goal of this chapter, and the reason for including “definitions”, is to show

how data leverage questions can be understood purely in terms of counterfactual questions

about systems that use machine learning and statistics.

10.1. Definitions

10.1.1. Data-dependent Technology Operators

We are interested in scenarios in which some data-dependent technology operator (DDTO)

– for instance, a technology company, state actor, or other large organization – wants to

make inferences about people or predictions about aspects of the world. This broad class

of scenarios implicates a number of high impact technologies across a massive number

of domains. For instance, examples of DDTO’s employing data-dependent technologies

include:

• An e-commerce firm that recommends products to customers

• A search engine or social media-operating firm that personalizes advertisements

for users

• A machine learning group that sells pay-as-you-use access to classification tech-

nologies, e.g. a computer vision API
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• A government organization that deploys computer vision technologies, i.e. a

police department

There are many organizations that can act as DDTOs, and many tasks that are useful

to solve. For the purpose of our analysis, we specifically assume that a DDTO will use a

socio-technical procedure (e.g. “assign a team of data scientists to develop a system for

making inferences – involving choices around a loss function, an optimization algorithm, a

dataset, etc.”) to produce a system that maps some input x to some output y (e.g., map

a user id to a list of recommended movies, map a search query to a set of search results,

map an image to an inferred category, map a text prompt to additional text output).

Definition 1. Data-dependent technology operator (DDTO) – an organization that

operates a technology that relies on some pipeline of data used for training, testing, cali-

bration, or other purposes. Can be a firm, a state entity, or other kind of organization.

A DDTO can be the target of a data leverage action.

We focus on data-dependent technologies, meaning technologies that perform tasks

that require one or more datasets for training, calibration, evaluation, or other purposes.

We call the individual units of data observations, and note that the exact granularity or

definition of an observation will vary by task.

Following common practice, we call our input-output mapping system f . We assume

that we will find f using n observations, where each observation is a pair of features and

labels, di = (xi, yi) and the set of all observations is called D.

A data leverage-focused analysis must account for a factor that is not typically con-

sidered in typical ML analyses: each observation is attributable to one or more people,
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the contributors of that observation. We will refer to individual contributors as c, the set

of all contributors as S, and a particular coalition (i.e., combination of contributors) as

C.

We say that an observation is attributable to a person if that person can exert agency

in the present to change that observation (e.g., by submitting a data deletion request) or if

that person could have changed their behavior in the past to deny or alter an observation.

Thus, for each observation di ∈ D, we assume it is possible to identify one or more

contributors responsible for that observation.

This agency-focused definition – the notion that contributors can be identified by

their role as agents who might change the course of a data-dependent system – is a key

contribution of our work.

The exploration of data leverage counterfactuals (“What if some contributors with-

held their observations?”) will rely heavily on mapping observations to contributors. In

general, contexts in which contribution patterns are not tracked will make it hard, but

not impossible, to engage in theoretical or empirical analyses of data leverage. Many

existing data-focused analyses have this characteristic (see e.g., [169]). There are many

good reasons why datasets, especially public datasets, do not include data necessary to

distinguish between contributions. However, it is important to note that this poses a

major challenge for studying contribution attribution.

Definition 2. Contributor attribution – an observation is attributed to any person who

can exert agency to change that observation, by e.g. submitting a data deletion request,

actively editing a database, or by changing their “natural” behaviors. Observations can be
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attributed to more than one person and one person can help create many observations, so

contributor attribution is, in most cases, a many-to-many property.

10.1.2. System Evaluation and Data Leverage

We assume a DDTO evaluates its systems with one or more testing datasets. The pro-

cess by which a testing dataset is selected has critical implications for data leverage, as

this is the step where the DDTO asserts a particular value system and decision-making

framework. As we will demonstrate in further detail below, different deployment (and

therefore, testing) choices can radically change which contributors have leverage to harm

a model. For instance, some organizations might want to prioritize overall accuracy for

a random sample of users (which may implicitly favor the interests of a majority group).

Another organization might construct a test set with subgroup equity in mind [19], or

with the goal of optimizing on the cost of certain outcomes (i.e. cost sensitive learning

[101]).

The DDTO’s choice of testing dataset can be assumed to depend on the intended use

case of the technology and the organization’s values. This adds a complicating wrinkle

to our neat narrative: any quantitative exploration – whether theoretical or empirical –

of data leverage depends on modeling the value-systems embodied by organizations. Fur-

thermore, there is no true “correct” test set, and recent work has increasingly highlighted

the limitation of benchmark dataset culture [301].

We might address this by considering three distinct testing approaches that cover a

variety of real use cases, and discuss the modifications needed to explore other value-

systems. For instance, one set of choices could be:
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• Random sample by observation frequency

• Random sample by contributor frequency

• Weighted sample by some reparative principle

10.1.3. Example Notation for Data Leverage Scenarios

With above context in mind, we now return to providing formal notation for describing

data leverage scenarios. We assume that for a predictor f for task T trained with dataset

D composed of n distinct observations from nC contributors (ci ∈ 1...nc), the number of

distinct training data combinations of any size (i.e. the powerset of all observations) is

2n and the number of distinct combinations of contributors of any size is 2nc . Without

even incorporating hyperparameter sweeps, attempting to work with exact computation

will become impossible.

We can further assume that each DDTO gains utility from predictor f , or else they

would not create and operate said predictor. We will call this utility Uoperator(f). U may

be measured in units such as dollars, time saved, etc.

There may be certain thresholds for Uoperator at which the model must be pulled from

production or substantially changed. Such thresholds will be relevant to effective leverage.

In fact, by making assumptions about performance thresholds, it may be possible to

greatly simplify early analyses. But, if these assumptions are inaccurate, these analyses

may provide less predictive power.

Data contributors themselves gain utility from the model, UC(f), and contributor

utility may not correlate positively (or at all) with operator utility. Contributors may

even exist in groups with very different interests, e.g. a music recommender system that
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models content creators (musicians) and listeners who generate behavioral data used to

recommend content [272].

We can quickly arrive at a very complicated analysis by trying to model the utility of

every individual person who plays a role in the data supply chain (i.e. the data pipeline,

data stream). To make early progress in this area, we believe it may be easiest to focus first

on operator utility, and then incorporate the impact of contributor utility to understand

the likelihood of collective action occurring.

10.2. Counterfactuals that Involve Removing or Adding Data

Now that we have discussed data leverage scenarios formally, we will provide an

overview of different counterfactual ways of thinking about data value that are needed to

discuss data leverage.

10.2.1. Influence Functions: Data Values that Assume a Fixed Dataset

By the definition given above, anyone who is a contributor to a dataset could counter-

factually not contribute to that dataset. A contributor’s impact is the difference between

Uoperator(D), operator utility with “full” data, and Uoperator(ci /∈ D), the operator utility

when all observations attributed to c are missing from D.

We might call this the Leave One Contributor Out Influence:

Definition 3. Leave One Contributor Out Influence, where c is the set of all points

attributable to an individual: I(c) = Uoperator(D)− Uoperator(D∀di /∈ c)

The influence definition can be seen as one of the most intuitive definitions of “value”:

what happens when an observation is added to an existing training set? Furthermore,
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it also maps to perhaps the most popular notion of “data value” in the the recent ML

literature. Koh and Liang built on Cook and Weisburg’s earlier results [66, 67] to develop a

technique for estimating the influence of upweighting a point z on parameters θ [206]. The

resulting influence function paper and code was highly influential in the ML community.

In later work, Koh and colleague define group influence as the predicted effect of removing

a subset of training data [207].

A weakness of influence functions for use in data leverage work is that we are rarely

concerned with the influence of a single data point, and group influence may be less

accurate overall (though still very useful) [207]. Influence functions have also been subject

to criticism, especially around their use for deep learning models [21].

In almost all real-world cases where data comes from many individuals, each Leave One

Contributor Out value will be extremely small (and could even be positive, i.e. removing

that individual’s data improves test performance).1.

More relevant to the topic of data leverage is to imagine coalitions of users who

work together to withhold data (or to poison data, redirect data, etc.). Thus, it will

be useful to similarly define a Leave Coalition Out Influence for each unique combination

of contributors:

Definition 4. Leave Coalition Out Influence, where C is the set of all points attrib-

utable to coalition members: I(C) = Uoperator(D)− Uoperator(D∀di /∈ C)

1There are interesting exceptions wherein a single individual truly contributes a massive dataset entirely
“on their own”. This could occur when an entire dataset truly comes from a small group of people. For
instance, imagine a graduate student in geology who has manually collected geologic measurements, and
then trains an ML model on this “solo-authored” dataset.
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Definitions of influence that involve only a single subtraction (utility with observation

minus utility without observations) tend to map to a situation in which some dataset

already exists, and some data is going to disappear from it. Implicitly, this assumption

maps to an “opt-out” paradigm of data collection.

10.2.2. Shapley Values and A More Variable Notion of What Data is “Fixed”

We could also ask counterfactual questions about adding observations to a small dataset.

This framing maps more closely to research on using data valuation for active learning

[127]. Shapley values provide a way to split the difference between a viewpoint that

emphasizes the impact of withholding observations versus one that emphasizes the impact

of adding observations.

The Data Shapley, proposed by Ghorbani and Zou [126], gives the average influence of

an observation across all possible marginal contribution scenarios of a data point. Given

there are many such scenarios (2n), it must be estimated, and several groups of researchers

have produced software to do just that (see e.g, [126, 191, 127]). Computing the Data

Shapley values for a dataset tells us about which observations we might want to drop,

investigate, or try to add to our dataset (a main use case discussed in much of the work

is data markets [126]). As noted in Chapter 9, the Beta Shapley provides an even more

configurable variant of the Data Shapley.

The Shapley value originated in cooperative game theory as a way to estimate the

impact of a “player” on the outcome of some game in a scenario where each player can join

many different possible coalitions. In the context of data-dependent technologies, there
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are many ways a set of data points can be combined, so the core concept of considering

many possible coalitions is very relevant.

A data point that has high impact when added to one sample may have nearly no

impact when added to a different sample.

Shapley values can be thought of as weighted sums of influence values with different

subsets of data. The largest contribution to this weighted sum comes from the influence

value (i.e. when the subset is all other available data points).

Shapely values can be defined (and estimated) for groups of data points as well [223].

Thus, if we aggregate data Shapley at the contributor level, we have a value we might

call the Contributor Shapley.

Contributor Shapley can tell us the ability of a particular contributor to influence the

success of data leverage. We assume each contributor is an agent who can choose, for a

particular leverage-oriented campaign, whether to “vote” for the campaign by withholding

their data.

Definition 5. Contributor Shapley – Group Data Shapley, computed for all observa-

tions that are attributable to one contributor. Gives a robust estimate of the impact of

adding/removing that contributor.

For datasets where a one-observation-per-person rule is enforced, contributor Shapley

reduces to data Shapley, but this is rarely the case. Almost always, a model could be

improved by allowing more observations per person.

In the context of reasoning about data leverage outcomes, certain permutations may

be more likely than others. That is, there are certain groups of people who are more likely
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to engage in collective action together (e.g., because they are part of some kind of online

or offline network or community).

Looking forward, it would be especially useful to consider a propensity-weighted vari-

ant of the Shapley value that takes into account that certain combinations of contributors

are more likely to engage in data leverage together than other combinations. The topic of

propensity-weighted estimates of data leverage coalition influence may be a particularly

promising avenue for future work.

10.2.3. Data Scaling

In previous Chapters 7 and 8, we discussed the importance of data scaling research.

Data scaling work is generally concerned with understanding broad trends in how system

performance varies with access to more or less data. Data scaling experiments may not

tell us about a specific instance of a data leverage campaign, but they are certainly useful

for reasoning about the likely impact of different data leverage actions. Because they

typically involve randomly sampling subsets of data, data scaling can be seen as telling us

about the average impact of data leverage action. Indeed, the experiments in Chapters 6

and 7 effectively use a modified kind of data scaling / learning curve analysis.

In theory, we could use data value estimates to guess the shape of a data scaling curve,

or use a data scaling curve to guess the shape of a data value estimate distribution.

In practice, data scaling curves may be a very useful lens for data leverage organizers

who are trying to make choices about the size of a campaign. An influence or Shapley

value analysis may be more useful to organizers who expect the size of their campaign
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will be relatively fixed, but there might be opportunities to recruit specific contributors

based on the contributors’ data contribution characteristics.

10.2.4. Other Work that Tells Us About Data Value

Work in price targeting and marketing can also be seen as providing a kind of data

valuation. For instance, Smith et al. compared a price targeting model with access to

purchase histories with one that has access to demographic information. This kind of

work can be seen as a comparative assessment of data value [369].

Wang and colleagues have shown it is possible to “distill” data, which provides an

alternative lens on exploring fixed datasets to find the “sources of value”[417]. We could

imagine developing a data value measurement that focuses on how likely a data point is

to remain in a distilled dataset.

The “least core” also provides a game theoretic alternative to Shapley values for data

credit assignment, with some distinct advantages in terms of computation [432]. If all

data contributors see themselves as people playing a cooperative game, the least core

may be of interest [432]. This is probably most applicable to some kind of data sharing

platform (i.e., a market) in which all participants have opted-in. For these participants,

the framing of the least core could be a compelling argument that the platform operators

are taking contributor incentives very seriously.

While these approaches to data value all provide critical insight into the causal effect

of data on model outcomes and/or the likely preferences of data-contributing agents, they

do not map as cleanly to specific data leverage scenarios in the same way as influence

functions, Shapley values, or data scaling curves.
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10.3. Summary

We have a variety of measurements and the ability to estimate them in practice. Which

measurements best correspond to data leverage phenomena of interest?

If an individual wishes to understand the immediate impact of withholding their data

contributions (or adding giving data to a firm that doesn’t currently have it), influence

functions make sense. Even if one wants understand the the impact of a large, coordinated

group, influence functions could still work, though will likely underestimate impact of

withholding and overestimate impact of data contribution [207].

However, an assumption when using influence functions is that the rest of the dataset

will remain static. If a user expects that a random assortment of other users may also be

withholding (or contributing) data, they likely prefer to consider some Shapley variant.

As noted above, a very fruitful direction could be to investigate the use of a propensity-

weighted Shapley value, where coalitions are weighted more heavily based on how they

likely those coalitions are to exist in existing social conditions.

Future work should continue to synthesize key findings from relevant data valuation

and data scaling work and, where possible, use these findings to make concrete predic-

tions about the impact of data leverage. By interpreting relevant findings and definitions

through the lens of data leverage, it will be possible to (1) better understand factors that

influence the success of data leverage in the short term and (2) plan out a long-term data

leverage research agenda that can maximally benefit from ongoing advances in related

areas of ML.
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CHAPTER 11

Future Work and Conclusion

In this Chapter, we discuss our planned future work to support data leverage along

two broad lines. First, we discuss the potential for tools that can amplify data lever-

age for interested organizers and participants. This approach will involve drawing on –

and contributing to – the HCI literature, and also require consideration of factors that

influence collective action [286]. This software will be designed to be usable by people

interested in data leverage, with three key kinds of stakeholders in mind: potential data

leverage organizers, data leverage participants and interested policymakers. We also dis-

cuss applications for governing online communities more broadly, inspired by the parallels

between aggregating data labor outputs to train a model and aggregating preference data

to find a consensus (e.g. counting votes). Drawing on the metaphor that users of a recom-

mender system are “voting” to change recommendation outputs in some way when they

provide data labor, we discuss how data leverage communication tools could be designed

so that they are also useful for scaffolding collective decision-making more broadly. In

other words, we will work towards tools that could be used for applications ranging from

“manipulate a recommender system” to “determine policies for an online community”.

Second, we discuss the implications of very large models trained on massive datasets,

typically scraped from the web, e.g. Large Language Models and Generative Art Models

(these have also been called Foundation Models [35]). These models have played a major

role in shaping public discourse about AI, i.e. in the popular press and on social media
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[270]. The ethical and legal questions about data that is used to train these models (typi-

cally, massive scraped datasets of text or images from across the web) are highly relevant

to data leverage. Practically speaking, the widespread adoption of large models could

represent a fulcrum point, with different regulatory responses and emergent professional

norms massively influencing how effective data withholding, poisoning, and contribution

will be.

Finally, we summarize key ideas from throughout this thesis and paint a possible path

forwards.

11.1. Towards Data Leverage Communication Tools

There are many rich directions for extending data leverage research. Here, we describe

a specific tool-based approach: designing data leverage communication tools. The core

idea behind this direction of research is that by communicating the likely impact of differ-

ent data generating actions available to current or potential data contributors, researchers

can amplify the impact of data leverage and make coordination amongst data contribu-

tors easier. Such tools would incorporate simulations, which might build on the above

work on data strikes, data contribution, and data dividends, alongside observational data

(i.e., observing the impacts of actual data leverage campaigns) and some kind of interface.

Another name we might give these tools, less tied to the data leverage approach, could

be “data impact interfaces”.

We can consider these tools in terms of three distinct components: a component that

makes estimates about the impact of different datasets on model performance (i.e., the
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data value estimation module), a component that models how different levels and config-

urations of participation will lead to different datasets (i.e., the collective action module),

and a component that communicates these estimates (i.e., the communication module). In

order to support this line of future work, in this section we briefly describe the challenges

that are likely to arise with each component. We also discuss how each module might be

relevant to the three groups of stakeholders (organizers, participants, policymakers). We

highlight fruitful research questions that arise from this line of investigation.

11.1.1. Data Value Estimation

A major challenge will be selecting a definition of data value/impact that is useful for

“users”, including highly active organizers and more casual participants with varying

degrees of interest. In chapter 10, we discussed how different impact definitions map to

different real-world scenarios, e.g. leave-one-estimates tell us about the marginal impact

of a specific individual (or specific group), whereas the Shapley value tells us a kind of

expected value of group action averaged over many possible groups.

A second challenge will simply be finding a balance between estimation and accuracy

and generalizability. Different data usage contexts (e.g. recommender system vs. com-

puter vision classifier) show differences in data dependence [405]. A system that is meant

to model a specific implementation of a recommender system operating in a particular

domain may be very accurate for that domain, but very inaccurate for other domains or

if implementation details are changed. Ideally, data leverage communication tools should

be usable by people who may not know specific details about the systems to which they

contribute data.
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If policymakers (or independent research efforts) can increase the overall transparency

about data-dependent systems, this may make it easier to produce accurate estimates

without sacrificing generalizability (because data leverage communication tools can simply

account for different system details).

Based on the work described in this thesis, we can identify some likely desirable

characteristics for such systems. First, given the very different trends between withholding

data and contributing data, it will likely be useful to concisely communicate theoretical

insights about data scaling and data value to end users. In particular, communicating to

organizers when a particular action is likely to be very ineffective (i.e., very little chance

of any noticeable drop in performance) could save serious organizer resources and reduce

frustration for participants.

11.1.2. Collective Action Component

A key theme throughout our research is that data’s value is highly collective. An individual

acting alone with their data is unlikely to impact much of anything. This means that all

data leverage problems are fundamentally collective action problems, and are likely to

face several kinds of social dilemmas [209].

Data leverage communication tools will benefit heavily from better understanding

online collective action, especially in the context of data-related actions. Even a very

basic understanding of whether a particular action is likely to gain or lose momentum

as participation grows could help organizers select recruitment tactics (i.e., Marwell and

Oliver’s “accelerating and decelerating production functions” [286, 287]).
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11.1.3. Interface Component

Designing an interface that communicates the likely impact of data-related collective ac-

tion poses important HCI research questions. The design space of “data impact interfaces”

is quite large, because there are many possible data counterfactuals that an individual

can induce, and combinatorially more when we start to consider groups of people.

We might evaluate different interface designs in several ways. First, we could consider

an approach that is strictly about reducing information asymmetry. This could be seen

as a kind of data literacy intervention [87], evaluated primarily in terms of whether peo-

ple who interact with the interface come away with more knowledge about downstream

systems. Indeed, much of data leverage research could seen in terms of teaching people

about data-dependent systems, but with a specific focus on systems that are particularly

reliant on the public or on particular communities.

Another approach for evaluating different interface designs could be a focus on whether

users more effectively solve social dilemmas when using a particular tool. In other words,

in scenarios in which there is a need to gain some “critical mass” [286] of participation

before any goals are achieved (e.g., most data strikes, as shown in Chapter 7), we need

to determine which design choices actually accomplish this outcome. This question could

be studied with both lab experiments, but ideally also with field experiments in real

conditions.

Finally, we could also evaluate these interfaces in terms of their ability to foster di-

alogue about AI systems and facilitate governance processes. For instance, rather than

presupposing that users share a goal, but are hindered by social dilemma dynamics, we

might ask if data impact interfaces help a group of people decide on a goal. Looking at
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the impact of data on some model, perhaps some users will come away from the interface

wanting to produce more data and improve that model, and others will be excited about

the potential to bring that model down.

11.1.4. Connections to Community Governance

Data leverage communications tools are fundamentally concerned with reducing the in-

formation asymmetry around potential data scenarios that individual people have the

agency to bring about. In many online community contexts, people may contribute data

that serves some kind of governance role, e.g. posting on Reddit about one’s preferred

moderation policies for a particular subreddit. Or, some communities may use digital

tools to engage in voting or consensus building.

Driven by the insight that many individual data labor records (e.g., “user 123 watched

video abc”) functionally act as “votes” for a model to act a certain way (e.g., to recommend

video abc to other users), we could imagine repurposing data leverage communication tools

to support communication about a much broader class of governance systems. A tool that

tells someone about different counterfactual outcomes for a recommender system could

also tell them about different counterfactual outcomes for a voting mechanism.

11.2. Data Leverage and Large Models

At the time this dissertation was being written, a dominant force in discussions in

the AI community was the adoption of large language models [37] and other large models

used for purposes such as prompt-based art generation [315]. These models create unique

challenges for data leverage because of their scale. From the perspective that models that
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draw on data from more people are “more” reliant on data labor, these large models are

some of the most data-labor-intensive systems to exist, on a similar level of data-labor-

intensity as search engines.

On the other hand, they represent a unique opportunity in terms of the burst in public

attention to AI systems and data. The outputs of generative art models, in particular,

have fostered both very great positive [325] and negative attention [270].

These technologies also raise the stakes for discussion about the long-term impacts

of AI systems more broadly. Organizations such as OpenAI have expressed interest in

studying the long-term economic impacts [384]. The rapid increase in AI capabilities

seems poised to unlock new kinds of systems and businesses. These large models could

represent step function increases in performance, as posited in Radical Markets [309].

But, it could be the case that society sees a net win in terms of AI capabilities but a not

loss in terms of the distribution of resources and power.

Several data leverage questions emerge from the discussion around large models. First,

can data counterfactuals and data scaling laws (as discussed in Chapter 10) even be

applied to these models? It seems unlikely that researchers will ever obtain ground truth

data about the marginal impact of individual data points on these models; it would simply

be too expensive to do so. Nonetheless, public discourse has actually centered around the

marginal impact of specific artists [270], with a narrative emerging around artists who

seem to have particularly large influence over model outputs expressing frustrations with

their relationship to these models.

While there is certainly interest in understanding macro trends in data scaling for

large models [198], the kinds of predictions that might help foster collective action (e.g.,
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“if 1000 people withhold data, performance will drop by x percent”) may be hard to make.

Thus, it may be the case that ever-growing models and datasets will make it harder to

make precise claims about data leverage effectiveness. Additionally, they may specifically

hinder data strikes. We saw in Chapter 6 that data strikes are less effective when datasets

are larger (as we might expect from basic assumptions about data scaling). Thus, if firms

begin to use large models more and more, systems may become more strike resistant

(though niche scenarios may remain vulnerable to data strikes).

Conversely, large models could actually empower data contribution-centered small-

scale collective action. In particular, if it becomes more viable for a small group of people

to pool their data together and “fine-tune” a large pre-trained model, data contribution

could become the dominant type of data-related collective action.

11.3. Conclusion

In this thesis, we have argued that data contributions – from volunteers in some cases,

and from unwitting members of the general public in others – are an underappreciated,

yet critical dependency of many of the most important modern computing systems. In the

first half, we discussed several approaches for highlighting this value. In the second half, we

have discussed how researchers can play a role in empowering the public to exert leverage

through these data dependencies. We concluded by setting the stage for forward-looking

data leverage communication tools that could facilitate collective action around data that

meaningfully aligns technology company practices and AI systems themselves with the

values of the data leverage participants. By advancing this line of work, researchers can

work alongside the public to mitigate the negative impacts of AI and create a paradigm in
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which the capabilities of systems continue to improve and the economic bounty of these

systems is shared widely.
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